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ABSTRACT
This report gives a detailed preliminary design and complete performance
evaluation of an 11-channel large aperture scanning radiometer antenna for the
Shuttle Imaging Microwave System (SIMS) Program. 	 Provisions for interfacing, the
antenna with the Space Shuttle Orbiter are presented and discussed.	 A program plan
for hardware development and a rough order of magnitude (ROM) cost are also
included.
The conceptual design of the antenna is first presented. 	 It consists of a four-
meter diameter parabolic torus main reflector, which is a graphite/epoxy shell
supported by a graphite/epoxy truss.
	 A rotating feed wheel assembly supports six
	 -
Gregorian subreflectors covering the upper eight frequency channels from 6.6 GIIz
through 118.7 GHz, and two three-channel prime forms feed assemblies for 0. 6,
1. 4, and 2.7 GHz.	 The feed wheel assembly also holds the radiometers and power
supplies, and a drive system using a 400 Hz synchronous motor is described.
The RF analysis of the antenna is performed using; physical optics procedures
for both the dual reflector Gregorian concept and the single reflector prime focus
concept.
	
A unique aberration correcting feed for 2. 7 GHz is analyzed. 	 A structural
analysis is also included.	 The analyses indicate that the antenna will meet system,
requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTIONC
E:
The Shuttle Imaging Microwave System (SIMS) is a multi-channel, high resolution,
passive radiometer for observations of thermal emission from the Earth ' s W;mosphere
and surface.	 It is being designed to fit within the Space Shuttle payload.	 The Shuttle
will be in an earth viewing orbit with its axis in the direction of flight. 	 The SIMS
antenna beam will be scanned in a plane normal to the flight vector while orbital 	 q
C motion will provide scanning in the orthogonal direction.	 The large payload of theShuttle allows a much larger antenna than possible on previous space vehicles. 	 This
larger antenna structure will provide increased resolution and in addition will make
possible the use of longer wavelengths not previously used for earth observations. 	 j
The purpose of this study was to study, investigate and recommend a suitable
antenna concept which will be referred to as SIMS-A. 	 This conceptual design must
' lsovide simultaneous operation at eleven frequencies from 0.610 GHz to 118.7 GHz.
In addition, it was desirable that the primary collimator be capable of operating at
frequencies up to 300 GHz.	 The 11 channelized frequencies for this concept — SIMS-A
(Alternative 1) are:
Channel	 Frequency (GHz)
1	 0.610
r:
2	 1.413
3	 2.695
4	 6.6G 5	 10.69
F	 20.0
7	 22.0
8	 37.0
9	 53.0
10	 94.0
11	 118.7
It was also desirable that a five-channel system (4, 5, 7, 8 and 10) be considered.
G This system, referred to as SIMS-A (Alternative 2) must have growth capability to
Alternative 1.
The frequency spectrum Lequirements imply a true time delay optical type
collimating system.	 Each channel is relatively narrow band so that a multiplicity of
channelized feeds will adequately provide the desired frequency coverage. 	 For	 s,
these reasons the prime candidate solution to the SIMS-A requirements was a 	 aparabolic torus reflector with a rotating feed wheel containing Gregorian sub-reflector
(i feeds for the high frequency channels and point source focal plane feeds for the lower
frequency channels. It was a requirement to perform a design study and performance
analysis of this prime candidate and any suitable alternative concept approved by JPL.
1_1
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rPrimary emphasis of the design study was to achieve a conceptual design with
the following properties:
• Maximum main beam efficiency > 90 percent
• Minimum insertion loss
f	 • Simplicity of mechanical construction (consistent with performance
requirements)
• Minimal cost
• Space Shuttle payload compatibility
Significant output requirements .of the study were to include: discussions of
results of all analyses; specifications, drawings and description of the recommended
antenna system; and a rough order of magnitude (ROM) cost estimate for each
alternative.
Volume I contains all of the technical results while Volume II presents a
recommended program plan, schedule and ROM cost estimate. Section 2 of
Volume I gives a detailed description of the antenna, its performance characteristics,
and the Shuttle/SIMS interface characteristics and considerations. Section 3 presents
the design approach and all analyses upon which the conceptual design is based.
Section 4 is a discussion of considerations which will be significant in developing a
test program for an antenna of this size and frequency bandwidth with an intended use
in the Space Shuttle. Conclusions and recommendations which have resulted from
this study are found in Sections 5 and 6 respectively. i{
I}
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2. ANTENNA CONCEPTUAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
2.1 INTRODUCTION
This specification describes an antenna which meets all of the functional
requirements of Exhibit I entitled "SIMS-A Antenna Study Requirements" dated
January 7, 1975, and conforms to JSC 07700, Volume MV, Revision C, Change
No. 11, entitled Space Shuttle System Payload Accommodat ions. 1 * Section 2.2
presents a description of the antenna and Section 2. 3 provides the performance
characteristics of the baseline antenna.
d
*For convenience, reference to this document will be identified simply as JSC 07700.
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2.2. 1 Electrical (RF) Specifications
2.2.1.1 General
The antenna operates on eleven frequency channels from 0.61 GHz to 118. 7 GHz.
It is composed of 'an offset-fed parabolic torus reflector fed by a number of
abberation correcting feeds spaced around a rotating feed wheel. In.operation,
continuous rotation of the feed wheel scans the antenna beams in the cross-track
direction, called azimuth for simplicity. The along-track direction is called eleva-
tion. ' During the portion of the scan when the feeds are not illuminating the reflec-
tor, the entire feed assembly passes through a three-sided enclosure which gives
reference temperatures for calibration purposes.
2.2,1.2 Specific Item. Descriptions
Main Ileflector
The main reflector is a parabolic torus with a diameter of 4m and a height of
2m. The bottom of the reflector corresponds to the vertex of the parabola, which
has a focal length of lm. The reflector subtends 180 deg. in azimuth from its center.
Feed Svstems
The rotating feed wheel contains a number of feed positions in its circumfer-
ence. The predominant feed concept is a Gregorian subreflector with a horn
primary feed. Dual concentric primary feeds are used in those cases where two
bands share the same subreflector, and each feed is dual polarized. The primary
feed in all cases can be a rectangular corrugated horn 2.6X high and 1.5X wide. A
small flare angle is used to maintain less than 0. 1R path length error in the horn
aperture. The various parameters (feed size, feed location, subreflector location,
and surface contour) have been optimized as discussed in Paragraph 3.1.
The Gregorian approach is used at all frequencies for which overall perfor-
mance is acceptable. Analysis indicates that for the lowest three frequencies
another approach is required, and feeds located near the paraxial focus which
directly illuminate the parabolic torus are utilized. These are called prime focus
feeds. For the lowest frequency (0.61 GHz), a very simple feed with four dipoles
spaced 0.63a apart in a square lattice is used. For the second frequency (1.413 GHz),
a narrower feed pattern is needed to minimize the effects of reflector abberation.
A seven element dipole array (a central dipole surrounded by six dipoles located on a
circle of radius 0. 683X) is used. The outer six dipoles are fed in phase and 6 dB
lower in amplitude relative to the center one.
The effects of the relatively poor collimation, of the parabolic torus are severe
enough at 2.695 GHz that a relatively complex feed is required. The feed for that
frequency is a 79-clement slot array with the elements located on a triangular
lattice and forming a hexagonal aperture._ The amplitude and phase of the 19 slots
have been optimized for best overall performance, as discussed in Paragraph 3. 1.2.3.
sa
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r
Vertically polarized dipole arrays for 0.61 Ghz and 1.413 GHz integrate well
with a horizontally polarized slot array for 2.695 GHz, with the slot array forming
the ground plane for the dipole arrays. The slot array, being cross polarized
relative to the dipoles, can "look through" the dipoles with little degradation. A
feed array with the opposite polarizations (0.61-H, 1.413 -H, and 2.695=V) is
located diametrically opposite on the feed wheel to give dual polarized operation.
The baseline configuration of all feeds on the feed wheel is shown in Figure 2-1.
Eight locations spaced 45 deg. apart on the feed wheel are used. All feeds are dual
frequency and dual polarized except for the lowest three bands, which have three
frequencies with one polarization each.
For each dual frequency feed, the presence of the higher frequency aperture in
the center of the lower frequency aperture will cause degradation of main beam
efficiency at the lower frequency. The patterns of the primary feed will narrow and
the sidelobe levels will increase due to the aperture blockage, causing primarily an
increase in spillover past the subreflector. A suitable dual frequency concentric
feed must be developed and the magnitude of this degradation would be determined at
that time. All of the drawings, designs, and analyses in this report deal with this
baseline feed layout, but the analysis does not include the blockage effects.
94 V/H
20 V/H
2.695 V 7
53 V/H. 1.4.13H a
6.6 V/H 0.610H 7
118.7 V/H t18.7 V/H
10.69 V/H 37 V/H
F	 - 2.695 H 53 V/H$ 1413V 6:6VlH
0.610V a
222 V
22.2 V/H
Figure 2-1. Baseline Feed Layout
i
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An optional alternative feed layout is shown in Figure 2-2. Here 10 feed
positions spaced 36 deg. apart are used. The primary advantage of this layout is
that only two dual concentric feeds are used,, 6.6/94 and 10.69/118.7 GHz. The
frequency separation here is more than 10:1 so the blockage degradation effect will 	 x-.
be minimal. There are several disadvantages, however, so the alternate con-
figuration should only be used if the baseline proves to have too much blockage. The
disadvantages are:
1. More subreflectors (eight rather than six).
2. Less room for flanges around the subreflectors. These flanges would
be used to direct the spillover energy to areas where it will be absorbed,
hence improving beam efficiency and enhancing coupling to the calibration
cavity.
3. A filter is required to separate 20 and 22 GHz, which share a common
horn aperture. This will increase losses in these two channels.
This optional configuration will not be considered further in this report.
i
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Figure 2-2. Optional Layout with 10 Feed Locations
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Figure 2-3 shows the feed layout for Alternative 2. Eight feed locations with
only one dual concentric feed (6. ,6/94 GHz) would be used. Because four feeds are
included for the highest frequency, the rotation speed required to give contignous
coverage on the earth will be only 2. 1 rps rather than the 5.4 rps required for two
-	 feeds at 118.7 GHz.
Calibration Loads
As each feed rotates, it will pass through a warm and a cold calibration
enclosure. These enclosures consist of a plane of absorber above the feeds in the
vertex plane of the reflector, a plane of absorber below the feeds, and a cylindrical
section of absorber on the outside of them. Thermal emission from external
sources will have to reflect off at least two absorber surfaces in order to reach the
feed, so the effective absorbtivity of the calibration load is correspondingly better
than that of the absorber surface itself- Consequently, a thin and broadband free
space absorber with -20 dB reflectivity can be effectively used.
The calibration targets require keeping all feed assemblies below the vertex
plane in order to avoid mechanical interference. The feed assembly for the lowest
three bands is centered 17.08 cm below the vertex plane to ensure this. As a result
the antenna beams are elevated above the horizontal plane in these three bands.
r ^ i
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Radiometers
The specific design of the radiometers is not covered in this report. However,
the radiometer block diagram is shown in Figure 2-4. The radiometer can be
packaged in two parts as shown. This allows placing Package A, which can be quite
• small, very close to the feed. Package B would then be placed in its normal location
closer to the center of the feed wheel. This split packaging concept would be used in
the highest frequency channels to avoid the losses of long millimeter waveguide runs.
In addition, because Package B is connected with coax its position can be adjusted to
balance the feed wheel.
Power Supplies
Power is transmitted to the feed wheel using non-contacting inductive coupling.
This power is rectified, filtered, and regulated in power supplies which are located
on the feed wheel.
Data Link
The video data will be multiplexed onto a Ku-band carrier and transmitted off
the feed wheel using a non-contacting "data link". This requires a Ku-band trans-
mitter and' modulator on the feed wheel.
2.2.2 Mechanical Design
2.2.2. 1 General/Overall Description
The SIMS-A conceptual design antenna to which tlus specification applies is
shown positioned in the Space Shuttle Orbiter payload bay in figure 2-5. The
antenna is provided with three retention trunnions which are latched by three non-
deployable (bolt-down) load retention fittings along the payload bay door longerons
and one fitting which is captured by a payload bay keel fitting. All Orbiter fittings
and fitting locations are standard and no special components are required. Except
'r^n
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Figure 2-4. Radiometer Block Diagram
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for electrical connections, there are no other physical interfaces between SIMS-A
and the Orbiter. However, there are antenna performance parameters which may
be considered as Orbiter/payload interface items. These are discussed in
Para. 2.3.2.1.
Figure 2-6 is a perspective sketch of the antenna alone and Figures 2-7 and
2-8 comprise a three view drawing (CRB751101) which identifies all antenna sub-
assemblies and major components. The antenna main frame is a truss structure
which provides load paths from all areas of the antenna to the retention trunnions.
The trunnions are capable of transfering all antenna loads into the orbiter retention
fittings without failure. The truss structure also provides nodal points which support
the parabolic torus primary reflector surface. Additionally, the main frame
provides a truss wall for support of the feed wheel drive mechanism and the radio-
meter calibration target housings. The drive mechanism assembly contains the
drive motor, gears, bearings and drive shaft required to drive the rotating feed
wheel at its required speed. The rotating feed wheel, keyed to the drive shaft, con-
tains the sub-reflectors, feed horns, feed arrays, waveguides, radiometers, data
link and power supplies which are required to achieve the RF performance require-
ments. Radiometer calibration targets wrap around the feed wheel in areas outside
the main beam scan area. The housings are attached to the antenna main frame. The
speed control is accomplished by using an AC synchronous motor synchronized to a
400 Hz power source. An encoder keyed to the drive shaft indicates shaft position
with a digital output.
2.2.2.2 Detailed Descriptions
Rotating Feed Wheel
Figure 2-9 (2 sheets) is a drawing of the feed wheel (CRB 751007). The wheel
is made from two honeycomb sandwich discs spaced about six inches apart by
eight radial honeycomb sandwich ribs and eight honeycomb sandwich circular ring'
segments. The ribs are continuous from hub to outer end, while the circular ring
segments fit between the ribs. Spokes on the hub are bonded between the face
sheets of the rib-panels. The arrangement of these components forms eight
approximately trapezoidal compartments between the hub wall, circular ring seg-
ments and ribs. Access to these compartments is provided by making the section of
the outboard (away from the drive shaft) disc between the hub and circular ring into
a removable door. The door is shear pinned to the ribs so that the door participates
in resisting bending of the wheel assembly. All electronic hardware except power
supplies, radiometers and feed components are installed in the compartments. There
are provisions for mounting 32 radiometers and 32 power supplies on the wheel
although only 30 of each are required. The extra locations may be used to distribute
balance weights as required. The outboard disc has attached to its inner (between
discs) side 16 radiometers and to its outer side all of the power supplies. The 16
remaining radiometer locations are on the outer side of the inboard (drive shaft
side) disc and these radiometers are for the high frequency feed at each of the
subreflector locations. The high frequency feeds are connected to their respective
2-g
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Figure 2-6. Antenna Perspective View
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radiometers by coaxial lines, therefore the radiometers for those feeds can be
adjustable with respect to radial distance from the hub and this feature may be used
to obtain fine adjustments in dynamic balance of the wheel. There are six subreflec-
tors fed by dual frequency concentric horns and two triple frequency arrays spaced
at equal angles around the periphery of the wheel. The low frequency section of
each concentric horn is connected to a turnstile junction which distributes the two
polarizations through waveguides to the correct radiometer. The high frequency
horn section is inside the lower frequency horn section and its waveguide is brought
through the wall of the larger waveguide and connected to an orthomode transducer.
Each output from the orthomode transducer is combined in a separate mixer assembly
with the output from a local oscillator. The signal from the mixer is pre-amplified
near the horn/transducer/mixer assembly and connected by coaxial cable to the
correct radiometer. There are two feed support channels diametrically opposite
each other on the wheel perimeter. Each channel supports the feed horns, wave-
guides, transducers, mixers, local oscillators and pre-amplifiers associated with
three dual-frequency feeds.
Reflector/Main Frame
The reflector/main frame assembly shown in Figures 2-10 and 2-11 is a space
truss structure composed of many tubular graphite-epoxy elements of 1. 00 in. O. D
and 0.125 in. wall thickness. In the aperture area the elements form nodes at
approximately 15. 00 in. spacing in orthogonal directions along the reflector contour.
A 0.030 in. thick graphite-epoxy laminate shell (parabolic torus) is bonded to the
nodes of the back-up structure. Three trunnion fittings and one tongue fitting con-
forming to Rockwell International Space Division's Drawing VC70-004105, Rev. A
(See Appendix B) ar se built into the truss structure. These four fittings form the
determinant four-point retention system used to mount SIMS-A in the Shuttle Orbiter
payload bay. With the keel fitting and the two longeron fittings in the plane of the
system center of gravity as shown on the drawing there are 63 candidate mounting
locations using standard Orbiter hardware. Two trussed walls close out the ends of
the structure and the one spanning the parabola axis side of the aperture has pro-
visions for mounting the drive mechanism and the radiometer calibration targets.
The aperture shell is made reflective by electro-deposited nickel.
Drive and Shaft Position Pickoff System
The drive mechanism for the rotating feed wheel is shown in schematic form in
Figure 2-12 and as an assembly drawing in Figure 2-13 (2 sheets). The mechanism is
an independent module attached to the trussed wall spanning the main frame assembly.
Within its housing an AC synchronous motor with power factor correction drives the
main shaft through a two stage helical gear train. An encoder, keyed to the shaft,
provides shaft position data.
The graphite-epoxy drive shaft is supported in the housing on two 8.00 inch I. D.
angular contact bearings. A 12.00 inch pitch diameter helical gear attached to the
drive shaft is driven by the output gear of the intermediate shaft which is driven by
the motor pinion. Overall reduction is 36.96:1.00. A brake is integrated into the
gear train and is released when power is applied to the motor.
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Figure 2-13. Drive System Drawings (Sheet 2 of 2)
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The' motor is a three-phase, 400 Hz, four-pole hysteresis type having the
following characteristics:
Nominal rating	 1/4 H. P.
Input	 3 phase
k frequency	 400 Hz
voltage, line-to-line	 200 Vrms
full load watts	 365 watts
full load amps	 3.85 amps
Synchronous speed	 12,000 rpm
Torque developed
starting	 80 oz-in.
pull-in	 25 oz-in.
pull out	 27.2 oz-in.
rated	 21 oz-in.
The shaft angle encoder is a self-decoding, natural binary, optical unit. It
J.
	
	
provides 213 (8192) resolution in 360 deg. The binary word is provided on 13 parallel,
TTL compatible, output lines with LSB (least significant bit) value of 0.0439453 deg.
(2.6 minutes of arc). Mechanical characteristics are:
Operating speed (max.)	 375 rpm
Stewing speed (max.)
	
3000 rpm
Starting torque req'd.	 0. 5 oz-in.
Running torque req'd. 	 0.4 oz-in.
Power factor correction to achieve unity power factor at synchronous speed is
accomplished by inserting an estimated capacitance of 2. 5 µF between each 400 Hz
line and the neutral The recommended capacitors are:
! ,
	
Qty.	 Capacitanc e 	Dimensions
	 j
3	 1 µF	 .75 in. dia, x 2.12 in. long
3	 1.5 µF	 1.00 in. dia. x 2. 12 in. long
iY	
Metal case, glass to metal seal with polycarbonate dielectric.
400 VDC	 240 V at 400 Hz
.t J
X
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Calibration Target Housings
Each target housing is a channel cross-section, 60 deg. annulus shown installed
in Figures 2-7 and 2-8. The channel cross-section wraps around the edge of the
feed wheel enclosing the subreflector, feed horn, waveguides, and feed support
channel. The target materials are attached to the inside of the housing with
minimal clearance for the rotating wheel components. The three walls forming the
channel are plastic honeycomb sandwich construction. The flat wall on the drive
shaft side of the channel is attached to the drive mechanism support,wall of the
main frame.
f
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2. 3 PERFORMANCE OF THE BASELINE ANTENNA SYSTEM
2.3.1 Electrical (RF)
As noted previously, the antenna consists of a. parabolic focus main reflector with a.
combination of Gregorian subreflector feeds and prime focus feeds for the various
channel s,
2. 3. 1. 1 Gregorian Subreflector
A cross-section of the Gregorian subreflector contour in relation to the main
reflector is shown in Figure 2-14. This concept is used for eight channels from
6.6 through 118. 7 GHz. A normal Gregorian subreflector for use with a parab-
oloidal main reflector is an ellipsoid. With a torus, the subreflector surface is
easily defined only hi the plane X = 0, where the main reflector is exactly a parabola
and the subreflector is exactly an ellipse. At all other points, the subreflector
surface is chosen to maintain a constant path length between the feed and the aperture
plane Y = 0. The analysis of this report defines the subreflector point corresponding
to a given ray path. Given the point (X, O, Z) where the ray crosses the aperture
plane, the point on the subreflector which connects that ray to the feed is precisely
located by a FORTRAN subroutine GEODES given in the appendix, using a procedure
outlined by Gustincic. 2 A discussed in Paragraph 3.1. 1. 1, the location of the feed
and subreflector have been optimized for best overall performance. The parameters
which define the optimized location are given in Table 2-1.-
f
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Table 2-1. Subreflector Design Parameters
i
R = radius of Main Reflector = 2m
H = 0.0813 R
F = 0.5825 R
S = 0.4000 R
The periphery of the subreflector is also defined numerically. The aperture
used is defined in the X-Z plane by two ellipses as shown in Figure 2-15. This
aperture shape gives a smooth aperture contour which avoids flats that will degrade
the sidelobe level. It also avoids the areas near the upper right and left corners
that are not suitable for use.due to severe torus phase aberrations in these areas.
An aperture diameter of 1.6 meters in both dimensions is therefore utilized.
Projecting this dual ellipse aperture back along the geometric rays to the sub-
reflector defines the subreflector contour, which is illustrated in Figure 2-16.
Z	 UPPER ELLIPSE SEGMENT
2
( X ^ + ( Z-0.3) 2 
= 1;Z> 0.3
0.4	 0.5
LOWER ELLIPSE SEGMENT
1.0	 /	 x 2 O_S _Z 2	
-
I
,I
t
a
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A flange is required around the periphery of the subreflector. The purpose
of this flange is two-fold.
1. To reflect the spillover energy in a downward direction, away from the 	 r
main reflector. This will keep the spillover from appearing as sidelobes
in the far field patterns, which will degrade the main beam efficiency.
The corresponding areas below the main reflector will be lined with
absorber.
2. When the feed is within the calibration cavity, the flange will also guarantee
that virtually all of the feed illumination will be coupled to the cavity. With-
out the flange, the spillover will illuminate areas outside of the cavity and
degrade the calibration accuracy.
Specific design of this flange should be done as part of the detailed design of the
subreflector. it is not shown in the sketches for simplicity.
The surface contour of the subreflector must be accurate to 0.0025 cm rms
(0.001 in.) to ensure adequate performance at the higher frequencies.
2. 3. 1.2 Gregorian Feed a
The nominal feed characteristics are given in Table 2-2.
These are called nominal characteristics because the overall performance with
such a feed has been completely evaluated. The feed was assumed to have a rectan-
gular aperture 2.6X high by 1.5N wide with no phase error and a cosine taper in both
dimensions, such as would be approximately the case for a rectangular corrugated
horn.
i
A dual concentric feed could be fabricated as shown bi Figure 2-17. The high
frequency feed passes through the center of the low frequency turnstile junction:
Two `Zragic Tee l ' hybrids are required to feed opposite ports of the turnstile, thus,
giving crossed linear polarization for the low frequency channel. A normal ortho-
mode transducer gives crossed linear polarization in the high frequency channel.
Table 2-2. Nominal Feed Characteristics

i	 _	 __	 l	 1	 F
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L.As noted earlier, the amount of degradation in the low frequency channel caused by
the presence of the high frequency channel has not been determined because it would
have to be done experimentally.
zk
Other horn types, such as an elliptical version of the dual mode conical horn, 3,4
could also be used. The use of such a horn for the high frequency channel in a
dual concentric feed would reduce blockage because a dual mode horn would be con-
siderably smaller than a corrugated horn. A dual-mode horn would also be easier
to fabricate with sufficient accuracy for the millimeter wavelength channels. Develop-
ment and experimental evaluation of the elliptical dual mode conical horn is needed to
verify its performance.
Still another horn type is a wide-flare-angle ring-loaded corrugated horn. 5
This horn has been investigated experimentally in a round conical configuration
(equal beam widths). The use of a large flare angle and large aperture size makes
the feed pattern tend to be equal to that of the dominant mode in the conical horn
independent of frequency, and the use of ring loaded corrugations gives a bandwidth
of 6:1 while maintaining the required capacitive surface impedance, except for a
small stop band with inductive reactance which could be located between two channels.
Its applicability as-a Gregorian feed is questionable for the following reasons:
a
1. The patterns are not exactly constant over the 6:1 bandwidth, so a complete
evaluation of the effect on beam efficiency is needed. Even with well-
	
3
controlled patterns, the performance margin with respect to main beam
efficiency and spillover is very small, making the feed patterns quite
critical.
2. The presence of a well-defined phase center which is constant over the
band has not been established.
3. Fabrication of the horn in an elliptical shape would be difficult, so a
rectangular version should be investigated.
Should these questions be resolved sufficiently, a number of channels could be
located at one position on the feed wheel with possible cost and performance advantages
over the baseline design. Such an evaluation involves hardware development so it is
beyond the scope of this study.
2.3.1.3 Prime Focus Feeds
The prime focus feeds at 0. 61, 1.413, and 2.695 GHz are co-located as shown
in Figure 2-18.
0.61 GHz
Four dipoles excited with equal amplitude and phase are used. The dipole
spacing is 30.962 cm (0.63X) in both directions. Because of the narrow bandwidth
required, the dipoles can be spaced as close as 2.457 cm (0.05X) above the 2.695 GHz
slot array which, acts as a ground plane. The beamwidth, of this feed will be about
C75-664/034A
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Figure 2-18. Triple Frequency Prime Focus Feed
1.413 GHz
Seven dipoles are used, with the central dipole excited 6 dB stronger than
each of the outer six. The positions and amplitudes of the dipoles are summarized
in Table 2-3. These dipoles can be spaced somewhat closer to the ground plane than
the 0.61 GHz dipoles, or 1. 5 cm (0.07110 The use of seven dipoles reduces the
a	 beamwidth to about 34 deg. in order to reduce the degradation caused by the aberra-tions of the parabolic torus.
Table 2-3. Dipole Array Excitation for 1.413 GHz
Element X Y Amplitude Phase
1 _7.231 -6.262 0.125 0.0
2 +7.231 —6.262 0.125 _ 0.0
3 — 14.461 0.0 11125 0.0
4 0.0 0.0 0.250 0.0
5 +14.461 0.0 0.125 0.0
6 —7.231 +6.262 0.125 0.0
7 +7.231 +6.262 0.125 0.0
ti
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2. 695 GHz
The feed for this channel is a 19 slot array with a hexagonal aperture. This
feed was optimized for maximum performance by systematically adjusting the
amplitude and phase of each slot. The feed pattern then has approximate amplitude
symmetry with about a 27 deg. beamwidth at -3 dB and a 55 deg.: beamwidth at
-10 dB. The phase, however, varies over a 100 deg. range to compensate for the
aberrations of the torus. Details of the amplitude and phase distribution on the slots 	 .
and the primary patterns are given in Paragraph 3. 1.2. 3.
The slot array can be fed by a stripline corporate feed with variable path
lengths to produce the desired phase distribution. Because of variations in the
mutual coupling over such a small array, it is expected that several iterations with
the actual hardware will be required to achieve the desired slot excitations with
sufficient accuracy.
2. 3. 1.4 Overall Performance
The calculated overall performance is given in detail in Table 2-4. Analyses
which support these figures can be found in Section 3.1. Most of the parameters
for the Gregorian channels are based on the 6.6 GHz results, so they are pessimistic
because the performance of this geometric optics design will improve with increasing
frequency due to reduced diffraction losses. Consequently, the slight deficiencies in
main beam efficiency at 94 and 118.7 GHz are of no concern because the actual
efficiency will be higher.
2. 3. 2 Mechanical Specifications
2. 3.2.1 Shuttle Interface
Baseline Four-point Retention Concept
A four-point retention system, as shown in Figure 2-19 (for a generalized
payload), provides a statically determinate mounting. The attachment fittings
along the longeron react to loads in either the :^X and fZ (primary fittings) or the
fZ directions (stabilizing fitting), while the lower keel fittings (auxiliary) react
loads in the fY direction only. (See Figure 2-20 for a. definition of the orbiter
coordinate system). The stabilizing fitting may be located on either the left or right
side of the antenna. The orbiter supplied interface fittings will minimize Y-loads
in the primary fittings, X and Y loads in the stabilizing fittings, and X and Z ;loads in
the keel fittings. The primary (X and Z load) fittings and the auxiliary (Y load) fitting
on the antenna are located in a common plane and the stabilizing fitting is located
59.00 inches from this plane.
SIMS-A Attachment Locations in Payload Bay
Eight primary payload structural attachment locations are available for SIMS-A
along the payload bay between Xo = 715 and Xo = 1128 as shown in Figure 2-21.
Each location consists of three attachment points, one on each longeron (Zo = 414, 	 x _
Yo +94) and one at the keel (Zo = 305, Yo = 0). Each set of three attachment points
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Table 2-4. Antenna Performance
Channel 1 2 3 4 Units
Frequency 0.610 1.413 2.695 6.600 GHz
(run number) 72.2 72-1 87-2 41.1
Polarization V+H V+H V+H V+H
(interlaced) (interlaced) (interlaced) (simultaneous)
Multiplicity 1 1 1 2
Temperature Resolution 0.13 0.16 0.55 0.13 OK
Beamwidth - Azimuth 17.29 9.18 4.66 1.96 deg
Elevation 17.41 8.74 5.02 2.15 deg
Elevation Beam Position +5.34 +4.37 +7.79 -0.04 deg
Effective Aperture 72.6 X /O 2.05 1.72 1.63 1.60 meters
Total Power within Main Beam 89.86 94.11 91.53 91.26 percent
Total Power within Pattern 96.86 98.63 97.79 96.11 percent
Tolerance Loss 1.0 2.0 3.0 0.03 percent
Main Beam Efficiency" 91.2 93.2 90.2 94.1 percent
Sidelobe Level -19 -24 -19 -17 d8
Polarization Pur%ty -16 -19 -19 -20 dB
VSWR <1.1:1 <11.1:1 <1.2:1 <1.2:1
Beam position accuracy ±0.045 ±0.045 4.045 ±0.045 deg
Calibration Targets Coupling NA NA 99.5 99.5 percent
Gain w/o Ohmic Loss 20.53 26.35 31.61 39.13 dB
Ohmic Loss 0.31 0.25 0.68 0.34 -dB
Net Gain 20.22 26.10 30.93 38.79 +dB
Scan Coverage TBD TBO TBO 160 d	 an
"Assuming 80% of spillover is absorbed.
I
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Table: 2-4. Antenna Performance (Cont)
Channel 5 6 7 8 Units
Frequency 10.69 20.0 22.0 37.0 GHz
Polarization V+H V+H V+H V+H
(ail simultaneous)
Multiplicity 1 1 1 1
Temperature Resolution 0.37 0.59 0.67 0.78 OK
Beamwidth 1.27 0.680 0.618 0.368 deg
Elevating Beam Position 0 0 0 0 deg
Effective Aperture 1.60 • 1.60 1.60 1.60 meters
Total Power within Main Beam 91.26 91.26 91.26 91.26 percent
Total Power within Pattern 96.11 96.11 96.11 96.11 percent
Tolerance Loss 0.07 0.23 0.28 0.79 percent
Main Beam Efficiency" 94.12 93.97 93.93 93.45 percent
Sidelobe Level -17.0 -17.0 -17.0 -17.0 dB
Polarization Purity
-20.0 -20.0 -20.0 -20.0 dB
VSWR <1.2:1 <1.2:1 <1.2:1 <1.2:1
Beam Position Accuracy ±0.045 ±0.045 *0.045 X0.045 deg
Calibration Targets Coupling 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 percent
Gain w/o Ohmic Loss 43.31 48.75 49.57 54.07 dB
(but including tol. loss)
Ohmic Loss 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.34 -dB
Net Gain 42.97 48.41 49.23 53.73 +d6
_eSun Coverage
_60 160 t60 I t60 de roes
}Assuming 80% of spillover is absorbed, j
i
i
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Channel 9 10 11 Units
Frequency 53.0 94.0 118.7 300.0 GHz
Polarization V+H V+H V+_H
(ell simultaneous)
Multiplicity 2 2 2
Temperature Resolution 1.99 2.63 5.63 oK
Beamwidth 0.257 0.145 9.115 deg
Elevation Beam Position O 0 0 dog
Effective Aperture 1.60 1.60 1.60 meters
Total Power within Main Beam 91.26 91.26 94.34 percent
Total Power within Pattern 96.11 96.11 96.11 percent
Tolerance Loss 1.63 5.06 7.94 37.9 percent
Main Beam Efficiency" 92.66 89.42 89.64" percent
Sidelobe Level -17.0 -17.0 -17.0 dB
Polarization Purity -20.0 -20.0 -20.0 dB
VSWR <1.2:1 <1.2;1 <1.2:1
Beam Position Accuracy ±0.045 ±0.045 ±0.045 deg
Calibration Targets Coupling 99.5 99.5 ` 99.5 percent
Gain w/o Ohmic Loss 57.15 61.97 63.87 dB
(but including tolerance loss)
Ohmic Loss 0.34 0.34 0.34 -dB
Net Gain 56.81 61.63 63.53 +dB
Scan Coverage 360 ±60 ±60 degrees
"Assuming 8090 of spillover is absorbed.
"Defined relative to the 50 circle for this frequency.
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Table 2-4. Antenna Performance (Cont)
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Figure 2 -20. Orbiter Coordinate Syrtem
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Figure 2-21. Payload Primary Attachment Locations
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defines a plane normal to the payload bay center line. The spacing of the fittings
along the payload bay coincides with the 59 inch spacing between primary and
stabilizing fittings on the antenna, providing a number of positions and orientations
for mounting the antenna. The orbiter provides for the installation of vernier
bridges which accommodate bolt-down payload fittings at 11.8 in. spacing as
currently defined in JSC-07700. Figure 2-22 illustrates the concept and provides
the currently configured candidate positions. Rockwell drawing VC70-004105 Rev "All
(see appendix) shows a modification to be incorporated in JSC-07700 which will reduce
the vernier increments to 3. 933 in. Table 2-5 is a listing of orbiter stations at which
the coplaner fittings on SIMS-A may be located while having available a longeron fitting
59.0 in. away to pick up the stabilizing fitting on the antenna. The table also identifies
the location as primary (P) or vernier (V) and describes the possible orientations of
the antenna. There are 63 positions of which 40 may have the feed wheel forward or
aft. The maximum forward limit for any part of the antenna is Xo = 666. - The
maximum aft limit depends on whether there is an OMS (Orbital Maneuvering System)
kit aboard. With no kit and the feed wheel forward the maximum aft limit is
Xo = 1209. With an OMS kit and the feed wheel aft the maximum aft limit is
Xo = 1168. With an OMS kit aboard the aftmost position will probably be prohibited
since only 16 to 26 in. would remain between the aft edge of the antenna and the
forward edge of the kit (JSC-07700 locates the forward end of kit at Xo 	 1184 and
VC70-004105 Revision A locates it at Xo = 1194, See Figure 2-23).
Standard Payload Attachment Interface
The antenna shall provide for attach fittings which will mate to the orbiter
payload attachment fittings and shall be capable of transferring to the orbiter fittings
the Toads generated' when the mass of the antenna is accelerated to the limits described
in Para 2. 3.2.3. Design details and manufacturing tolerances for payload attachment
fittings (both orbiter and payload mounted) shown on drawing no. VC70-004105 are to
be determined. The configuration shown on the antenna in Figures 2-7 and 2-8 and
on the reflector/main frame in Figures 2-10 and 2-11 are scaled to tentative dimen-
sions called out on drawing no. VC70-004105 and provide sufficient volume to satisfy
load requirements.
Electrical Power Requirements
The antenna drive system power requirements are given in Table 2-6. The
orbiter power system has 115 VAC 400 Hz available but only with Level II NASA
approval. With the approval approximately 2 KW of 400 Hz power will be available
on-orbit but never during launch or re-entry. However, there are no standard
k provisions through which a payload can tap the 400 Hz power source. Therefore ajunction box must be installed in one of the two wiring trays (See View F-F, Fig-
ure 2-24) along the side of the payload bay in order to provide a connection to the
antenna. If Level II approval is not obtained, a DC to 400 Hz inverter must be
supplied with the antenna. The power for the inverter can be obtained through one
of the two mid-payload bay electrical interfaces 'located on the right side of the bay
approximately at Station X = 695 {-Yo 'and. Zo to be determined) or from one of two}	 interfaces located on the aft bulkhead (Xo
	1307; Yo and Zo are to be determined)"
Candidate electrical interface locations are shown in Figure 2-24.
f
	
	
Any of the locations descrIbad has adequate capacity for the antenna drive
system. Table 2-7 describes the power available at each location,
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rTable 2-5. Shuttle Orbiter Stations for Locating Vernier (V) and primary (P)
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Fittings for SIMS-A,
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No. Xo Type Comments
1 703.201 V Feed Wheel Forward Only
2 707.134 Y
3 711..067 V
4 715.000 P
5 715.933 V
6 722.866 V
7 726.799 V
8 730.732 V
9 734.665 V
10 742.531 V Feed Wheel Forward Only
11 766.134 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
12 770.067 V
13 774.000 P
14 777.933 V
15 781.866 V
16 785.799 V
17 789.732 V
18 793.665 V feed Wheel Forward or Aft
19 797.598 _ V Feed Wheel Forward Only
20 825.134 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
21 829,067 V
22 833.000 P
23 836.933 V
24 840.866 V
25 844.799 V
26 848.732 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
27 852.665 V Feed Wheel Aft Only
28 880.201 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
29 884.134 V
30 888.067 _ V
31 892.000 P
32 895.933 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
Table 2-5. Shuttle Orbiter Stations for Locating Vernier (V) and Primary (P)
Fittings for SIMS-A (Cont) 	 w
No. Xo Type Comments
33 899.866 V Feed W feel Forward or Aft
34 935.268 V
35 939.201 V
36 943.134 V
37 947.067 V
38 951.000 P
39 954.933 V
40 958.866 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
41 962.799 V Feed Wheel Forward Only
42 970.655 V Feed Wheel Forward Only
43 998.201 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
44 1002.134 V
45 1006.067 V
46 1010.000 P
47 1013.933 V
48 1017.866 V
49 1021.799 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
50 1025.732 V Feed Wheel Forward Only
51 1029.665 V Feed Wheel Aft Only
52 1057.201 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
53 1061.134 V
54 1065.067 V I
55 1069.000 P 1
56 1072.933 V Feed Wheel Forward or Aft
57 1108.335 V Feed Wheel at aft end only if OMS kit
is installed otherwise r,ither'end
58 1112.268 V
59 1116.201 V
60 11120.134 V
61 1124.067 V Feed Wheel at aft end only if OMS kit
62 1128.000 P is installed otherwise either end
63 1131.933 V Feed Wheel Aft Only
63 total locations
40 locations wheel can be forward or aft
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Table 2-7. Payload Power Interfaces
0 Mid Payload Bay (Dedicated Fuel Cell Interface)
1. Ascent and Descent (Power Source Shared with Orbiter) 27.0 to 32.0 volts do with peak-to-peak ripple of 0.9 volts
or less at any single frequency and 1.6 volts or less over a broad band of frequencies, provided the payload meets the
requirements of JSC Specification SL-E-0002, dated June 4, 1973, "Electromagnetic Characteristics, Requirements
for Space Shuttle Program," at the interface.
2. On Orbit (Power Source Dedicated to Payload) 27.0 to 32.0 volts do (2 to 12 kw) with TBO ripple except that
generated by the payload.
3. Mid Payload Bay (Power Source Shared with Orbiter) 27.0 to 32.0 volts do with peak-to-peak ripple of 0.9 volts or
less at any single frequency and 1.6 volts or less over a broad band of frequencies, provided the payload meets the
requirements of JSC Specification SL-E-0002, dated June 4, 1973, "Electromagnetic Characteristics, Requirements
for Space Shuttle Program," at the interface.
• Aft Payload Bay — 24.0 to 32.0 volts do with peak-to-peak ripple of 0.9 volts or less at any single frequency and 1.6 volts
or less over a broad band of frequencies, provided the payload meets the requirements of JSC Specification SL-E-0002,
dated June 4, 1973, "Electromagnetic Characteristics, Requirements for the Space Shuttle Program;' at the interface.
Use of the orbiter 400 Hz power source is more desirable than use of an inverter due to the accurate 1 part in (108)
frequency control by the orbiter master timer.
• Grounding — The Orbiter electrical power is a 2-wire structure ground system. Payloads should carry all ground return
through the Orbiter electrical interface to the Orbiter structure ground.
Characteristics
The antenna configuration shown in Figure 2-6 weighs approximately 1400 lb,
See Table 2-8 for the distribution of weight. The weight indicated for the feed wheel
includes JPL supplied radiometers, power supplies and other electronic hardware.
The antenna system can be contained in a cylinder 15 ft in diameter and '9.84 ft
long. The actual volume occupied by the system is shown in Figures 2-7 and 2-8.
Table 2-8. Weight Distribution
Item
Weight
0b)
Feed Wheel 290
Drive Mechanism 150
Calibration Targets 60
Reflector/Main Frame 820
Misc hardware, cables, inverter, etc. 80
Total 1400
k
Gi
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Payload Electrical Energy
The Orbiter EPewill provide 50 kwh of electrical energy to the payload. To
support payloads requiring more than 50 kwh, provisions will be made to the Orbiter
for installing one reactant storage kit outside the payload envelope. Volume for four
additional kits can be provided outside the payload envelope. Each kit shall be
capable of providing approximately 840 kwh of additional energy. The weight of the
kits, including reactants, shall be charged to the payload.
The 50 kwh value is based on a nominal seven-day mission; excess Orbiter
electrical energy as available, may be utilized by the payload.
The power consumed by the drive system at steady state operation is approxi-
mately 101 watts (Table 2-6) assuming a motor efficiency of 93 percent with the
0, 25 HP (rated) drive motor producing 0. 130 HP. Assuming a conversion efficiency
in the rotating transformer of 95 percent, 253 watts of orbiter power are required
to produce the 240 watts needed by the JPL equipment mounted on the feed wheel.
Total steady-state requirements are 351 watts and spin-up requires less than
0. 1 kw-hr. 49.9 kw-hr consumed at 0. 351 kw will last 142 hrs or 5.92 days. For
missions longer than five days, consideration must be given to the installation of
reactant tanks described above. Since the JPL furnished components will not
require power until spin-up is complete, the maximum power drain will be 0.365 kw
required to start the drive wheel.
Although the antenna design presented does not require caging of the feed
wheel for structural reasons, a brake is required to stop the wheel prior to de-orbit.
A lock preventing rotation during launch and re-entry is considered desirable but
not mandatory. The simplest brake concept is to reverse the motor. If desired a
toggle actuated holding device will then prevent rotation. The actuating device would
require power only to change state.
2.3.2.2 Functional
Rotating Feed Wheel and Subreflector
The antenna feed wheel rotates at a constant rate, f = 324 RPM (w = 33.93
rad/sec). The rate is dictated by RF performance parameters and limitations
on the number of radiometers available. The wheel structure, the mounted com-
ponents, and the fastenings joining them are subjected to radial accelerations,
rad 2
r(ft)[W (sec )
a (gds)
32.2 (ft/sect)
a (g's) = 35.75 r 	 (r in feet)
*Electrical Power System
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The radial force, Fr, exerted on the wheel by an elemental mass, W, of the wheel
or a mounted component, W, located at a radius, r, is,
Fr = W abs) r (ft) 35.75
When these forces act out of the center plane (or neutral axis) of the wheel they
produce bending moments equal to the product of the force times the distance between
its line-of-action and the neutral axis. These bending moments will produce deflec-
tions unless balanced by reversed moments due to a balancing mass located on the
opposite side of the neutral axis. If one side of the wheel is exposed to the sun or
other source of radiant heat flux while the opposite side is not, the resulting differ-
ence in temperature will produce a deformation of the wheel if the thermal coefficient
of expansion and the temperature difference are of sufficient magnitude. Testing of
the antenna in the terrestrial environment will expose the feed wheel to a 1 g load
acting parallel to the axis of rotation which also will cause a deflection. Since testing
is to be done by a static procedure (wheel not rotating), the deflection caused by
radial forces will not appear during testing and similarly the deflection caused by
gravity will not be present during the orbital use of the antenna. Gravity deflection
of the feed wheel concept presented here is 0.0017 in. The orientation for testing
must be such that the gravity deflection is in the same direction a deflection caused
by unbalanced radial forces. The magnitude of unbalanced radial forces must not
produce deflections greater than the deflection produced by gravity.
Dynamic balancing of the feed wheel reduces the deflection to less than 0.0017 in.
Static balancing of the wheel assures that the center-of-mass of the entire assembly
is sufficiently close to the axis of rotation that deflection of the shaft due to static
't imbalance is less than 0.0001 in.
The sub-reflectors deflect less than 0.0005 in. at any point on their surface
when their mass is subjected to the acceleration of constant rotational speed.
The rotational inertia of the feed wheel without consideration for inertia due
to balance weights is 9027 slug-in 2 . The analysis for the speed control system
used 10, 000 slug--n. 2 which allows 973 slug-in. 2 for drive shaft, gear train, and
balance weight inertias.
After adjustment of sub-reflectors and feeds for optimum RF performance and
after the feed wheel has been balanced, both statically and dynamically, all attached
components are dowel pinned to the wheel.
The deflection allowables discussed above are summarized in Table 2-9.
1
Drive System	 1
The drive system gear train provides reduction (36.962429:1) of drive motor
shaft speed of 12, 000 RPM to a feed wheel drive shaft speed of 324. 324 RPM while
multiplying the maximum motor shaft torque output from 80 in. -oz to 15. 385 lb-.ft
at the feed wheel drive shaft. Helix angles on the gearing are chosen which 	 J
accommodate the pitch line velocities and produce minimum thrusts on the shafts.
i
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Table 2-9. Feed Wheel Data
Deflection of sub-reflector @ 33.93 rad/sec (radial) = 0.00050 max
Deflection of wheel perimeter @ 33.93 rad/sec (radial) = 0.00010 max
Deflection of wheel perimeter @ 33.93 red/sec (axial) = 0.00170 max
Deflection of wheel perimeter @ 1g (axial)	 = 0.00170 max
Deflection of wheel perimeter@ AT	 IOF (axial) = 0.00034
Machining for fit of bearings and for the location of gears and shafts uses jig-bore
tolerances. Bearings are ABEC Class 7 and gears are Precision 2.
The drive shaft is made from graphite-epoxy with the fibers wound to provide
a thermal coefficient of expansion of 7.0 x 10' 6 in. /in. /OF in the radial direction
which corresponds to the coefficient of the bearing race and drive system housin
material. The winding will also result in a minimal (less than 1 x 10' 6 in. /in. /9F)
coefficient in the axial direction. The axial direction coefficient is minimized in
order to prevent defocusing of the system due to change in length of the shaft.
The critical frequency of the free end of the drive shaft is over 2100 RPM
sufficiently greater than 324 RPM to exclude any possibility of supporting
resonances.
All bearings, gears and other friction surfaces are lubricated with vacuum
deposited film lubricants bearing the generic name Vac-Kote developed by Ball
Brothers Research Corporation, Boulder, Colorado.
Speed Control
A synchronous motor will accelerate any inertia load to synchronous speed
that it can start rotating, and which has a running (friction) torque requirement
that is less than the motor pull -in torque rating. It is convenient to relate all
values to the load shaft for discussion. The motor-speed to load-shaft-speed gear
ratio (N) is 36.962429 to one. The developed motor torques are tabulated below
at the motor and at the load shaft.
TL N (Tm) (5.203 x 10-3
TL Load torque (lb ft.)
T = Motor torque foz. in. 1
1.
r3	 1	 1	 f
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..	 TM	 TL
'Developed Torque
	 (oz in.)
	 (Lb ft)
Starting Torque	 80.0
	 15.38524
Pull-in torque	 27.2	 5.23098
Pull-out Torque	 25.0	 4.80789
Rated Torque	 21.0	 4.03862
Starting torque of a motor is the torque which the motor will develop at rest
at any angular position of the rotor.
Pull-in torque is the maximum torque under which the motor will pull into
synchronous speed as the rotor approaches synchronous speed.
Pull-out torque is the maximum torque which the motor will develop at
synchronous speed.
Rated torque is the recommended maximum requirement at synchronous speed
for continuous duty.
The synchronous speed of the selected motor is 12000 RPM which yields
324.65398 at the load shaft.
Breakaway friction torque (at load shaft) is:
Two Main Bearings at 80 oz in.	 160 oz in.
Motor and geartrain (estimate) 	 40 oz in.
Encoder	 0. 5 oz in.
- °	 200. 5 oz in.
or	 1.041b ft
Total Inertia (at load shaft) including wheel, shaft, motor, geartrain, encoder,
and an estimate for wheel balancing weights is 10, 000 slug-in2 which converts to
69.5 lb ft sect.
__.
	
	 The motor starting torque reflected to the load shaft is 15.385 lb ft. During
the acceleration period the running friction torque requirement will be similar to the
breakaway friction torque requirement which leaves about 14 lb ft of developed torque
i to accelerate the load inertia. Starting acceleration will be:
a = TL _ 14 = 0.2014 Rad/sectJL	 69.5
At about one half of synchronous speed the running friction torque requirement
4	 will begin to increase reducing the torque available to accelerate the load. Time
required to achieve synchronous speed will be less than ten minutes.
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At synchronous speed, the inertia torque requirement is zero, and motor
torque developed will be required only to overcome system losses due to friction.
It is estimated that the main shaft bearing friction torque requirement may be
200 percent greater than the starting value at the synchronous speed of 324.65 RPM.
Allowing a similar increase for the other friction contributors, the running friction
torque required at synchronous speed may be 2. 1 lb ft.
aThe rated torque is 4.04 lb ft as previously stated, then the required torqueis about half of the rated value, which provides a good margin.
Shaft Angle Data
The optical shaft angle position encoder selected provides the shaft angle data
in unambiguous natural binary format. The output is available on 13 parallel lines
and is TTL/DTL compatible, i. e. , logic ONE is 3.5 VDC minimum to 6.0 VDC
maximum, and logic ZERO is 0.0 ± 0.5 VDC. Output for 360 deg. is 8192 counts
with each count, or least significant bit (LSB), equal to 0.0439453 degrees of arc,
or 2.636718 minutes of arc. The binary format is:
Angle (deg)	 Count	 Binary LSB
0 (Ref)	 0	 0000000000000
	
0.0439	 1	 0000000000001
	
0.0879	 2	 0000000000010
90	 2048	 0100000000000
180
	 4096	 1000000000000
	
359.956
	 8191	 1111111111111
To provide an unambiguous output, a V-scan technique is used, with a decode
circuit, to detect the four least significant data bits. This decoding is accomplished
within the encoder. The encoder will generate a Data Ready gate, about 4 micro-
second long, to indicate the data is stabilized.
At synchronous speed, a single bit value of 0.0439 degrees is traversed in
	 j
about 22.5 µs.
Tolerances
The drive mechanism will lock-in at synchronous speed and hold that speed
k	 subject to the frequency of the input power. The 400 Hz frequency tolerance is
+0.5 Hz which is ±0. 12 percent. 'Thus the synchronous speed will have a tolerance
of :0.12 percent resulting in a minimum value, of 324.26 RPM and a maximum value
	 Y
F	 of 325.04 RPM.
-
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h k The shaft angle encoder binary word has a digital incremental accuracy of
f0.5 LSB.and an alignment accuracy of f0.9 LSB for an RSS tolerance of about
±1.03 LSB equals ±0.045 deg.
Reflector/Main Frame
The reflector/main frame works as an integral unit to provide a parabolic
torus reflecting surface which is maintained at its fabricated contour with virtually
no distortations when subjected to the environment (functional, not launch) of the
SINS-A mission. The reflector shell is laminated from graphite -epoxy in order to
minimize thermal distortions which would otherwise degrade the RF performance.
The material used has a thermal coefficient of expansion less than 0.1 p in./
in. /oF.
The surface will be coated with a conductive coating. Initial plans «re to
electrodeposit nickel over the surface.
The shell is attached to a rigid space truss which provides the paths by which
all vibratory, acoustic, linear acceleration or other loadings reach the orbiter
trunnion fittings. The elements of the space truss are designed to have thermal
strains which are compatible with the thermal strains of the reflector shell. The
main frame includes truss structured walls which span the assembly at each end.
The wall spanning the vertex end of the parabolic torus provides support for the
drive mechanism (with feed wheel attached) which represents a concentrated load
of 440 lbs on the wall. The same wall also provides support for the calibration
target housings which_ can be represented as 2 concentrated loads of 30 lbs each.
The reflector/main frame design shown in Figure 2-10 (2 sheets) weighs approxi-
mately 820 lbs and a computer analysis of the structure under a 20 g static 'load
provides confidence in the integrity of the structure. (See Para 3.2.2) The truss 	 a
width in the vicinity of the trunnion fittings and keel tongue fitting provides adequate
length for rigidly installing these fittings. These fittings transfer all SIMS-A
loading to the orbiter trunnion fittings. The design of the fittings is dictated by	 9
JSC-07700.
2.3.2.3 Environmental	 {
The conceptual design antenna described must satisfy the environmental
parameters associated with a circular orbit of 340 kilometers altitude and a nominal
duration of seven days but with a duration of up to 30 days maximum possible.. The
natural and induced environments to which the antenna may be subjected due to
operation with the Space Shuttle System are applicable design requirements and are
summarized below. The appli . ible paragraph numbers of JSC 07700 are given in
parentheses. When an asterisk (*) appears before a referenced JSC 07700 paragraph
number it indicates that JSC-07700 should be referred to for the requirements or for
additional information.
Natural Environments
f	 fCf
f.	 1. Atmospheric	 (4.1._1)
Pressure
	 • 12. 36 to 15.23 psia (surface), 3.28 Asia
(35, 000 ft)	 (4.1.1.1)
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Temperature • -230F to +1150F (surface), -650F nominal
(25, 000 ft)
	
(4.1.1.2)
Fungus • Antenna shall use non-fungi nutrient
materials	 (4.1.1.3)	 1
Humidity a Zero to 100 percent relative humidity at temperature
extremes defined above* (4.1.1.4)
Lightning • TBD	 (4.1.1.5)
Ozone • 3 to 6 parts per hundred million (phm) - (surface)
100 phm (35, 000 ft)	 *	 (4. 1. 1.6)
Salt Spray • One percent (wt) salt (NaCl) solution-for-30 days
*(4.1.1.7)
Sand/Dust • Equivalent of 140 mesh silica flour with velocity up to
500 ft/min and particle density 0.25 gr. /ft3	(4.1.1.8)
2.	 Space (above 90 kilometers)	 (4. 1. 2)
Pressure • 1.4 x 10 -5 to 8 x 10 -6 Torr	 (129 kilometer)
2.2 x 10 -6 to 4.7 x 10_7 Torr	 (185 kilometer)
2.2 x 10 -9 to 4.7 x 10_ 11 Torr	 (926 kilometer)
approx 1 x 10 -11 Torr	 (2222 kilometer)(4.1.2.1)
Solar
(Thermal) •
t
(4.1.2.2)	 2	 ISolar radiation	 443.7 Btu/ft /hr
Earth albedo	 30%
Earth radiation	 77 Btu/ft2/hr
Space sink temperature	 0  Rankine
Solar (M-2.3)
(Nuclear) • Galactic cosmic radiation 	 * (4. 1.2.3.1)
Trapped radiation	 * (4. 1.2.3.2)
Solar Particle events 	 * (4. 1.2.3.3)
Meteroids o * (4. 1.2.4)
Induced Environments (4.2)	 a
Ground Handling and Transportation	 (4.2.1)
1	 Temperature • * (4.2.1.1)
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Purge Gas •	 * (4.2. 1.2)
Shock •	 Bench - 20 g terminal sawtooth shock pulse of
20 millisecond duration in each of _six axes
Transportation - as simulated by sinusoidal impulses
in the frequency range from 3 to 5 Hz controlled to
..
I
1-inch double amplitude displacement	 (4.2. 1.3)
Acceleration •	 Hoisting 2 g vertical within a ±20 deg. cone angle
(4.2.1.4)
Vibration •	 4 sweeps at 1/2 octave/min. 	 (Sinusoidal motion)
2 - 5 Hz at 1.0 inch double ampl.
5 -26 Hz
	
1.3gpeak
26 - 500 Hz 0. 36 inch double ampl.
500 - 1000 Hz	 5 g peak	 (4.2. 1.5)
Flight Environment (4.2.2)
Pressure •	 Figures 2-24a and 2-25 	 (4.2.2.1)
Vibration •	 Launch - about 29 second at levels shown in
Figure 2-26	 (4.2. 2.2)
Acoustics •	 Spectra in Figure 2-27	 (4.2.2.3)
Time history per Figure 2-28
-	 a
Acceleration •	 Table 2-10 for 65,000 lb up	 32, 000 lb down	 1
Table 2-11 for 65, 000 lb down	 *(7.5)
Shock •	 Pyrotecnic - TBD
	
(4.2.2.5a)
.	 +
Landing	 *(4.2.2. 5b)
Crash Safety Shock	 *(4.2. 2. 5c)
Transient Vibration	 *(4.2. 2.5d)LL
Contamination •	 Outgassing - Selection criteria shall be one percent
Control total mass loss and 0.1 percent volatile condensable
material (VCM) as defined in JSC spec SP-R-0022
*(4.3)	 ]
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Figure' 2-25. Orbiter Payload Bay Internal Pressure Histories during Entry
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Table 2-10.	 Cargo Limit .Design Accelerations
for 65 KLB Up and 32 KLB Down
-------------
	
--------------
	
----------------------------------
--  -
{	
_
11	 11
11	 LINEAR	 -	 g	 11	 ANGUfAF	 - FACJS_CZ
11	 II
F
I-
II	 I	 1	 L1
CCNCITIC`I 	 11	 X	 I	 Y	 1	 Z	 1I	 %-X	 I
II	 I	 1	 11
Y-Y	 I	 2-2
.:
a Lift-cff	 II	 0•.1	 I	 +1._	 1	 +1,5	 11	 +r, 1 	 1 +C.15	 1	 +C.I E
I 1I	 -2.9	 I	 -1.3	 I	 - I.F	 1I	 C.IC	 1 -C. 15	 1	 -".15
-----------------11-------I------ 
	
---------I	 -----
High-Q	 BCCCt	 11	 -1.F	 I	 +^.5	 1	 +^.a-	 1I	 +C. 1C'	 1
---I---------
+C. 15	 1	 4C. 1C
11	 -2.0	 I	 -0.5	 I	 -C.5	 II	 -0. 10 	 I -C. 15	 1	 _r,.15
1-------1-------11---------1--------11-------	 ^
Boost-Max. - LF
-----
 
II	 -2.7	 I	 +C.2	 I	 -C.?	 II	 +C.20	 I
1---------
+C.25	 I	 +0.25
^. (Stack)	 C.i	 I	 -C.?	 11	 -C.2C	 (
--------------	 ------	 ------ -------
	 -------
-x.25	 (	 -x.25
-------
L'oost-Max.	 LF	 (I	 -2.7	 I	 0.2	 I	 -0.75	 11	 +0.20	 ( +C.25	 1	 +C. 2`_	 !f
1
,;a
(Oct	 Alcne)	 II	 -3.3	 I	 -0.2	 1	 -0. -7 5	 I1	 - 0 . 2^	 I
--------•--.--------_(__-__--11-- 	 ------
C.1.5	 1	 -0.25
1-••---____11 - ---I- - I- -----
Entry	 and	 DeEc	 LI	 +1. ^6 	(	 3	 I	 +2.5	 I1	 +0.2F	 1 +C.7F	 I	 ♦ r,	 C
`
Pitch	 OF	 II	 -0.C2	 1	 0	 1	 -1.0	 II	 • C. 25	 (
--------------------I--
	
----1---•---11	 --------1--
-C.75	 I	 -0.30
---	 --I-•--------
.
11- -
Entry	 and	 De_c	 11	 +0.75	 1	 +1.25	 (	 +1.0	 11	 •C, 25	 ( ♦ C.3^	 1	 +".75
Yaw	 1 1 	 +0.75	 1	 -1.25	 1	 +1.0	 11	 -0.25	 1
  -
	
-
	
- - -
-C.30	 I	 •-.75
-----------------I	 -	 - - -	 I-
	 - - - - -II- - -
	
--I-----
Lardir.g	 1 (	 < 1.^	 I	 +C.F	 1	 +2.E	 ((	 +C.25	 I
---1	 -----
 
-
+1.25	 1	 +0. 3i}
11 - C.e	 I	 -C.5	 I	 42 .2	 11	 -C.2 .75
Cra sh 	 11	 t9.	 I	 +1.5C	 I	 +4..	 II
I1	 -1.5	 1	 -1.5C	 1	 -2.	 I1
k -- -	 - - - - - - - - - - - 	 -11-------i-	 -	 -1-------11--	 ------1-
Crash	 (C L -k	 1l+20.0	 1	 +3.3	 1+10.^	 11	 I
-- -- - - -I- - - - - - - - - 
1
CccFart!r(m nt	 11	 -3.3	 1	 -3.3	 1	 -4.0	 11	 I 1
' Irtericr)	 II	 I	 1	 11	 I
--	 --------	
-----------	 ------...-------------	 - - - - -•- -
f
-	 ------	 ---	
l
NOTES
Sign convention follows that of the Orbiter coordinate system. Angular accelerations follow the right hand rule.
Crash accelerations are ultimate. The longitudinal accelerations are directed in all aftward azimuths within a cone of
20 deg half-angle. The specified accelerations shall operate separately.
Crash landing loads shall be carried through the payload support fittings and their attachment fasteners only. Support 	 1
structure shall be designad to withstand the fastener loads locally.
Ascent and landing conditions include dynamic transients effects but do not include the dynamic response of the
payload. a
For payload weights between 32 KLB and 65 KLB, use a linear interpolation between the accelerations given in
Tables 2-10 and 2.11 for the entry, landing and crash condition.
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Table 2-11.' Cargo Limit Design Accelerations for 65 KLB Down
--- ------------------- ---- --------------------------------------------
!1	 11
II	 LLNEAF - 9	 11	 ATNOILIIF - FAUSEC2
1111
----
	
11-----	 11-----------------------------
of	 I	 1	 II	 I	 I
CONPITICK	 11	 X	 1	 Y	 I	 2	 I)	 1 - 1	 1	 Y-Y	 1	 2-7
II	 I	 1	 II	 1	 i
-----------------
11------- I------- I------- 11--------- 1--------- 1-- =------
Fntry and Lesc	 11 +C.92 1
	
0	 1 +2.18 11	 +C.22	 I	 +C.E5	 I	 4C.2E
Pitch	 It -C.-2 1	 I	 ( -C.87 11	 -C.22	 I	 -C.65	 I
-----------------11-------I-------I-------II---------1 --------1---------
Ertty and rie<_c	 11 +C.65 1 +1.39 1 +1.0	 11	 *C.22	 I	 +C.26	 1	 +r,pn
Yaw	 11 •C.65 1 -1.^9 1 +1.0	 11	 -C.22	 1	 -'.26	 1	 -1.65
----------------- II------- I------- I ------- 11 --------- I --------- I ---------
Iandir q
	II +r.8 7 I +5.44 1 +2.3^ 11	 +C.22	 1	 +1.,.9	 1	 +0.2E
11 -C.7C 1 -0.44 1 +1.7	 11	 -C.22	 1	 - 7 .65	 1	 - ^.26
----------------- II------- 1 ------- I ------- 11 --------- I --------- I ---------
craeh
	
11 +4.43 1 +r..7361 +2.21511
	
1	 1
11 -^. 7 381 -0.7381 -C.96511	 1
---	
11-------I------ 1-------11---------1 --------- 1 ---------
rrasi: (Crer	 11	 1	 1	 11	 1	 1
ComGartmcnt	 11 +9.85 1 +1.62 1 +4.92 11	 1	 1
Ir..tericr)	 11 -1.62 1 -1.52 1 -2.17 11	 1
Sign convention follows that of the Orbiter coordinate system. Angular accelerations follow the right hand rule.
Crash accelerations are ultimate. The longitudinal accelerations are directed in all forward azimuth within a cone
of 20 degrees half-angle. The specified acceleratigns shall operate *separately.
Crash landing loads shall be carried through the payload support fittings and their attachment fasteners only. Sup-
port structure shall be designed to withstand the f"tener loads locally.
Ascent and landing conditions include dynamic transients effects but do not include the dynamic response of the
payload.
For payload weights between 32 KLB and 65 KLB, use a linear interpolation between the accelerations given in
Tables 2-10 and 2-11 for the entry, landing and crash conditions.
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*Thermal • Payload Bay Wall Thermal Environment per
Table 2-12	 (4.2.2.7.1)
Payload Bay Data Point Locations per Figure 2-29
(4.2. 2. 7.1)
Payload Bay Entry Thermal Environment per
Figures 2-30a, b, c	 (4.2.2. 7.1)
Payload Bay Surfaces per Figure 2-31
	
(4.2. 2.7.1)
8
On-Orbit Thermal Environment of Empty Payload Bay
per Figure 2-32	 (4. 2. 2. 7.1)
(one possible SIM-A orbit configuration is the "port
side to sun ? } column.)
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Table 2-12. Payload Bay Wall Thermal Environment
1	 CCNDITICN
I---------------------------
---------------------------------------------------------------
(	 EESICN
1---------
CINIFUM
------
I	 CESICK
(-------------
EAXICUC
-----I
I
I	 Prelaunch
I
1	 +	 4C°F (4.5 10C) II	 +	 120°F
I(45°C)	 I
1
Launch
I
I	 +	 40 0 F (4.5 0 C) II	 +	 150 c F I(65.50C)
I
(	 Cn-Crbit	 (doors	 cicsed)
i
I	 See C&D
1)	 See 1AEE
I
Entry and	 FcEtlanding
I
I
I	 -100 0 1
1
(-73 0 C)
1
I	 +	 200 0 F
I
I
(93.5 0C)	 I
I
Heat leak criteria intc cr cut of a 1CC°F (31.5 cC) ccnEtant
Faylcad are as follcws:
A. Total bay heat gain, average	 5 0 Etu/F't 2'-.hr (0 Watt/
Meter2)
B. Heat gain, lccal area 	 5 3 Etu/Ft 2-hr (9.5 Watt/
Meter2)
C. Total tay heat loss, average	 5 3 Etu/ft 2-hr (9.` Watt/
Meter2)
L. Heat loss, local area	 <- 4 Btu/ft 2-hr (12.E Watt/
Meter2)
*Thermal
	 • Orbiter Attitude Hold Capabilities per Figure 2-33(Cont)
	 (4. 2. 2.7.2)
Payload Bay Entry Air Temperature per
Figure 2-34	 (4.2. 2.7.3)
*Payload Bay Nodes and Mission Attitude per
Figure 2-35
*Temperature vs time - Nodes 671 and 673 per
Figure 2-36
*Temperature vs Time - Nodes 4877 and 5371 per
Figure 2-37
*Advance data for a mission profile similar to SIMS-A
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3. DESIGN APPROACH AND ANALYSIS
3.1 ELECTRICAL ANALYSES
3. 1. 1 Gregorian Feeds
3. 1.1. 1 Design Approach
Initially the offset parabolic torus mair, reflector and the surface contour and
trimline of the Gregorian subreflector were designed using geometric optics
exclusively. Subsequently the total system was analyzed in detail using physical
optics. Such parameters as the position of the subreflector relative to the paraxial
focus, the position of the feed relative to the subreflector, and the inclination angle
of the feed were optimized by Gustincic. For each set of parameters, maps of the
power density transformation ratio "'T" were generated. This ratio compares the
solid angle subtended by a bundle of optical rays at the feed to the incremental area
of the bundle in the aperture plane. A high transformation ratio means the energy
in the feed is being concentrated in a relatively small area of the aperture. This
will reduce the aperture taper in that area. Designing the antenna for high main
beam efficiency requires a smooth aperture illumination with more than 10 dB of
aperture taper at the edges to reduce the sidelobe levels, so high values of T
cannot be tolerated.
The various designs were also compared relative to cross polarization loss
and the subreflector size and shape. A relatively large size is preferred to allow
good operation at the lower frequencies by minimizing diffraction losses. A small
size is preferred, however, to all.o•J placing a number of subreflectors around the
feed wheel. The subtended angles of the feed in azimuth and elevation were also
considered to assure that the design would utilize a feed that would be practical to
achieve. All of these considerations led to the choice of the design parameters
listed in Table 3-1. The various parameters arP defined in Figure 3-1, which also
shows the coordinate systems used in the analysis. This design optimization, which
was performed by Gustincic, appeared to be entirely satisfactory and was not inves-
tigated.
Table 3-1. Subreflector Design Parameters
H = 0.0813 R o
F = 0.5625 Ro
S = 0.4000 R o
TF = 90°
C75-664/034A
Z
X H
f -- — —
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r
Figure 3-1. Coordinate Relationships
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In Gustincic' s design, the subreflector periphery was defined relative to a
twelve sided aperture shape. Each point in the aperture periphery, traced back to
the subreflector along the corresponding optical ray, defines the subreflector con-
tour. Flat sides in an aperture are undesirable, however, because they cause a
pedestal in the effective linear aperture distribution and therefore raise the sidelobe
level in the pattern cuts that pass through the aperture flats. A rounded aperture
shape, however, h s a zero at the ends of the effective linear aperture distribution.
The sidelobe level and main beam efficiency would thus be better. Furthermore,
the aperture shape was too complex to handle conveniently in the analysis. Conse-
quently, a dual ellipse aperture shape which closely approximates Gustincic Is
aperture shape was chosen. It is illustrated in Figure 3-2. The corresponding
subreflector shape is quite irregular and has no straight surfaces at all. It was
illustrated in Figure 2-16.
One minor change should be made to this overall design during the hardware
phase. Presently, the top of all subreflectors and the bottom of the main reflector
are in the same plane, and the lowest ray from the main reflector grazes the sub-
reflector. This leaves no room for a calibration tunnel to pass over the subreflector
without blocking the aperture. Consequently, the entire dual-ellipse aperture con-
tour should be moved up about 0.03R. (6 cm), which will also lower the trim line
on the subreflector, to leave about 0.036 R. (7. 2 cm) clearance. This allows for-
the calibration cavity, clearance between the cavity and subreflector, and clearance
between the aperture and top of the cavity to avoid blocking the near field of the main
reflector. The effect of this slight change on the antenna performance should be
minimal.
3. 1. 1, 2 Analysis of the Gregorian Reflector System
Geometric Optics Design
The first phase of the analysis was to repeat the geometric optics design
procedure used by Gustincic. This was done to check those results and, more
importantly, to obtain the subreflector surface coordinates with high accuracy and
in the form of a subroutine for use in the analysis program.
The result of this analysis is a subroutine GEODES, which has the input/output
parameters of Table 3-2. The variable names* are the same as those used by
Gustincic, and like his analysis all length parameters are normalized to the radius
of the main reflector. All vectors relate to the unit vectors of the basic (X, Y, Z)
coordinate system. FORTRAN program listings are given in ,Appendix A.
Physical Optics Analysis Approach
The subreflector was first broken up into approximately equal area segments.
The currents on each segmF.;.t were calculated using the physical optics approxi-
mation. The main reflector was then broken up into approximately equal segments,
and the scattered field from the subreflector at each inan reflector point was
calculated by summing the contribution (using the exact near field expressions) of
each subreflector segment. The main reflector current was, then approximated using
*FORTRAN type variable names are used, giving an unusual appearance to the
equations but good correspondance to the FORTRAN code.
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Table 3-2. Input/Output Parameters of Geodes
Inputs
X	 X coordinate on the main reflector (also aperture)
Z	 Z coordinate on the main reflector (also aperture)
Outputs
Y	 The Y coordinate on the main reflector.
RR	 The vector from the feed point to the subreflector point. This vector is expressed as follows,
using the local (XX, YY, ZZ) coordinate system
X(—XX) + Y( —YY) + Z(+ZZ)
NN	 The unit normal vector of the subreflector.
The subroutine also uses the following design parameters which are communicated in common block
REFPRM
F1
H 
j	 Parameters defined by Gustincic
K	 2 — S + H + (F — S) 2 , which is the total path length from the feed to the aperture plane
y = 0.
physical optics, and the contribution of each segment was added for each far field
point.
The field of the primary feed was normalized so that it contained unit power.
This normalization was maintained throughout, so that integrating the far field
pattern out to the 1. 25 beamwidth radius gave the fraction of the total feed power
contained in the 2. 5 beamwidth circle. This was then related to main beam
efficiency by properly accounting for the power spilled over past the subreflector
and past the main reflector.
Choice of Subreflector Segments
hi order to compute the main reflector currents induced by the field scattered
off the subreflector, N • N individual field contributions must be calculated,
where N is the number of main reflector segments and N s is the number of sub-
reflector segments. This product can be 10 6 or more, so the computer execution
time can become impractically large. Consequently, the choice of a grid of points
on the subreflector was made with care in order to minimize the number of sub-
reflector segments. The use of a regular grid with equal area segments gives the
fewest elements, but the irregular shape and considerable curvature of the sub-
reflector makes this difficult.
1
1 s ,
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The subreflector is, however, approximately spherical in shape. Assuming
it was a sphere, a grid of exactly equal area segments could be chosen as in
Figure 3-3 by placing the points on latitude lines (constant 6 in spherical coordinates)
doand spacing them circumferentially by the angular increment d^ = `Fln
-
T This only
works well on a portion of a sphere, which is no problem in tbis'case. These equal
area segments were then projected onto the subreflector.
The description of the analysis is complicated by the use of three local
coordinate systems (XX, YY, ZZ), (XF, YF, ZF), and (XS, YS, ZS) along with the
basic (X, Y, Z) system, as shown in Figure 3-1. All vectors, however, are
expressed in terms of the basic unit vectors X, Y, and Z. The use of a local system
is noted where it occurs.
The (XS, YS, ZS) system is centered at the approximate center of curvature
of the subreflector, and rotated as shown to place the plane of symmetry in the
X-Y plane. Conventional spherical coordinate angles (TH, PH) are also defined in
the local system. The relationship to the basic system is:
XS = F-Y-YYS (1)
YS = Z + H - ZZS (2.)
ZS = -X (3)
The spherical coordinate angles are defined by the equations:
COS(TH) =
	
7S
XS + yS + ZS
	
(4)
TAN(PH) _ ,YS	 (5)
For the half of the subreflector with XX>0, coordinate points are then chosen
equally spaced in TH from THMIN to 1T/2, where THMIN is the minimum value
reached on the periphery of the subreflector (about 29 deg in the present design).
For each value of TH used, the value of PH at the bottom of the subreflector, or
minimum value of PH, must be calculated. This is done in the computer program
by systematically perturbing the (X, Z) aperture coordinate on the periphery of the
aperture (using the subroutine GEODES) Lentil the desired value of TH is obtained.
The value of PH is then stored as PHI at that point. If the spacing in TH is DTH,
then the spacing in PH is
DPH = DTH	 (6)SIN(TH) 
The spherical angles of each subreflector point are thus defined. They are summa-
rized below.
TH = PI/2 - DTH. • (I - 1/2) 	 (7)
PH = PHI + DPH • (J - 1/2)	 (8)
where PHI is the value of PII at the bottom of the subreflector for this value of TH.
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Figure 3-3. Division of a Sphere into Equal Area Segments
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The actual point on the subreflector that has the spherical angles (TH, PH) is
found by two-dimensional iteration of the aperture coordinates X and Z, using the
subroutine GEODES, until the angles of the subreflector point are sufficiently close
to the desired values. A two dimensional form of Newton' s method is used and
convergence takes two to four iterations. The coordinates of the center of each sub-
reflector segment are thus defined by this procedure. The next step is to calculate
the actual area of each segment.
For each subreflector point, let VS be the vector from the subreflector point
to the approximate center of curvature. It is defined as
VS_ = OS - RA
	 (9)
.+ A	 A
where	 OS = Y(F - YYS) + Z(-H + ZZS) 	 (10)
The magnitude of VS is the distance from the approximate center of curvature to the
subreflector point. The surface normal vector is NN*. The actual incremental
surface area DS can then be calculated using the area of the adjacent spherical
segment and the angle between the surface normal and the sphere radius vector VS.
DS = VS 2 • STN TH • DTH • DPH	 ( )(V . N ) Vii	 11
The fact that the subreflector is not exactly a sphere causes IV-S4 1 to vary from 0.150
to 0.163 over the subreflector surface, while the denominator varies from 1.00 to
0. 986 due to the fact that NN and VAS do not remain parallel. A variation in DS of
20 percent over the subreflector is the result, but this is quite good considering the
subreflector shape. A total of 550 subreflector points (both sides of the symmetry
plane) spaced 0.4A apart are required at 6.6 GHz, and 1332 points would be required
at 10. 69 GHz.
Primary Pattern
The primary pattern was chosen to be that of a rectangular aperture with a
cosine aperture distribution in both planes, as shown in Figure 3-4. This would
represent the patterns of a rectangular corrugated horn fairly accurately. The
vector representation of the pattern was defined assuming that the aperture power
was equally transmitted by electric and magnetic currents. Again, this represents
the horn aperture fairly accurately, because the aperture is far from cutoff. To
normalize all of the further computations, the primary patterns were integrated
over the forward half sphere to determine the directivity, and the on-axis directivity
PKGN was used to normalize the primary patterns so that unit power is transmitted.
In the local feed coordinates (XF, YF, ZF) the primary pattern magnetic field is
HPP • $ + HTP • 6. These vector components are given by the following equations,
assuming a distance of one meter. The equations are derived from the closed form
expressions of the far field patterns of a cosine amplitude distribution given in Silver6.
*NN is obtained from the geometric optics design program GEODES as an interme-
diate step in determining the subreflector coordinates.
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Figure 3-4. Coordinate System for the Primary Horn Aperture
HPP = AF 1 + SIN(PF)2
1 - ISIN(TF) • COS(PF)12
HTP = - AF COS(TF) • COS(PF)
2
1 - ISIN(TF) • COS(PF)l 2
	
COS(U1) • COS(U2) 	 SIN(TF) • SIN(PF) • PKGN
AF =	 4	 PT	 F'TA
	
(	 2	 U1 2i	 ( _ 2 • U2 21
	
1	 PI	 J	 1	 PT	 J
UI ' = EK A	 SIN(TH)	 COS(PH)2
U2 = EK B2 COS(TH)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
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ETA = ^ /E	 (17)
EK = 2 Tr/X	 (18)
A = Width of aperture
B = Height of aperture
Tr, PF are the conventional spherical coordinate angles.
The factor SIN(TF) • SIN(PF) term in the equation (14) is equal to the cosine of the
angle off the horn axis. This additional term gives a pattern which is closer to the
measured patterns plotted in Silver 6 , pages 344-345.
These formulas were computed by a subroutine PRIPAT, with inputs and
outputs as outlined in Table 3-3.
Subreflector Currents
The final step in this portion of the analysis is to compute the subreflector
currents. Looking ahead to the later physical optics (P. O.) analysis, the quantity
actually calculated is Jsds, which according to the P.C. approximation is equal to:
JSDS = 2 • DS • (NN X IiP) 	 (19)
Where HP is the incident magnetic field. In the following analysis, HP is referenced
to unit radius and does not include the phase term e-jkr . The magnitude of the
current-area product and the path length "PATH" is calculated and stored for each
subreflector segment. In the calculation of the subreflector currents, the feed is
Table 3-3. Input/Output Parameters of PRIPAT
Input Parameters
STP (1)
STP (2)
STP (3)
STP (4)
A
B
EK
Output Parameters
HTP
H PP
SIN(TF)
COS(TF)
SIN(PF)
COS(PF)
Width of aperture (parallel to X axis)
Height of aperture
27r/A
A
TF component of the magnetic field at a distance of one meter
A
PF component of the magnetic field at a distance of one it3eter
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allowed to be offset from its nominal design position. This allows evaluation of
cases where two feeds of different bands are placed side-by-side and feed the same
subreflector, or cases where the feed is offset due to manufacturing tolerances or
mechanical deflections. The vector from the nominal feed position to the offset
position is
-►	
A	
A
OS = Z • FZ - Y • FY	 (20)
The offset is limited to the Z and Y axes in order to preserve the symmetry of the
antenna and thus greatly reduce computation tip e. The negative sign occurs because
of the relationship between the XX, YY, and ZG feed coordinate system and the
basic system.
The subreflector point must be expressed in spherical coordinates relative to
the offset and inclined feed coordinates to obtain the feed pattern using the PRIPAT
routine. The feed rectangular coordinate unit vectors are
XF = -X	 (21)
-YF = -Y • SP + Z	 CP	 (22)
ZF = Y • CP + Z	 SP	 (23)
Where SP = SIN(TP), CP = COS(TP), and TP is the pointing angle of the feed
relative to vertical.
The spherical coordinate unit vectors TF and' are related to the corresponding
rectangular coordinate vectors X''', *, and Z as follows:
AATF = XF A* COS(TF) • COS (PF)
+ Y A F) SIN(PF) - Z F SIN (TF) 	 (24)
PF = YF
	 COS(PF) - XF • SIN(PF)	 (25)
Substituting (21) - (23) into (24) and (25),
A°
TF  = X	 [-COS(TF)  • COS(PF)] 	 1
+Z	 [ -SP	 COS(TF)	 SIN(PF) - CP	 SIN(TF)°l
	 (26)
[ CP	 COS(TF)	 SIN(PF) - SP	 SIN(TF) ]
PF = X	 SIN(PF) - Y • SP	 COS(PF) + Z • CP • COS(PF)	 (27)
Finally, the incident magnetic field is calculated in the subroutine PRIPAT in the
form
HP = TF • HTP + PF • HPP	 (28)
Substituting (26) and (27) into (28) gives
	 j
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HP = X [-HTP	 COS(TF) • COS(PF) + HPP
	 SIN(PF)]
+Y{HTP	 [ -SP • COS(TF) • SIN(PF) - CP • SIN(TF)]
-HPP-SP • COS(P F)}	 (29)
+Z [HTP [CP • COS(TF) • SIN(PF) - SP • SIN(TF)] + HPP • CP
COS(PF)}
This expression for HP is referenced to unit radius. Taking into account the range
dependance of the primary pattern, the current induced in the subreflector is then
JSDS = (2 DS/RO) • (NN-* x HP).
	 (30)
Where RO = RO IRRI , RO being the radius of the main reflector and RA is the
vector from the feed point to the subreflector point. All of the main- and subreflector
coordinates are normalized to the main reflector radius as in Gustinci.c' s analysis,
so the factor RO appears frequently to obtain absolute lengths where needed.
At this point, the vector RR, the vector JSDS, and the path length RO • JRR.I
from the feed to the subreflector point are all placed in permanent computer storage.
The Z and X components of the main reflector current are then calculated along the
reflector cut lines shown in Figure 3-5 to evaluate the results at this stage and to
define the limits of the main reflector to be integrated to obtain the far field pattern.
1 Z
D7T
 r_ u
Figure 3-5. Lines on Main Reflector Used for Interim Evaluation
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Main Reflector Currents
The second computer program r9ads the value of RR, JSDS, and PATH for
each subreflector point and computcs first the main reflector currents and then the
far field patterns.
To compute the main reflector current, the near field form of the diffracted
magnetic field in Rusch and Potter7 is used.
HP = 47r f(Js x ar)(jk + r (e -jkr/r)ds	 (31)
S
This equation was obtained by substituting (2.6-5) into (2. 6-4) of Rusch and Potter
and setting the magnetic current to zero.
V	 A	 AT e main reflector point is defined by the vector P = XX + (Y - F) Y +
(Z + H)Z extending from the feed point to the main reflector point. The subreflector
point is defined by the vector Rte, extending from the feed point to the subreflector
point. Then, a vector SM which extends from the subreflector point to the main
reflector point and absolute distance RSM are defined:
SM = P RR	 (32)
RSM = RO I SM I	 (33)
rather than the normal vector ar, the length vector SM is used to save a computation
step. They are related by the formula
ar = SM - RO/RSM	 (34)
Finally, the magnetic field is obtained by a summation of the contributions
dli- _ [RO/(4 - PI - RSM2)](JSDS x SM) (j EK + 1/RSM)	 (35)
Ce -j . EK - (RSM + PATH) ]
Here the term PATH is included in the exponential term to take care of the phase of
the subreflector current.
The integration over the main reflector uses a rectangular grid in the aperture
plane projected back on the main reflector. The incremental area is
r
DS = DX • DZ • RO2
	 (36)
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Where DX and DZ are the aperture coordinate increments and N is the surface
iaormal unit vector of the main reflector, which is given in Gustincie as follows:
N = -
	
X^ 1+Z2 X2+y2
Y / 1 + Z2	 X + Y	 (37)
-^ Z/ (1+Z
The vector JM is then computed, representing JsdS on the main reflector. It is
equal to
JM = 2 • DS • (N X HP)	 (38)
Far Field Pattern
The Fraunhofer approximation to the vector diffraction equation for the
magnetic field, when it is referenced to a one meter distance, is
i	 -4 
-i
HF = 4	 fisJ x ar)(jk)(e+Ilt • r)ds	 (39)
s
The far field is obtained by a summation of the individual contributions
dH = [j • EK /(4 • PI)j • (JI`1 x AR) • (e +I ' EK (AR R))	 (40)
Where R is the vector from the origin to the main reflector segment and AR is the
unit vector in the direction of the far field pattern point. To allow taking pattern
cuts in a coordh- ate system centered on the main beam, the pattern coordinate
system is oriented at an angle TB from the vertical as shown in Figure 3-6. The
vector AR is then
AR = X
,
 
• STP • CPP + Y^ STP • SPP + Z ' • CTP	 (41)
r
Where STP = SIN(TP)
CTP = COS(TP)
SPP = SIN(PP)
CPP = COS(PP)
TP and PP are the spherical coordinate angles
The relationship between the rotated and basic unit vectors is given by the
expressions
nn
X-' = X	 (42)
C	 Y' = Y • CTB + Z • STB	 (43)
Z r = -Y • STB + Z . CTB	 (44)
Where STB = SIN(TB) and CTB = COS(TB). SLbstituting Eq. (42) - (44) into (41) gives
the following expression for AR,
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Figure 3-6. Coordinate System for Far Field Patterns
AR = X • STP • CPP
+y • (CTB STP SPP - STB CTP)	 (45)
+Z • (STB • STP SPP + CTB CTP)
To separate the Fraunhofer magnetic field into vertically and horizontally
polarized components, the following unit polarization reference vectors were defined:
HV = X[-CT - CP 2 - SP2] + Y[-ST CP] + Z [SP • CP • (1 CT)] 	 (46)
HH = X[SP • CP • (CT - 1)] +y[ST SP] + Z[CP 2 + CT • SP2 ]	 (47)
Where ST = SIN(TH)
CT = COS(TH)
SP = SIN(PH)
CP = COS(PH)
TH is the angle between the (-Y) axis and AR, and PH is the rotational angle
of the pattern point. The vector AID. expressed in terms of these angles is
Al = X ST • CP - y CT + Z • ST • SP	 (48)
1
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Therefore,
ST = ARX2 + ARZ2	(49)
CT = -ARY	 (50)
SP = ARZ/ST	 (51)
CP = AHX/ST	 (52)
Where ARX, ARY, and A11Z are the corresponding components of AR.
These reference vectors are the same ones that occur when various pattern cuts are
taken on a patti in range using the lower azimuth table, with the elevation table
tilted forwarr to point the beam at the transmitter. The upper azimuth table gives
the angle of the pattern cut, and the transmitted polarization is rotated along with
the upper azimuth table when changing the cut angle. It is surprising that the form
of these reference vectors is so complicated.
The magnitudes are then
HP = I HF HV I	 (53)
HC = I HF HH l	 (54)
and the gain at any point is
G = 4 • PI • ETA • HP2
Finally, the radiated power is integrated according to the formula
TL	 2 PI
pp i r	 f	 ETA • HP 2 • SIN(TS) • DTH • DPH	 (55)
TL	 2 • PI
PT	 f	 f	 ETA . (HP2 + HC 2) • SIN(TS)	 (56)0	 0
• DPH • DTH
Here PP is the principly polarized power contained in the pattern from the center of
the beam to the angle TL and PT is the corresponding total power. The value of PP
at TL = 1. 25 O gives the total power in the main beam, while the ultimate value of
PT should equal
PT(PI) = nsl . rs2
	
(57)
where nsl is the subreflector spillover efficiency
n s2 is the main reflector spillover efficiency
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3. 1. 1. 3 Results of Gregorian Reflector Analysis
Performance vs. Frequency
The first objective of the physical optics analysis was to determine the
performance of the Gregorian design at various frequencies. This would evaluate
the effect of diffraction on the overall main beam efficiency and consequently define
the lowest frequency for which this design approach is viable.
The subreflector currents were calculated at 2.695 GHz, 6.6 GHz, and
10.69 GHz. Following that; the main reflector current along the lines X = 0 and
Z = 0.3 was calculated for each frequency. This data is illustrated in Figure 3-7
through 3-18. A considerable improvement in phase error and spillover past the
main reflector (indicated by the magnitude of the current for values of Z<0.0 and
Z>l. 0) can be seen for 6.6 GHz relative to 2.695 GHz. The main reflector current
at 10.69 GHz is very similar to 6.6 GHz, however, indicating that the geometric
optics limit may have already been reached.
The far field patterns were calculated at 2.695 GHz and 6.6 GHz. They are
conveniently summarized in the contour plots shown in Figures 3-19 and 3-20,
respectively. The calculated performance at these two frequencies is summarized
in Table 3-4.
The main beam efficiency was estimated assuming a portion of the subreflector and
main reflector spillover components are absorbed rather than scattered into sidelobe
regions of the pattern.
In the physical optics analysis, they were simply lost and the pattern
integration up to the 2. 5® point accounted for those losses due to the fact that the
patterns were normalized for unit total power transmitted by the feed. The total
power contained in the pattern is thus equal to the product of the main reflector
spillover efficiency and subreflector spillover efficiency. If 80 percent of the
spillover components is absorbed, the total power contained in the pattern would be
Pp + 0. 2 (1 - Pp)	 (57)
" 
11
	
3-4. Performance Calculated According to Physical Optics
Characteristic Value @ 2.695 GHz Value @ 6.6 GHz
Average 3 dB Beamwidth 4.76 deg 2.06 deg
Angle at 2.5 Beamwidth Circle 5.95 deg 2.58 deg
Fraction of feed power contained within 87.70% 91.26%
2.5 O circle
Power Contained in Pattern 93.49% 96.11%
Main Beam Efficiency 92.52% 94.19%
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Figure 3-7. Azimuth Cut of Reflector
	 Figure 3-8. Azimuth Cut of Phase,
Current, 2.695 GHz
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Figure 3-20. Contour Plot of Far Field Pattern, 6.6 GHz
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Figure 3-19. Contour Plot of Far Field Pattern, 2. 695 GHz
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Where Pp is the fractional power contained in the entire physical optics pattern.
The main beam efficiency with this assumption is
1.25 a 2n
27r 0f 	 of P(6,O)sin0d^pde	 (58)
^mb
	
Pp + 0.2 (1 - Pp)
Bandwidth
To determine whether some adjacent channels could use the same feed
aperture a bandwidth study was conducted. Keeping the same feed aperture size
(1. 5x by 2. 6A atfo) the operating frequency was varied to determine the performance
over a given bandwidth. Potential pairs of candidate channels which could be com-
bined are; the 20 and 22 GHz pair, and the 94 and 118.7 GHz pair. Table 3-5 shows
the results of this bandwidth study. The range 0. 95 fo to 1.05 fo covers 20 to 22
GHz, and the performance is excellent over this bandwidth, and combining 20 and
22 GHz into one feed aperture is feasible if desired.
The range 0.95 fo to 1.20 fo covers the 94 and 118.7 GHz frequencies, which
is the only other pair that could be combined. The higher frequency would suffer
about 12 percent loss in resolution compared to the baseline single frequency design.
However, because 118.7 GHz is used for atmospheric mapping, resolution is not as
critical at this frequency. The combination is thus feasible if some way of separating
the two frequencies without excessive loss is devised.
Table 3-5. Results of Bandwidth Study
Beamwidth
Average Main Beam
f Gain Az El Beamwidth Efficiency*
(GHz) f/fo (dB) (deg) (deg) Factor N
6.27 0.95 38.95 2.03 2.19 70.5 93.25
6.60 1.00 39.13 1.98 2.15 72.6 94.19
6.93 1.05 39.35 1.94 2.11 74.8 94.38
7.26 1.10 39.51 1.89 2.10 77.1 94.78
7.59 1.15 39.64 1.85 2.08 79.7 95.12
7.92 1.20 39.73 1.83 2.07 82.6 95.41
*80 percent of spillover absorbed.
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Offset Feed Evaluation
The performance of the Gregorian reflector system was then analyzed for the
case of a feed offset by half the feed dimension in ZZ direction. This would repre-
sent a general offset dual frequency feed like that of Figure 3-21. In an optical
system, displacement by half the feed height should have the same effect on the
pattern at all frequencies. Consequently, the performance was calculated at
6. 6 GHz to be representative of all frequencies above that.
The amplitude of the main reflector current along the line Z = +0. 3 is shown
sn Figure 3-22 and its phase in Figure 3-23. Correspondingly, the amplitude and
phase along the reflector symmetry line X = O are shown in Figures 3-24 and
3-25. The elevation amplitude (Figure 3-24) shows slight asymmetry due to the
fact that the feed was not rotated as it was displaced. The spillover loss, however,
was less with the displaced feed (0.04 dB vs 0. 12 dB) so this should not degrade
performance appreciably. The phase, however, shows considerable phase distortion
caused by the offset.
This phase distortion caused considerable beam broadening. The peak gain
dropped from 39. 1 dB down to 34. 8 dB, a loss of 4. 3 dB. The average half-power
beamwidth increased from 2.06 to 3. 24 deg, indicating considerable loss in
resolution. The contour plot of Figure 3-26 shows the beam shapes become nearly
triangular and the skirts are broadened considerably compared to the on-axis
contour plot of Figure 3-20. The beam efficiency was not as seriously degraded,
however. 88. 7 percent of the feed power was contained within the 2. 5 @H circle as
compared to 91. 3 percent on-axis.
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Conclusions
The conclusions drawn from this data are as follows:
1. The Gregorian concept should be used at 6.6 GHz and above. Although
2. 695 GHz main beam efficiency appears marginally acceptable, the
patterns are severely distorted and furthermore the subreflector would
not be in the far field of the feed. At the lower three frequencies a prime
focus type of feed should be used because diffraction effects would be
severe.
2. Covering 20/22 GHz or 94/118. 7 GHz with one feed aperture is feasible
provided a suitable way of separating the channels can be devised.
3. Dual frequency operation using offset feeds is not a good concept due to
excessive pattern distortion and beam broadening. Multifrequency
concentric feeds should give much better performance.
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3. 1. 2 Prime Focus Feeds
3. 1. 2. 1 Overall Approach
The physical optics analysis indicated that prime focus feeds are needed for
0. 61, 1. 413, and 2. 695 GHz. Measurements in Gustincic indicate that a four dipole
feed was adequate for 0. 61 GHz. At 2. 695 and possibly 1. 413 GHz, some type of
aberration correction is needed to correct the severe aberration of the parabolic
torus.
Several feed concepts were considered, such as end fire elements, line source
feeds, and arrays. Because three frequencies are required at one prune focus feed
location, the driving function in the choice among them turned out to be how well the
concept was adaptable to multiple frequency operation. An array approach was chosen
on that basis since multiple banding arrays using interlaced elements and look-through
elements is well understood and practical. Furthermore, control of the amplitude and
phase of the pattern of an array is relatively precise compared to other approaches,
so aberration correction should be easily achieved.
Feed pattern synthesis was performed by visualizing the feed as a multiple beam
array. Each beam illuminates a portion of the torus and thus gives control of the
amplitude and phase of that segment. The various beam excitations blend together
into a smooth aberration correcting feed pattern due to the natural interpolation pro-
cess inherent with rounded beam shapes. The amplitudes and phases of the aperture
distributions required for each beam are then added in the aperture plane to give the
composite aperture distribution required, so the multiple beams exist in concept
only — a simple corporate feed producing the desired amplitudes and phases is all that
is required.
One constraint imposed on the multiple frequency prime focus feed was that they
not project above the focus vertex plane so that they would pass through the calibration
enclosures. This necessitated a feed center depressed considerably below the
paraxial focus, giving beam positions that were elevated up to 7. 8 deg. above the
horizon.
An analysis program using physical optics to approximate the torus currents
was developed. Far field patterns were calculated in the same way as for the
Gregorian analysis. The feed radius was optimized for best operation at 1.413 GHz
using a simple feed approach. The performance at 0. 61 GHz using the same feed
location was then calculated, and a seven beam feed for 2. 695 GHz was synthesized.
3.1.2.2. Analysis
The objective of the prime focus feed analysis is the calculation of the Vector
HP, which is the magnetic field of the feed at the main reflector point. The calcula-
tion of the main reflector current using the physical optics approximation and calcula-
tion and evaluation of the far field patterns proceeds identically to that of the
Gregorian analysis, using equation (38) through (57). The geometry of the torus and
feed are given in Figure 3-27. The feed radius is I'D and its depression is M.
1
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Like the previous analysis, a subroutine PRIPAT is used to calculate the feed pattern
in the local feed coordinate system (XF, YF, ZF) and normalized for unit radius.
Inputs and outputs for the prime focus feed version of PRIPAT are sumriar. ized in
Table 3-6.
Table 3-6. Input/Output Parameters for
PRIPAT (Prime Focus Feed 'Version)
r
Input Parameters
SCA(1)	 = SIN(TF)
SCAM	 = COS(TF)
SCA(3)	 = SIN(PF)
SCA(4)	 = COS(PF)
Where TF and PF are the conventional spherical coordinate angles of the primary pattern point.
IE	 = 1 for vertically polarized slot element
2 for horizontally polarized slot element
3 for vertically polarized dipole element
4 for horizontally polarized dipole element
NE	 = Number of elements in array
Xl	 =Y f Arrays giving positions of elements
A	 = Complex array giving complex amplitude of each element
EK	 = Wave number
PD	 = Peak directivity
Output Parameters
HXF^	 _
HYF (
	
Rectangular components of magnetic field referenced to one meter radius.
HZF 1
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For the purposes of calculating the feed pattern, the sine and cosine of the
spherical coordinate feed angles TF and PF are required. They are calculated accord-
ing to the formulas
COS (TF) = ZF • FR / IFRI
SIN (TF) • COS (PF) = XF • FR / IFRI
SIN (TF) • SIN (PF) = YF • FR / IF—RI
Where FR is the vector from the feed to the reflector point, given by the formula
FR = X • X+Y (Y- FP) +Z (Z+HP)
The feed pattern, whether from a simple or an aberration correcting feed, is
calculated in PRIPAT by a summation of the contributions of each individual dipole or
slot. They are normalized to carry unit power by a calculation of the feed directivity
in a separate program.
The feed coordinate unit vectors are related to the basic unit vectors according to the
equations
XF= -X
Y F = Z STP - Y • CTP
ZF = Z • CTP + Y • STP
Where STP = SIN (TP), CTP = COS (TP), and TP is the angle of the feed relative to
vertical.
The magnetic field of the feed at the surface of the main reflector is then
e -j • EK • IFRI • RO	
,.
HP	 IF—RI • RO	 [X (-HXF)+ Y (HZF • STP - HYF • CTP)
+ Z (HZF • CTP + HYF • STP)l
3. 1. 2. 3 Optimization and Evaluation of Prime Focus Feeds
Integration of Three Frequency Bands
A four dipole feed spaced 0. 5A on a side was first evaluated at several frequen-
cies. With a depressed feed position, however, the spillover loss was 10 percent and
the main beam efficiency was too low due to insufficient edge taper. Consequently,
0., 63X dipole spacing was evaluated. The spillover dropped to only 3. 1 percent and the
main beam efficiency was very nearly 90 percent at 0. 61 GHz. However, the aberra-
tions were too severe at 1.413 GHz so a still narrower feed beamwidth was chosen
for that frequency. A seven dipole feed (a center dipole surrounded by a ring of six
dipoles with -6 dB relative amplitude) gave adequate performance, with 1.4 percent
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spillover and 94. 1 percent main beam efficiency. With a 19 slot array for 2. 695 GHz,
a configuration as shown in Figure 2-18 was chosen. This places the 1.413 GHz feed
somewhat closer to the paraxial focus than the other two, but the 1.413 GHz elements
exactly interlace the 2. 695 GHz slots which will minimize interaction effects.
1.413 GHz Feed
The position of the feed relative to the paraxial focus was optimized for 1.413
GHz with the rationale that this was the most critical of the three. At 2.695 GHz
aberration correction would be available using the array feed while at 0. 61 GHz the
aberration should be less. From the layout of the feed, it was determined that the
center of the 1.413 GHz feed would have to be depressed 0. 065 RO (13 cm) to main-
tain the 52 cm x 52 cm feed system clear of the vertex plane. The feed radius was
varied from 0. 50 to 0. 56, keeping the feed centered in the included angle of the reflec-
tor by varying the pointing angle. The results are summarized in Table 3-7.
Per, can be seen, the three performance parameters do not optimize at the same feed
radius. A value of 0. 52 was chosen as a good compromise position.
0. 61 GHz
The location of the 0. 61 GHz feed was now defined as
FD = 0. 5438
HD = 0. 0854
TP = 40.61 0
At this location, the average beam width is 17.4 deg. and the feed power contained
within the 2. 5 © circle is 89. 86 percent with 3. 14 percent spilled over the main
reflector. The effective beam efficiency can be easily raised above the required
90 percent by the use of absorber below the vertex of the torus, where most of the
spillover occurs, or by phasing the feed to scan the beam up slightly.
Table 3-7. Feed Position Trade-off
Feed Average Main Beam
Feed Pointing Angle Beamwidth Gain Efficiency
Radius (deg) (deg) (d B) N
0.50 41.30 9.19 26.27 94.38
0.52 40.61 8.96 26.35 94.16
0.54 39.90 8.94 26.32 93.73
0.56 39.19 8.94 26.18 92.69
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2. 695 GHz
A simple feed at 2. 695 GHz produced a disappointing efficiency of 85 percent but
gave a starting point for aberration correction. The 19 slot array was visualized as
producing seven beams which illuminate different portions of the parabolic torus
ref lector to give a systematic optimization technique. The amplitude of each outer
beam was made equal to -8dB relative to the center beam to give an aperture illumina-
tion of the desired shape. The scan angle of each outer beam was 21 deg. from broad-
side, and an amplitude distribution which gave -25dB sidelobe level for the individual
beams was used. The relationship of the seven beams to the parabolic torus is shown
in Figure 3-28. If the phase of the center beam is arbitrarily set to 0 deg. , the phase
of the remaining six beams give six degrees of freedom which can be optimized. Even
with symmetry, there are four degrees of freedom. Some analysis is needed to reduce
this because optimization in four dimensions is almost impossible.
If the six degrees of freedom are identified with the phase modes cos no and
sin no of the outer six beams, the effect of each can be identified as in Table 3-8.
The odd modes can be eliminated because they correct for aberration errors
which cannot exist due to reflector symmetry. The mode with order 1 primarily cor-
rects for the scan angle of the beam, so it can be eliminated because the beam does
not have to be at any particular angle above the horizon. furthermore, very little
C75-664-034A
Table 3-8. Effect of Phase Modes
Order Type Expression Dominant Effect
0 Even (h = `D0 Focus correction
1 Even 4) _ (1) 1 cos 0 Elevation scan
1 Odd 4) _ <I>2 sin 0 Azimuth scan
2 Even (I) _ `1'3 cos 20 Principle plane astigmatism
2 Odd (1) _ `D4 sin 20 Diagonal plane astigmatism
3 Even 4) _ `I'S cos 30 Third order phase
astigmatism was noted in the phase plots that were made for the simple feed, so only
focus and third order phase errors were included at first for two degrees of freedom.
These were iteratively optimized for best performance. The optimum third order
correction was only 0. 25 radians, while the major phase error turned out to be in
focus. A plot of main beam efficiency, gain, and beam width as a function of focus
correction is given in Figure 3-29. The performance trade-off is aperture utilization
vs main beam efficiency as evidenced by the decreasing efficiency and decreasing
U.
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beamwidth with increases in the focus correction. With 1. 4 radians of focus correc-
tion, the effective aperture size Is slightly over 1.6 meters while the power in the
main beam is 91. 64 percent. A final correction for astigmatism was made, indica-
ting that 0.2 radians of astigmatism correction gave a slight decrease in beamwidth
at the expense of 0. 11 percent in efficiency. The beam phases are shown in Figure
3-28, and the primary patterns of the feed are shown in Figures 3-30 and 3-31. The
composite amplitude and phase distribution is given in Table 3-9. The performance
of the antenna at 2. 695 with this feed is summarized in Table 3-10. The increase in
performance from a simple feed to the 19 slot array feed is evident, particularly in
terms of main beam efficiency and gain. The main beam efficiency in Table 3-10
again assumes that 80 percent of the spillover is absorbed.
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Table 3-9. Slot Array Excitation for 2. 695 GHz
Element XF
ZF
(cm) Amplitude
Phase
(deg)
1 -7.231 -12.524 0.03199 +52.0
2 0.000 -12.524 0.05155 +24.2
3 +7.231 -12.524 0.03199 +52.0
4 -10.846 -6.262 0.03999 +53.0
5 -3.615 -6.262 0.09724 -15.3
6 +3.615 -6.262 0.09724 -15.3
7 +10.846 -6.262 0.03999 +53.0
8 -14.461 0.000 0.02081 +62.5
9 -7.231 0.000 0.08983 -21.0
10 0.000 0.000 0.20803 -31.6
11 +7,231 0.000 0.08983 -21.0
12 +14.461 0.000 0.02081 +62.5
13 -10.846 +6.262 0.03738 +20.5
14 -3.615 +6.262 0.09331 -18.1
15 +3.615 +6.262 0.09331 -18.1
16 +10.846 +6.262 0.03738 +20.5
17 -7.231 +12.524 0.03029 +53.0
18 0.000 +12.524 0.04666 +50.1
19 +7.231 +12.524 0.03029 +53.0
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Table 3-10. Performance at 2.695 GHz
Characteristic 4-Dipole Feed 19 Slot Feed
Beamwidth, Az x El 4.550 x 5.17 0 4.860 x 5.020
Aperture, Az x El 1.77m x 1.56m 1.66m x 1.61m
Gain 30.84 dB 31.61 dB
Main Beam Efficiency 84.81% 93.18%
3. 1. 3 Radiometric Calibration Techniques
3.1. 3. 1 Calibration Techniques and Errors
The output of a microwave radiometer is usually a voltage that is proportional
to the radiometric brightness temperature at the input to the radiometer receiver.
Since the dynamic measurement range of a SIMS channel is not likely to exceed 6 d13
(750 K to 3000 K) it is reasonable to assume a linear response,
V = T(V2 -V
1 ) + V I T 2 - V 2 T 1	 (59)T2 - T1
where V 1 and V2 are the output voltages that occur when two known radiometric
calibration temperatures T1 and T2 are established at the input.
One source of measurement error arises because of the difficulty in establish-
ing precise values for the temperatures T l and T2 . We now assess these errors for
two different calibration techniques.
3. 1. 3. 2 Switched Load Calibration
In this case the radiometer's antenna is first replaced by a matched termination
that is maintained at a known physical temperature T 1 and then by a second load at a
different temperature T2• The terminations act as black body radiators with
emissivity of unity, so that T 1 and T2 are equal to the radiometric brightness
temperatures at the input. When the antenna is reconnected and pointed to a source
whose brightness temperature is Tb the presence of loss in the antenna and its feed
transmission line modifies the brightness temperature as seen by the radiometer.
The actual brightness temperature is given by
T = (1 - L) Tb + LT 	 (60)
where L is the fractional loss, assumed here to be at a constant physical temperature
equal to T . The loss L would include the asymmetrical part of any switch loss, if
one is use8.
Under these circumstances the radiometer's output voltage is given by
(59) after substitution of (60); we find,
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[Tb + L(To - TO (V2 ^ VI) + ViT2 -
 
V22Tl
V =
T2 - T1
Letting the output voltage be V  in the absence of loss, we have for the error
	
AV = V - Vo = L(To - Tb) T - Tl	 (61)
2	 1
From (1) and (2) we have
dV=(1-L)T T2_1 dT
2	 1	
b
hence (3) becomes
L
ATb 1 - L (To - TO (62)
= (To - Tb) for small L
The resulting measurement error is directly proportional to the fractional
loss and to- the difference between antenna physical temperature To and target
brightness temperature Tb. For example, assume 1 dB loss in an S-band radiometer
antenna, at temperature To = 2900K, viewing the ocean, whose brightness tempera-
ture will be about 100 0K. The error in observed brightness temperature will be
about 490K. If the loss is reduced to 0.1dB the error becomes about 4. 5 0K which is
still large enough to require correction. If the correction is to be estimated to an
accuracy of 0.45 deg. (i. e., 10 percent) then L and To - Tb must be known to
5 percent i. e. , to 0.005 dB and 14.5 deg., respectively. Such an accuracy is not
easy to achieve and the difficulty is compounded by the fact that the loss L is
invariably distributed and the temperature To is rarely uniform.
A technique that avoids the difficulty has been described by Hardy 8 , and will
now be discussed.
3. 1. 3. 3 Antenna Aperture Calibration
We assume that black body emitters are coupled in turn to the antenna aperture,
thereby establishing calibration temperatures Tbl and Tb2 at the aperture. For idealblack bodies these temperatures will simply be the thermometric temperatures of
the emitters. Due to loss in the antenna, however, the temperatures T l and T 2 at
the radiometer receiver input must be obtained from equation (60) and the same
applies during target observation. When the appropriate substitutions are made in
equation (59) the loss factors L and 1 - L cancel and we have
	
V = Tb (V 2 - Vl) + V1Tb2 - V 2Tb1	 (63)
Tb2 Tbl
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But this is of exactly the same form as (59), and since L does not appear there is no
measurement error due to antenna loss. The effect of loss has been "calibrated out".
This is true only if To remains constant during target observation and throughout
both calibration cycles.
For the system described by Hardy (see previous reference) it was possible to
ensure essentially 100 percent coupling between black body and antenna. For the
SIMS radiometers it is not possible to guarantee unity coupling factor and, as we
shall discuss below, this is a source of measurement error. Coupling factor, as
used here, is synonomous with the emissivity of the black body/antenna system.
3. 1. 3.4 Error Due to Imperfect Coupling
We assume that the black body sources are constructed in identical fashion,
so that each couples to the antenna with a coupling coefficient P. The complement
of p, that is 1 - p, represents the coupling between the antenna and all the
surrounding space external to the black body. This surrounding space will be
characterized by some brightness temperature Ts which we assume to be very
nearly the same for the two calibrating conditions. The radiometric calibration
temperatures at the antenna aperture are now given by
Tbl - PT, + (1 - p) Ts
(64)
Tb2 = PT  + (1 - p )Ts 
j
where Ti and T2 are the temperatures of the two black body sources.
After performing these calibrations the radiometer output for a target whose
brightness temperature is Tb may be found by substituting (64) into (63), giving
Vo	1	 V2T1 - V 1 T 2 - Ts (V 2 - Vl)V = p + R
	
T2 T1
where Vo is the output that would occur under ideal coupling conditions, i. e.,
p = 1. Thus the error is AV = V - Vo where
V -V
OV =1R (Tb-Ts) T T2 -12	 1
From (5) and (6) we also have
dV = 
p2 (T V T ) d Tb2	 1
hence the temperature error becomes
AT  = (1 -- p ) (Tb - Ts) (65)
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This has the same form as (4) with coupling loss replacing ohmic loss and external
brightness temperature Ts replacing the physical temperature To. The aperture
calibration technique is thus no better than the switched load calibration unless the
coupling factor (3 can be made to approach unity very closely. In fact, for equal
coupling loss in the one case and ohmic loss in the other, the switched load method
is probably preferable on grounds that a more accurate correction can be derived.
This is because the physical temperature To of the antenna loss can be measured
more accurately than can the rather nebulous brightness temperature T s of the
external space. The same remark probably also applies to measurement of ohmic
loss, L, and coupling factor p .
3. 1. 3. 5 Application to SIMS-A
The present concept for the SIMS-A antenna utilizes an offset parabolic torus
reflector with multiple frequency radiometers and feed systems mounted on a
rotating wheel. Each feed provides a 60 deg. cone of illumination that sweeps
over the torus through an angle of 180 deg., then experiences a dead period as the
wheel turns through the remaining 180 deg. This dead time between scans is
available for radiometric calibration; either one of the techniques discussed
previously can be adapted for this use. In the case of the aperture technique, it
will not be possible to couple to the main reflector aperture but it is possible to
couple to the individual feed systems if the wheel is arranged to pass through an
absorbing tunnel during the dead time. * This is indicated in the accompanying
fold-out drawing, Figure 3-38, in which two sector-shaped absorbing tunnels are
shown. These "cavities" must be maintained at constant and uniform temperatures
T1 and T 2 in order to constitute black body calibration sources.
The absorbing material used to line the cavities should be thin and capable of
broadband operation over a wide range of angles of incidence. Of the standard
materials listed by Emerson & Cuming, type AN best meets all these requirements.
Thus, AN75 material is 1-1/8 in. thick and has less than -20 dB reflectivity at
normal incidence (-17 dB at 70 deg. incidence angle) over the range from 2. 5 to
>50 GHz. This does not represent an exceptionally low reflectivity (many micro-
wave absorbers achieve -40 dB at normal incidence) but a very low reflection
coefficient is not necessarily needed. Multiple reflections within the cavity will
create a very small effective, or overall, value of reflectivity; this is the
principal behind optical black body sources. The absorptivity of the material
must be high, and the AN type material appears to be satisfactory in this respect.
Making the cavity of conducting metal walls, lined on the inside with AN75
absorber, will ensure that rays from the feed horn that strike the Gregorian sub-
reflector will be essentially absorbed after two or more internal reflections at the
cavity walls. In the worst case, i. e., -17 dB reflectivity at 70 deg. incidence, two
reflections produce a net reflectivity of -34 dB, corresponding to an emissivity of
0.996.
* Note that this requires that the ohmic losses outside of the subreflector be
minimized. In particular, the spillover past the main reflector should be as low
as possible.
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There remains to be considered those rays from the feed horn that do not
strike the sub-reflector and that might therefore "escape" through the open sides of
the tunnel. Calculations have shown that this feed spillover past the sub-reflector
amounts to 2.6 percent. It is a relatively simple matter to place additional reflecting
surfaces on the wheel in such a way as to block these spillover rays and ensure that
they, too, are reflected toward the absorbing cavity walls. Figure 3-39 shows
sectional views of a sector-shaped absorbing cavity in which the supplementary
reflectors are indicated by dotted lines. By this means, the already small spillover
can be reduced to a negligible value. It appears feasible to achieve an overall
coupling coefficient (or emissivity) of 0.995 in a carefully designed cavity of this type.
The supplementary mirrors should be designed to reflect spillover energy to the
back and bottom walls of the cavity, and to avoid illuminating the main dish.
A possible alternative to the standard AN material is Emerson and Cumings
CR117, a castable absorber. This is a ferrite loaded resin having a dielectric
constant of about 20, with moderate dielectric loss (t an 5e = 0.05) but high magnetic
loss (tan 5m = 1) . Loads and reference terminations using this material have been
developed by Dr. Richard Iwasaki at JPL, making clever use of the Brewster angle
to achieve low reflectivity.
The material is cast in the form of triangular ridges, bonded to an aluminum
plate to form a tile, as shown in Figure 3-40. The Brewster angle for this material(arc tan 4i) is about 77.5 deg. Hence, if the included angle of each triangular ridge
is 25 deg. there will be almost no reflection for a wave incident normally on the tile.
This applies only for parallel polarization, however, and assumes the tile is thick
enough for complete absorption. The reflectivity for perpendicular polarization will
be high. Techniques for dealing with this problem are being developed by
Dr. Iwasaki. An obvious solution here would be to use two cavities, one for each
polarization.
Since reflectivity is small only near the Brewster angle, special curving and
shaping of the tiles would_ be needed to ensure this condition. This could lead to
such a large increase in cavity dimensions as to create significant aperture blocking
of the main reflector.
At the two lowest frequencies 0.6 and 1.4 GHz, the AN75 material is not thick
enough (1-1/8 in.) to absorb incident radiation effectively and the coupling of cavity to
antenna will be decreased. Hence the switched load technique appears better suited to
calibration of these channels.
A method for implementing this technique is shown in Figure 3-41. The
components within the dotted lines must be housed in a temperature regulated
enclosure accurately stabilized at a temperature To which will be assumed to be
about 2400K as discussed in the next section. A SPDT switch is required to switch
the radiometer receiver from the antenna to the calibrating circuit at the end of each
scan. This is preferably a latching circulator device in which switching energy is
small so that little power will be dissipated that could cause local heating and temper-
ature gradients. The scan rate at 324 rpm is 5.4 lines per second, hence the
circulator must latch 10.8 times per second. Latching energy can be held to
5 millijor.las or less so that switching power will be leso than 50 milliwatts and
should cause negligible local heating.
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With the avalanche noise diode turned off, the calibration circuit will establish
a tempera^ura Tcl equal to T at the receiver input. Halfway through the dead cyclebetween scans foe avalanche diode bias is turned on and a second calibration
temperature Tc2 is established at tho input, where
Tc2 = YTo +(1-Y)TN	 (66)
Y is the coupling coefficient for the directional coupler and T is the temperature of
the attenuated avalanche diode noise. If the attenuator pad shown in Figure 3-41 has a
V ansmission coefficient of a then we have
TN
 = aTdiode + (1 - a) To
	(67)
where Tdiode is the noise temperature of the avalanche diode. Such diodes are
usually described by their so-called excess temperature ratio, t, expressed in
decibels above the stande,rd temperature 2900K,
Tdiode
t _ 290 - 1
and units are commercially available with values of t around 15. 25 dB for general
use and considerably higher (e. g., 36 dB) for special applications. The effective
temperature for the general purpose units is thus about 10, OOOoK.
If a 10 dB directional coupler is used (Y = 0. 9) and it is desired to place the
calibrating temperature Tc 2 at 3000K while Tcl = To = 2400K then (66) indicates that
TN should be 840 0K. EquAion (67)then shows that, for Tdiode = 10, OOOoK, a 12.1 dB
attenuator pad (a= 0.061) will be needed in order to make TN = 8400K.
The insertion loss of the circulator switch will increase the receiver noise
figure and hence degrade the temperature resolution by a small amount. It will not
affect accuracy of the calibration, however, except to the extent that this loss is
different for the two positions of the switch. Any such asymmetrical loss is equal to
the (small) difference in insertion loss between the antenna switch position and the
calibration switch position. Its effect can be correlated for quite accurately(assuming that the loss has been accurately measured) for the loss will always occur
at constant temperature To.
The error due to antenna losses ahead of the calibration circuit is not so
accurately calculable, for the antenna and its transmission line will probably not be
at a uniform temperature, and an accurate ohmic loss measurement on an antenna
is not easy. It will be advisable to place a thermal insulating section of RF trans-
mission line at the antenna port of the circulator switch in order to prevent heat
transfer from the regulated enclosure to the antenna. Otherwise, temperature
gradients will be set up in the enclosure and To will not be uniform and constant.
The discussion on temperature control in the next session has direct applicability
to the design of this enclosure, even though it is specifically addressed to the
black body cavities.
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Avalanche diodes have proven to be highly reliable and stable noise sources
when operated at constant temperature and constant reverse bias current. Stability
tests conducted on type MC 7026 (Microwave Semiconductor Corp.) avalanche diodes
demonstrated stabilities of 0.001 dB per day and 0.0015 dB per week in the excess
noise temperature ratio [9] . The absolute value of this ratio was found to vary from
35 to 36. dB for different units so it is clear that they are not absolute standards.
Reference [10] also has useful information on noise diode stability.
A suitable diode for the SIMS-A channels at 0.6 and 1.4 GHz is the type MC 1100,
a coaxial unit rated at 15.5 + 0. 5 dB ENR from 10 MHz to 1. 5 GHz. It operates
with reverse bias of 28 volts at 6 ma. The whole calibration circuit wVl require
calibration itself, since the avalanche diode is not an absolute source. This is best
done by comparing it against a carefully built oven load, using; a radiometer as the
comparison sensor. For example, the calibration circuit and the oven lead can be
connected to the two arms of a Dicke switch. If the oven temperature is varied until
a null balance is obtained then the calibration circuit temperature will be equal to that
of the oven. In this way the diode, attenuator pad and directional coupler are all
calibrated at once.
3.1. 3.6 Temperature Control of the Calibration Sources
During operational use of the SIMS-A system the open shuttle payload bay will
face the earth while the antenna scans in the cross-track direction. (This geometry
makes it impractical to use the black body radiation of space itself, at 2. 7 0K, for
calibration purposes.) The orbiter will, to a large extent, screen the SIMS antenna
and the black body sources from space itself and they will be radiatively coupled to
the earth below. It is possible to analytically determine the temperature anywhere
within the payload as a function of time for a given orbit. This was done for an orbit
nearly identical to the proposed one. The results from that study show that, in the
region of the calibration sources, the maximum skin temperature of the payload
bay to be expected is -38 0 C (2350K)*, and the minimum -95 0C (178 0K) (Figures 2-36
and 2-37). It is therefore possible to achieve an equilibrium temperature somewhat
below -380 C. This is accomplished by appropriate surface treatment that creates a
small value of a/E where a is the absorption coefficient for solar radiation and E is the
emissivity for infrared radiation from the earth. If the black body sources are to
be treated this way they must also be thermally well insulated from other structures
such as the wheel. Fortunately, convection will play no role, otherwise the open
sides of the black body cavities would make temperature regulation impossible.
The two black body sources can be counted on to reach an "ambient" tempera-
ture that does not exceed 235oK, but which will fluctuate by a few degrees below this
level during orbit. Heaters and suitable sensing and regulating circuitry can then
be added in order to raise and stabilize one of the sources to the temperature Tl
equal to, say, 2400K. The other will be raised to and stabilized at a higher tempera-
ture, T2, which we take to be 3000K. It is desirable to make the difference T2 - Tl
large, in order to reduce extrapolation errors. Such errors will occur because
most targets will have radiant temperatures that lie below 240 0K (as low, even, as
100OK at the low frequencies) making extrapolation necessary beyond the range T2-T1.
* These thermal calculations were for an empty bay. Other experiments may modify
this condition.
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However, if T2 is made very much larger than Tl then problems due to radiative
coupling between the two black bodies will be encountered. It is not recommended to
lower T1 below the suggested value because cryogenic cooling would be required.
Successful control of the temperatures of the calibrating sources will require
extremely careful design due to the critical nature of the thermal problems involved.
One problem that we have heretofore ignored will be caused because the wheel must
rotate into and out of the two black body cavities. Hence it will radiatively couple
directly to the absorbing materials unless the wheel, and all components on it, have
a very low emissivity in the infrared. We assume that this can be achieved.
An additional problem is posed by the presence on the wheel of the two low
frequency switched calibration circuits. These must be thermally insulated from
the wheel, and we have already assumed that each will be stabilized and controlled
to a temperature of 2400K. No problem occurs if these enclosures couple
radiatively to the black body cavity that is also maintained at 240 0K. A difficulty
will arise, however, if they couple to the second cavity, for it is maintained at o
higher temperature, 300 0K, and a mutual perturbation of the temperatures will occur.
It therefore appears desirable to mount the two low frequency calibration circuits near
the hub of the wheel so that they need not pass through either black body during
rotation. This, however, lengthens the feed lines for the 0.6 and 1.4 GHz channels,
and causes only a negligible increase in antenna feed line loss.
In the thermal design of all the calibration circuitry the emphasis must be on
attaining uniformity of temperature by elimination of gradients. Thermal time
constants should be long compared to the period of rotation of the wheel, so that when
thermal equilibrium is reached any temperature modulation caused by the wheel will
be negligibly small. Long term variations in the temperatures of the calibration
sources, such as will occur during the course of full orbit, will be minimized by the
temperature regulating circuitry. The effect of any small long term variations can
be rendered negligible by continuously monitoring the temperatures using thermistors
as diode sensors.
It appears feasible to attain an overall accuracy of f0. 25 0K in the knowledge of
the physical temperatures TI, Tel = To (about 2400K) and T 2 (equal to about 3000K).
The accuracy to be expected for Tc 2 is more difficult to estimate. Since the ENR of
the noise diode depends on the diode ,
 s physical temperature (which is To = 2400K),
the accuracy of Tc2 can be no better than that of To and may be considerably worse.
It is therefore desirable to stabilize and monitor To as accurately as possible.
3. 1.4 Miscellaneous Analysis
3.1.4.1 Field of View
A field of view of +60 deg. is required. There is no optical blockage in the
Gregorian channels from 6.6 GHz up, as shown in figure 3-42 where the reflector is
seen at 60 deg. scan. There may be some effect at 6.6 GHz between the near rim
of the reflector and the diffracted aperture field, but the clearance of 0.068 (12 cm)
between the optically illuminated region and the reflector rim should make this a very
minor effect. In the lower channels that are prime focus fed, the effective aperture
is larger and some effect will definitely be seen. The undegraded field of view and
the extent of degradation to 60 deg. scan should be determined for the lower three
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Figure 3-42. View of the Dual Ellipse Aperture Compared to the
Reflector at 60 Deg. Scan
channels. This should be done experimentally because a theoretical evaluation would
be very difficult and probably inaccurate due to the geometry of the problem.
3.1.4.2 Tolerance Requirements
The most critical item in terms of relative tolerance is the main reflector,
because the accuracies on the order of one mm over a diameter of 4 meters are
required. Because surface contour errors have a much more severe effect on beam
efficiency than the more normal antenna parameters such as gain or sidelobe level,
this tolerance will need to be more stringent than would normally be assigned.
Ruze's tolerance analysis ll
 is appropriate for this problem. Because the torus is an
offset reflector it is difficult to define an equivalent F/D ratio. The curvature in the
elevation plane is like that of a reflector with F/D = 0. 31, while in the azimuth plane
it is about 0.62. The aperture diameter is 1.6 meters at the high frequencies where
the tolerance effects occur, while the focal length is one meter. An average F/D
of 0.4 was assigned for the purposes of performance analysis.
Measuring the contour along the direction of propagation (y axis), the effective
tolerance according to Ruze is
oy
E 
_ 1 + (D/4F)2 , 	 (68)
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where Ay is the rms reflector tolerance measured parallel to the y axis and e is the
effective rms tolerance. For F/D = 0. 4, this makes E = 0.72 Ay. The correlation
length of the reflector contour errors is relatively small compared to the antenna
diameter, as required by Ruze' s analysis. This was determined by investigating
the error contours of typical large reflector antennas. Consequently, the tolerance
efficiency according to Ruze is
11 r = e - (47r e /X) 2
	
(69)
Because the random errors will reduce the gain without appreciably affecting the
antenna beamwidth, the main beam efficiency is also reduced by this same factor.
Figure 3-43 is a plot of (69), expressed as gain loss in percent vs. the rms tolerance
parallel to the y-axis. Tolerance is expressed in inches so as to be related to
normal industrial practice. Strictly interpreting the requirements for beam efficiency,
a tolerance of 0.002 in. rms is indicated. However, because the 118.7 GHz channel is
in an atmospheric resonance region and thus is used for atmospheric temperature
mapping rather than terrain mapping, the main beam efficiency can be defined relative
to the 5 O circle rather than the 2. 5 e circle. This gives more margin before the
effect of reflector tolerance is included so 0.003 in. rms is allowable. A subreflector
tolerance of 0.001 in. rms was used because it is practically achievable in the smaller
size, and the overall performance will not be appreciably affected by errors of that
magnitude.
Should operation at 300 GHz (reflector only) be desired, an appropriate tolerance
relative to the 300 GHz loss curve of Figure 3-43 should be chosen. This tolerance
would be a trade-off of cost vs. performance. A reflector in the tolerance range
required has never been built in this size, so development risk would also be a factor.
3.1.4.3 Temperature Resolution
The number and distribution of feeds and radiometers were defined in
Para 2. 2.1. 2. The expected temperature resolution can be calculated from
LT
AT = s
%f Rt
where t = N e^ = integration time (sec)
s s
AT = Nadir temperature resolution (OK)
ial/10L = Loss expressed as 10	 , a = attenuation in dB
Ts = System noise temperature (OK)
I
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N = Number of beams integrated
h = Altitude = 340 Km
O = 3 dB beamwidth (radians)
vs = Track velocity = 7. 3 Km/sec
6	 = Total feed rotation =.2 n radianss
The results are given in Table 3-11. The temperature resolution for the lossless
case is given in the column headed AT/L. Losses will be minimized by locating mixer
pre-amps directly behind the feeds. Estimated attenuation (a) is given and the net
temperature resolution (AT) is seen in the last column. The loss in channels 1 and 2
is principally attributed to coax connectors and spillover. Channel 3 has the highest
loss which includes that of the stripline array. Losses for channels 4 through 11
consist of waveguide junctions, orthomode transducer, a very short length of wave-
guWe and 80 percent of the spillover loss. These feeds are concentric and the high
frequency feed, while being electrically longer than the outer feed (low frequency),
introduces a discontinuity which results in a small amount of loss. For this reason
it is expected that all gregorian feed losses will be approximately equal to 0. 34 dB
including 0.14 dB of absorbed spillover. These results agree favorably with those
of Table 3-11.
Table 3-11. Preliminary Temperature Resolution
f
(OFrz)
Ts
(°K) N
B
(MHz) (deg)
AT/L
(°K)
a
(AB)
AT
(°K)
0.610 400 2 8 17.8300 0.120 0.31 0.13
1.413 40'09 2 25 7.7000 0.150 0.25 0.16
2.695 400 2 10 4.0400 0.470 0.68 0.55
6.600 400 4 300 2.0600 0.120 0.34 0.13
10.690 500 2 300 1.2700 0.340 0.34 0.37
20.000 800 2 1000 0.6800 0.550 0.34 i	 0.59
22.200 800 2 1000 0.6120 0.615 0.34 0.67
37.000 800 2 2000 0.3670 0.720 0.34 0.78
53.000 1000 4 500 0.2560 1.840 0.34 1.99
94.000 1500 4 2000 0.1450 2.430 0.34 2.63
118.700 1500 4 700 0.1145 5.210 S163
VS = 7.3 Km /sec
h = 340 Km
B s = 360
O s = 5.4 rps
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3.1.5 Antenna Patterns
The calculated antenna patterns are enclosed for reference purposes.
The first pattern set, Figures 3-44 through 3-50 gives the various cuts through the
beam at 30 deg. angular increments at 0.61 GHz using the four dipole feed.
Figure 3-51 is the integrated power vs. angle. All patterns are given as relative
power (dB) vs. angle from beam center. The rotation angle ^ = 180 deg. is the
azimuth cut, and ^ = 270 deg. is the elevation pattern downward from beam center.
In all cases, the two curves in the pattern represent principle and cross polarization
while the two curves in the integrated power plot represent principly polarized power
and total power.
Figures 3-52 through 3-58 give the various pattern cuts at 1.413 GHz using
the seven dipole feed, and Figure 3-59 gives the integrated power vs angle at that
frequency.
Figures 3-60 through 3-66 give the various pattern cuts at 2.695 GHz using
the optimized 19 slot array feed, and Figure 3-67 gives the corresponding integrated
power.
Figures 3-68 through 3-72 give the calculated pattern cuts for 6.6 GHz in
45 deg. rotational increments using the Gregorian subreflector, and Figure 3-73
gives the corresponding integrated power.
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3.2 MECHANICAL ANALYSES
3.2.1 Overall System
Layout
A preliminary layout was prepared to establish the relationship of the various
subassemblies of the system to one another and to establish an overall envelope which
could be located in the orbiter payload bay. The layout used the initial computer gen-
erated contours for both the primary and sub-reflectors and these contours have been
maintained throughout the study. The layout indicated a system using a 4 ::-peter(13.123 ft) diameter parabolic torus reflector and 2.82 meter (9.25 ft) diameter feed
wheel could be located in the 15 ft diameter orbiter payload bay with adequate room
for supporting structure and mounting provisions.
Interface Fitting Locations
Figure 1(c), "sketch of possible configuration of SIMS-A antenna system on
shuttle orbiter, " of Exhibit II accompanying the contract, indicated SIMS-A may be
located in the aftmost section of the payload bay. Examination of JSC-07700 indicated
that the amount of OMS (Orbital Maneuvering System) propellant carried aboard the
orbiter depends on the payload weight, height of orbit, launch site, orbit inclination,
and other factors. When the mission requires more propellant than is carried in the
integral tank, additional OMS propellant is supplied in kits located in the aft end of
the payload bay. When used, these kits extend from the aft bulkhead forward to
Xo = 1194. If SIMS-A were configured to fit in the aftmost part of the payload bay, it
could not be moved forward to accommodate an OMS kit because the relationship
between keel and longeron fittings at the aft candidate primary fitting locations
(Xo = 1187 and Xo = 1246) does not correspond to the relationship at primary fitting
locations between Xo = 715 and Xo = 1128. At these latter locations all longeron and
keel fittings fall on the same orbiter station. If SIMS-A is configured to have the
longeron (primary) fittings and the keel (auxiliary) fitting form a plane and to have
the other longeron (stabilizing) fitting located 59.0 in. (the distance between primary
fittings in the orbiter) from this plane, then 8 primary and a large number of vernier
locations are available for retention of SIMS-A. Because this arrangement will pro-
vide more opportunities for the SIMS-A experiment to be included in a shuttle sortie,
it was selected for the design presented.
Examination of Thermal Criteria
JSC-07700 contains thermal information for various theoretical payload and orbit
configurations Examination of the available information provided minimal information
on any orbit configuration approximating that of SIMS-A. The column of Figure 2-32
labeled "port side to sun" represents a possible orbital configuration for SIMS-A (open
payload bay toward earth for entire orbit) . The temperatures developed in the payload
bay are constant with time and relatively constant with respect to location in the bay
(,from -15.56°C (+4°F) to -23.33°C (-10°F) in the Xo range of interest) . The entry
thermal environment curves €shown in Figures 2-30 a, b, and c for three payload bay
sections indicate a maxim. cv temperature of 82.22 0C (180 0F) may be expected
between Xo = 582 and Xo = 100. Temperature versus time plots of general nodes in
the payload bay for the orbital configuration shown at the top of Figure 2-35 were
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obtained from JSC through Rockwell's Space Division. The curves are shown in
Figures 2-36 and 2-37. The curves show a maximum on-orbit temperature of -38°C
(-36.40F) at node No. 673 and a minimum on-orbit temperature of -95 0C (-1390F) at
node No. 671. The curves also indicate rates of change during the eclipses of approx-
imately 0.50C/sec (0.90F/sec). The temperature range determined thus far is from
a maximum of 88.22 0C (1800F) during re-entry to a minimum of -95 0C (-1390F)
on-orbit. Table 2-12 has design minimums and maximums of -730C (-1000F) and
+93.50C (2000F) respectively for the payload bay wall. From the data examined a
preliminary design temperature range of -100 0C (-1480F) to +950C (+203 0F) with an
operating range of -95 0 C (-1390 F) to -150C (+50F) appears reasonable for SIMS-A.
Consideration should be given to JSC-07700 paragraph 4.2.2.7: "Thermal Environ-
ment. The determination of the temperature environments which the payload will
actually experience in the payload bay requires knowledge of the specific mission
environment from boost through entry, the type of thermal control provided by the
Orbiter and the payload, and the payload bay and payload thermal =characteristics.
To obtain this information requires detailed knowledge of the actual Orbiter and pay-
load design, as well as the specific inflight orientations which probably will vary for
each different mission objective."
3.2.2 Reflector/Main Frame
Material
The examination of thermal information obtained from Johnson Space Center
via Rockwell International's Space Division indicates that on-orbit temperatures in
the orbiter payload bay vary from about -37 0C (-350F) to -950C (1390F) and fluctua-
tions of 350 C (63 0F) can occur in 30 to 40 seconds. It is likely that such rapid
changes will take place over portions of the reflector due to shading (by the feed
wheel for example). Thermal expansion or contraction of such areas will be
restrained by other areas not subjected to the same thermal change, thus setting up
internal stresses which manifest themselves as distortions in the reflector surface.
Therefore a material with very low CTE (Coefficient of Thermal Expansion) must be
used to satisfy the RF performance requirements of SIMS-A. The material should be
of low density to minimize loading on the supporting structure and to reduce the costs
of placement in orbit. The modulus of elasticity should be. sufficiently high that a
thin reflector shell (30 to 60 mils thick) supported by nodes moderately spaced
(approx. 15 inches) would not deflect under its own weight in the 1g terrestrial
testing environment.
Graphite-epoxy, an advanced composite material, satisfies
	 e0
	
require-
ments of SIMS-A. Design and fabrication practices are well established and are
adaptable to development of SIMS-A. The development of graphite-polymide, a
higher temperature, more moisture resistant material, is progressing rapidly, but
its benefits are not required by SIMS-A. If the development should result in a
graphite- polymide material with cost lower than graphite-epoxy then it would becom
a good candidate material. For the present, graphite-epoxy is the material selecte,
for the reflector shell and the supporting structure..
The reflector conductive surface must be capable of withstanding the stresses
of differential thermal expansion or contraction. The temperature extremes en-
countered during orbit and re-entry can produce a negative AT of 1210C (2180 F) ani
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a positive AT of 740C (1330r) from a fabrication temperature of 210C (700F). From
the stress-strain relationship it follows that
o = EE
where
a- = stress
E = strain
E = modulus of Elasticity
and for a thermal strain,
E = ('YRC - aG-E) OT
where
02RC = CTE of reflective coating
AGE = CTE of graphite-epoxy
- 0.1 µin/in/OF
AT = temperature change
Therefore,
`SRC = (SRC CG-E) oT ERC	 (70)
Equation (70) was solved fer several materials with adequate reflective qualities for
the OT's of interest and than resulting avRC was compared to the yield stress of the
material. Electro-deposited nickel, the only material examined which did not reach
its yield stress, has been tentatively selected as the conductive coating for the
reflector. However, additional study should be conducted and simulation tests should
be made before the selection is finalized.
Configuration
The main frame must provide support for the reflector shell, the drive
mechanism/feed wheel assembly, and the calibration targets. Acceleration of these
masses (due to launch, landing, etc) produce forces which must be reacted by the
orbiter structure. The main frame must provide load paths for these forces from
their points of origin to the retention trunnions. In order to obtain first cut numeri-
cal data on structural member sizing, weight, and magnitudes of stresses and deflec-
tions to be encountered, it was decided to model a main frame structure and subject
it to a static load computer analysis. It was required that the configuration to be
modeled be feasible with respect to fabrication and performance requirements and
yet be easily modeled. Several configurations for modeling are described in
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Table 3-12. Configuration 1 in the table was selected for modeling because it lends
itself to the design of an efficient structure while providing uniform shell support
spacing and being fairly easy to model.
Analvsis
The reflector/main frame modeled for computer analysis consists of a para-
bolic torus reflector surface made from 0.032-inch thick graphite epoxy supported
by a truss structure having 10 truss frames which are perpendicular to the center-
line of the parabolic torus. The truss frames are spaced to provide equal spacing(15.066 inches) along the curvature of the parabola. The support nodes on any frame
are spaced at approximately 15 in. intervals along the length of the radius arc for
the particular frame. The support nodes are connected to each other by plate
elements which represent the reflector shell. The frames are constructed from
round elements having an outside diameter of 1.0 inch with 0.125 inch walls. Similar
longitudinal and diagonal elements join adjacent frames.
The structural analysis of the reflector and truss structure was performed on
NASTRAN, a finite element computer program for structural analysis that is
intended for general use. Structural elements are provided for the specific repre-
sentation of the antenna construction, which can be rods, beams, shear panels,
plates and shells of revolution. The range of analysis types in the program include:
Static response to concentrated and distributed loads, to thermal expansion and to
enforced deformation; dynamic response to transient loads, to steady state sinusoidal
loads and to random excitation; determination of real and complex eigenvalues for use
in vibration analysis, dynamic stability analysis, and elastic stability analysis.
NASTRAN uses a finite element structural model, wherein the distributed physical
properties of a structure are represented by a finite number of structural elements
which are interconnected at a finite number of grid points, to which loads are applied
and for which displacements, velocities and accelerations are calculated.
The model was analyzed for 20 g static loads applied along the longitudinal
(orbiter, x) and vertical (orbiter., Z) axes of the structure. This arbitrarily chosen
input is somewhat higher than the 3v value of the rms (5.5 g) acceleration due to
random vibration.
The program sub-routines were called which provide axial force, total axial
stress, bending stress, deflection of nodes, system weight, system C. G. location,
- -	 and plate principle stresses. The sub-routine which generates a CRT display of
sectional or perspective views as requested was called to produce the views shown
in Figure 3-74 through 3-87.
Due to the symmetrical configuration of the structure only one-half of the
structure was modeled for the computer analysis. The drive mechanism and feed
wheel assembly were not modeled, but were included in the analysis as lumped
masses concentrated at appropriate points on the structure. The half structure
consisted of about 1000 rod (truss) elements and 47 plate (reflector) elements.
Tables 3-13 and 3-14 give the element numbers, nodal limits, and the stress values
for the 9 highest, and 10 lowest stressed elements respectively. Stresses in the
elements located radially around the trunnions and data on the highest stressed plate
element are given in Table 3-15. The total output was too voluminous to include in
the report.
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No. Type Advantages Disadvantages
1 Thin shell on truss with 1. Efficient structure. Elements not concentrated at 1. Non-uniform truss frames.
frames perpendicular to one end.
torus axis. 2. Cost higher than with truss frames
2. Spacing of nodal supports uniform in both directions radial.
3. Truss provides ideal (axial) loading for graphite-epoxy.
4. Fairly easy to model for computer analysis.
5. Easy to develop contour adjustments.
2 Thin shell on truss with 1. Simplest structure 1. Concentration of elements at one end.
frames located radially about
the torus axis. 2.	 Identical (or similar) frames 2.	 :acing of nodal supports not uniform.
3. Lowest Cost
4. Truss provides ideal (axial) loading for graphite-epoxy.
5. Easy to model for computer analysis.
6. Easy to develop contour adjustments.
3 Stiffened shell on framed 1.	 Very rigid. 1.	 Large spacing between nodal supports
structure with stiffening requires stiffened shell (e.g. honeycomb).
(Monocoque)panels on au side
2. More difficult to model for computer
analysis.
3. Contour tolerance met by grinding.
NCO
R
C
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0
0
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Table 3-12. Main Frame Computer Model Candidate Configurations
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Table 3-13. Stress Levels in High Stressed Elements
Element No.
0
Node Limits
@
Total Axial Stress
psi (2)
Bending Contributions
psi T
115 11.6 33,000 19,000
118 8-9 32,500 6,500
189 41-42 35,900 29,000
769 42.67 32,400 30,000
869 21-51 33,500 19,700
996 2-32 29,000 18,000
997 3-32 33,300 4,300
1002 35.63 32,300 24,000
1028 1.31 28,700 23,000
Q	 Most elements can be located in Figures 3 .74 through 3.87.
Q	 Stress with double load for drive mechanism applied.
Table 3-14, Stress Levels in Low Stressed Elements
Element No.
O
Node Limits
O
Total Axial Stress
psi O
713 297-293 159
858 304.278 133
866 258-287 172
885 264.297 150
892 177-210 70
895 264.301 75
933 265.298 157
979 260-294 120
986 261.295 113
1068 289-262 132
Q1	 Most elements can be located in Figures 3-74 through 3-87
IJ2	 Stress with double Load for drive mechanism applied.
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Table 3-15. Stress Levels in Elements Around Trunnion
Element No.
T1
Mode Limits(D Total Axial Stresspsi 02 Bending Contributionpsi (
743 64-309 18,400 2,000
752 65-309 24,900 7,000
Primary 761 87.309 6,500 1,500
Support 838 85.309 10,400 6,000
1056 305-309 3,500 300
1058 67-309 4,200 2,200
464 187-188 3,600 1,900
Stabil- 56 158.188 4,600 1,800
izing
Support 757 218-188 6,800 2,600
765 161-188 7,900 400
766 222-188 3,000 1,000
Q Q	 Plate element (relfector) No. 2016 bounded by nodes 86, 84,107 & 104 had a maximum principle stress of
5100 psi.
Q	 Most elements can be located in Figures 3 .74 through 3 -87
©	 Stress with double load for drive housing applied.
The results of the analysis indicated that a few truss members had negative
margins of safety. These members were in the area of the structure that supports
the drive mechanism and feed wheel assembly. Upon re-examination of the computer
model, it was discovered that twice the mass of the drive mechanism and feed wheel
assembly had been added to the structure. With the reduction of this mass to its
actual value, the negative margins of safety would be eliminated. Additional exami-
nation showed that bending stress contributions in many elements were abnormally
high (loads applied at nodes of ideal trusses produce only axial loads in the elements)
and other elements were stressed so low they might well be eliminated if stability
is maintained. The entire weight modeled was 818 lbs, of which 440 lbs was the
concentrated load of the drive mechanism and feed wheel assembly (only 220 lbs
should have been used). The remaining weight of 378 lbs is distributed between
1/2 of the reflector shell and truss structure, thus the total weight of the analytical
main frame and reflector is 756 pounds.
This weight can be considered a maximum since the stress levels discussed
indicate that lightening is certainly a possibility. It was previously mentioned that
this configuration lends itself to the design.of an efficient structure and it can be seen
from the analytical results which elements are candidates for weight removal or
addition in order to distribute the stresses uniformly. It is concluded from the
results of the analysis conducted that the conceptual design of the main reflector and
truss _structure is structurally reliable to perform its intended purpose, although
weight reduction and optimization of stress distribution could be achieved with
additional analysis.
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Tolerance and Fabrication Techniques
The tolerance of the reflector surface is an RF performance parameter,
determined in section 3.1 to be 0.003 inch rms. The tolerance on dimensions between
retention fittings is not currently defined, but since the 4-point retention system
prevents shuttle motions from inducing distortion of the payloads, it is expected they
will not be severe.
The methods of fabrication using advanced composites such as graphite-epoxy
are well developed and several companies have broad experience in the design and
fabrication of both space and terrestrially oriented hardware incorporating this
material.
An informal specification for the SIMS-A reflector/main frame was prepared
and submitted to several of these companies for the following reasons:
1. This structure represents the single predominating item in all cost
considerations, therefore it was desired that as many conceptual design
configurations as possible be considered.
2. A good response wculd better define the problem areas to be encountered
in fabrication.
3. Advance knowledge of a program such as SIMS-A by potential fabricators
can prove beneficial to the program as interest is generated.
4. To secure, as a benefit to SIMS-A, the experience in advanced com-
posites of those companies responding.
Two responses to the informal specification were obtained:
1. Shuttle Imaging Microwave System (SIMS)
Main Reflector
A report to Rockwell-International
29 October, 1975
from: General Dynamics
Convair Aerospace Division
San Diego, CA 92112
(Appendix C)
2. Technical Description of SIMS-A Antenna
October, 1975
from: Rockwell-International, Inc.
Tulsa Division
Mingo Facility
Tulsa, OK 74151
(Appendix D)
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The two responses appear in the noted appendices. It was not intended that the
multiple configurations represent any kind of design competition. The companies
solicited were informed that a response would be considered indicative of their
interest in SIMS-A.
Potential Problem Areas
Some areas which will require additional investigation or analyses are given
below:
1. Selection of reflective coating
2. Method of deposition of coating
3. Contour adjustment devices
4. Establish surface finish requirements
5. Facilities for performing environmental tests
6. Venting of honeycomb or closed structures if used
7. Moisture control
3.2.3 Feed Wheel and Sub-Reflectors
Initial Feed Wheel Configuration and Sub-Reflector Material Tradeoff
Dimensions based on initial calculations of the subreflector contours were used
too establish the feed arrangements considered. Calculations of scan time were made
from the following equation
is 	 hN OB = 46.448 NA6
	
(71)
s
where
is
 = scan time required for the feed assembly to complete one revolution
h = height of orbit = 340 KM
N = effective number of feeds
360°
largest angle of rotation between successive feeds of the same frequency ( )
A6 = 0.10259° = 0.00179 radian (initial Beamwidth used)
us = shuttle speed = 7.32 KM/sec.
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The calculated value of is for 118.7 GHz (the critical frequency for determining
rotation speed), with N = 1, was 0.0831669 second and
f =t (revolutions per second)
s
or
f = 12.024 rps = 721.44 rpm
and
W = 27rf = 75.55 rad/sec
for a frequency of 118.7 GHz. Several configurations of feed arrangement were con-
sidered, the largest angle between multiple feeds was determined for each of them
and N was determined for 118.7 GHz. Actual speeds were calculated from
f^N=1)	 W N=1	 72(ACTUAL - N	 °r WACTUAL	 N	 ( )
Accelerations were calculated from
2
a = r (WACTUAL)	 (78)
9.8
where
a = acceleration in g's
r = radial distance to sub-reflector C. G. = 1.01 M.
All of the initial feed configurations had values of N (at 118.7 GHz) ranging from three
to four and produced accelerations at the sub-reflector from 65 g down to 37 g. All of
the initial configurations were rejected and replaced with a configuration having N = 2.
The change was made in the interest of reducing the number of radiometers thus
reducing the overall system cost. Material tradeoff studies for the sub-reflector had
already been conducted prior to the change using the 38.15 g acceleration (N = 3.926,
W = 19.16 rad/sec) of one of those initial configurations. The results of the studies
were shown to be useful even after the change in configuration was made. The approach
taken in the initial tradeoff studies follows:
The sub-reflector must withstand both thermal and inertial loads with minimum
distortion. Inertial loading will predominate in producing distortion of the sub-reflector
surface. The material selected should have a high flexural modulus-to-density ratio
and also a coefficient of thermal expansion which closely matches that of the wheel
structure. One of the materials considered was a honeycomb sandwich using glass-
reinforced polyimide resin facings and core material. Since the deflection equation
for sandwich construction has two terms and the equation for deflection of homogeneous
materials has only one term, it was difficult to compare the two types with a single
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G = shear modulus of core, psi
E f = modulus of elasticity, psi
tf = facing thickness, inch
t = core thickness, inch
t = total thickness, inch
Xf = (1 - µ) 2 where p is Poisson's ratio
Ng Number of g's acceleration
Polyimide facing weight was 6.59 x 10 -5 lb/mil/
was 3.47  x 10-3 lb/in/in2
E f = 3.5 x 106 psi
X  = 0.98
G  = 15x103 psi
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parametric relationship. In order to present comparative information, a flat sandwich
cantilever sample beam representing a one inch slice through the sub-reflector center
was designed to produce a deflection of less than 0:005 inch (the same section within a
doubly curved surface would not deflect as far) . See Figure 3-88 for the relationship
of the sample beam to the spinning disc.
From Hexcel, Honeycomb Sandwich Design, Brochure "E," pp. 7 and 9 (symbols
partially changed)
g _ q
2 
 
+ qf2	 (74)8D 2tc Gc
E f tf tc t
Dapprox	 per inch of beam widthf
where
S = deflection, inch
q = wNg = load, psi
w = beam weight per inch
I = beam length, inches
(75)
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Figure 3-88. Relationship of Beam Model to Disc Configaration for Initial Material Tradeoff
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Reflective surface was 1 mil alum. = 9.72 x 10- 5 lb/in2 . (alum. only in early analyses)
A 0.50-in. thick sandwich consisting of 0.030-in. face sheets and 0.44-in. thick core
produced a deflection of 0.0044 in. and weighed 0.0357 lb. Two comparisons were
made between this sample beam material and that of homogeneous candidate materials.
First, beams of homogeneous materials but with the same total weight were compared
to the sandwich for deflection. For a one inch width beam to maintain the same weight,
W, the thickness
t - W	 (77)
^f
where
t = thickness, inches
W = weight, lbs .
^ = density, lbs/in3
9 = length, inches
'hen
__ 0.0357 lb. __ 0.00558t	 t (6.4 in.)	 in.
The moment of inertia
bt31	t3
I - f2--2	 12 (for 1-in. width)	 (78)
For a hiomogeneous cantilever beam
8 = qe	 (79)
8EI
where
S = deflection, in.
q = wNg = load, psi
Q = .length, in.
E = Modulus of.Elasticity, psi
1 = Moment of Inertia, in 4
Ng = No, of g's acceleration
Equation (79) was used to determine the deflection of fixed weight (equal to sandwich
beam weight) beams and the results were tabulated in Table 3-16 together with other
pertinent data.
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Table 3-16. Material Characteristics
E a
Const. Wt. (0.0357 lb) Const. S (0.0044 in)
t 1 S t I W Sample W Reflector
Material (lb/in 3 1 (10	 psi) •	 o(10	 in/in/OF) (in ) (10-5 in (in) (in) '10 5 in4 ) Ob) (Ib)
Sandwich 0.0112 3.5 6.80 0.500 336.70 0.0044 0.500 336.7 0.0357 1.42
(Polyimide (facing)
core and
facings)
Beryllium 0.0670 44.0 6.40 0.083 4.80 0.0210 0.182 50.2 0.0780 3.11
Graphite- 0.0610 10.4 <0.1 0.091 6.30 0.0660 0.358 382.4 0.1398 5.57
Epoxy (isotropic)(Solid)
Aluminum 0.1070 10.6 13.70 0.052 1.17 0.3590 0.470 865.2 0.3219 12.83
Weights of beams which would produce the same deflection as the sandwich beam
were also determined using;
t .- 12q^4 1/3 - 12^f4 Ng /2	 808E8	 8E6
and
W = W
with
6 = 0.0044 in.
	
(81)
The results of the weight comparison are also given in Table 3-16 with the
equivalent total reflector weight based on an estimated 255 sq in. surface area.
The calculated data showed the sandwich construction merits the strongest con-
sideration with respect to inertial loads. Cost analysis indicated the sandwich will be
less costly than solid structures of beryllium or graphite-epoxy.
Beryllium has little if any thermal properties advantage over the sandwich and
therefore was eliminated. Aluminum might prove the least costly but the high weight
and high coefficient of thermal expansion were sufficient to eL,,minate it. The sand-
wich and solid graphite-epoxy rernained as candidates. It is not necessary that the
graphite-epoxy be as thick as shown since a truss structure of graphite-epoxy may be
used to stiffen it (ultimately, a sandwich, using graphite-epoxy core and facings was
selected). The assumption of a simple thick section was adequate for the tradeoff
since it was retained as a candidate material.
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Feed Wheel and Subreflector Final Configuration Selection
The feed wheel configuration shown in Figure 3-38 was selected as the final
choice for SIMS-A, alternate 1. The ,^%°'.eel has N = 2 for 118.7 GHz which virtually
doubled the speed of rotation over the initial candidates. Since inertial loading is
proportional to the square of speed, the number of g s is increased by a factor of 4.
Deflection in uniformly loaded beams is proportional to the fourth power of beam
length, so the effect of shortening the sample beams previously discussed was
studied. Deflection equations,
4
6 = 384 EI	 For a simple supported beam with span L. 	
(83)
and
4
S = 8 EI
	
For a cantilever beam of length R.	 (84)
were set equal to each other and solved for f in terms of L giving
R = 0.4705L = 0.5L
	
(85)
Figure 3-89 illustrates a double disc feed wheel configuration which has the effect of
reducing the sample beam lengths to one-half their value when mounted on a single disc
and which satisfies equation (85) for a reflector with overall height of 12.24 in.
When R is replaced by ^/2 in equation (85) the deflection is reduced by a factor
of 16. Deflection was increased by a factor-of four due to increasing the speed of
-rotation. The net effect of these two changes was to reduce the deflection of a sampia
beam to one-fourth its deflection when mounted on a single disc.
L = 6.30	 '
j	 12.24-1 N.
Figure 3-89. Dual Disc Reflector Support
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Feed Wheel and Subreflector Final Material Selection
The wheel structure must expand or contract at the same rate as the main frame.
If a material with a large difference in CTE is used and the system undergoes a large
AT, the feed point on the periphery* of the wheel will move by an unacceptable amount,
thus defocusing the antenna. For example, a 1.0 meter radius feed wheel made from
a material with a CTE of 6.0 x 10- 6 pin./in./°F and the wheel axis supported by a
main frame structure with a CTE of 0.1 pin. /in./ °F. Therefore, it was decided that
mately 0.050 in. would occur. This is based on a fabrication temperature of 70°F and
an orbital temperature of -148°F or a AT of -218°F. ' Therefore, it was decided that
graphite-epoxy should also be used in the fabrication of the feed wheel structure.
While researching various methods of fabricating the wheel from graphite-epoxy it
was found that Hexcel Products, Inc., Dublin, Ca. has developed a 6.0 #/FT 3 , 3/8
cell-size, honeycomb core made from graphite-epoxy. It is claimed that the material
will be commercially available in the late 1970's at an anticipated ROM cost in that
time frame of about $300/board ft.
The conceptual design drawing of the feed wheel and sub-reflector (CRB-751007),
Figure 2-9 (2 sheets) was prepared, incorporating graphite-epoxy sandwich construc-
tion extensively.
The final value for the antenna beamwidth at 1.18.7 GHz was established at
0.1142 deg or 0.00199 radian. This resulted in a calculated is = 0.09259 second.
f(N=1) = t = 10.8 rps	 (86)
s
f (ACTUAL) - f (N=1)  = 5.4 'rps = 324 rpm	 (87)
(ACTUAL)	 27r 'ACTUAL = 33.93 rad/sec	 (88)
The acceleration at the subreflector was determined using a 0.91 meter (36 in.} radius
for the C.G. location instead of the 1.01 meter used in previous analyses.. A com-
pleted layout indicated the smaller figure was more accurate.
a	
r(g)2 
= 107 g	 (89)
A new sample sandwich beam with the shorter length (2.97 in.) derived from
Figure 3-89 was analyzed for deflection. The design parameters were:
Facings:	 Graphite-epoxy 0.063 in.
E = 15.4 x 106 psi (isotropic)
p = 0.061 lb/in 3
a=1-µ2=0.98
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Core:	 Graphite-Epoxy 0.625 in. thick
3/8 in. cell size, 6 lb/ft3
 density
Gc = 50, 000 psi
w direction
Total Sandwich:
	
0.751 in. thick
w = 0.0098 lb/in. + plating allowance
w = 0 010 lb/in .
Total deflection of the graphic%-epoxy sandwich beam is less than 0.0003 in. due
to inertia load of constant angular rotation. The weight of the sandwich panel part of
each reflector is about 2.33 lb and the attachment ribs, etc., weigh about 1.85 for a
total of approximately 4.4 lb.
Analyses on the feed wheel were based on the dimensional data on the drawing
(CRB-751007) and weights of:
1. 75 lb for wheel structure
2. 4.4 lb for each reflector
3. 1.8 lb for each power supply
4. 2.4 lb for each radiometer
5. 3.8 lb for each low frequency array
6. 16.0 lb for each feed support ancillary
7. 15.0 lb for all feeds
Total weight is approximately 290 lb. The wheel was analyzed for centrifugal loading
due ,to the 33.93 rad/sect rotation of the wheel and a 1 g load normal to the wheel.
For the centrifugal loading condition the outboard (away from drive shaft) disc
was analyzed. For this analysis the disc was considered to be a solid isotropic mate-
rial and an "effective" modulus of elasticity and thickness were determined in accord-
ance with Paragraph 3.1.5 of ANC-23( 12). The maximum radial and tangential stresses
in the disc were calculated according to Roark(13).
The maximum radial and tangential stresses in the disc were determined to be
48.3 psi and 123 psi, respectively. Due to these low stress levels it was concluded
that the other components of the wheel would also be structurally adequate.
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For the normal loading condition the radial ribs ware analyzed to determine the
maximum deflection of the wheel. The ribs were considered to be cantilevered beams
supported at the hub with the weight of the wheel evenly distributed along their length.
Each rib was assumed to support one-eighth of the total weight of the wheel. The ribs
were also considered to be a solid isotropic material and "effective" modulus of elas-
ticity and thickness were determined. Also an effective section of the outboard and
inboard discs were also included in determining the moment of inertia of the ribs.
The maximum deflection of the unsupported end of the beam was found to be 0.0017 in.
From this analysis it was concluded that the conceptual design of the feed wheel
was structurally reliable for the specified environmental conditions. The analyses
are shown below.
Outboard Disc
For this analyses the sandwich panel was considered to be a solid isotropic mate-
rial. For this assumption, "effective" values of modulus of elasticity and thickness
were used. (Ref Para 3.1.5 of ANC-23, "Sandwich Construction for Aircraft.")
E _	 H	 (90)
e	 2 3^f D/H
to = 2 3^f D/H	 (91)
where:
f = (1 - µf2) = 0.98	 (92)
D - 12 f (t3 - tc3 )	 (93)f
H = E f (t - tc )	 (94)
E f = 15.4 x 100
 lb/in. 2
t = 0.437 in.
t = 0.375 in.c
D = 15.4 x 10 6 lb/in2 x (0.437) 3
 - (0.375)3112 (0.98)	 L	 J
= 40, 227 lb-in.
H = 15.4 x 106
 lb/in. 2 (0.437 - 0.375)
= 954, 800 lb/in.
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E _
	
954800
e	 2 3 (0.98) 40227/954800 '
= 1.356 x 10 6 lb/in.2
to = 2 3 (0.98) 40227/954800 = 0.704 in.
Centrifugal Loading (Ref. Roark, Chap. 15, Case 8)
Radial tensile inertia stress, Sr
2 23±^  w co R2 2	 2 R R 	 2
Sr 	 8 386.4	 + Ro -	 2	 - rr
where:
µ = Poisson's ratio = 0.14
w = Density
w = 33.93 rad/sec
R = 35.5 in.
R = 4.0 in.0
r = Distance from center to point where stress is to be determined
Tangential tensile inertia stress, St
	
2	 R2 R 2S 
._ 1 w w [(3 + µ) R2 + R 2 +	 ° - (1 + 3µ) r 2	 (96)t	 8 386.4	 o	 r2
For this analysis it is assumed that the weight of the disc, the weight of the power
supplies, and the weight of one-half of the radiometers are evenly distributed through-
out the disc
WT = WD + WPS + .21 WR	 (97)
= 18.2+57.7+38.6 = 114.5 lb
w _ W _	 114.5	
= 0.0416 lb/in.3
At	 7r (35.5 2 - 42) (0.704)
(95)
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Max radial inertia stress occurs at r = RRo
2
S	
3 
µ	 4 (R - Ro ) 2 	(08)rMAX	 8 386 
_ 3.14 (0.0416) (33. `J3)2 (35.5 - 4.0)2
	
- 8	 386.4
48.3 lb/in.2
Max tangential inertia stress occurs at r = Ro
S	
= 4 3
	
4 [ (3 + µ) R2 + (1 - µ) R 2]	 (99)tMAX
= 14 (.041
6) (4 . 93)
2 [3.14 (35.5) 2 + 0.86 (4.0)2]
= 123 lb/in.2
1g Load Normal to Plane of Wheel
Assume that this load is reacted by the S radial ribs which act as cantilevered
beams anchored at the hub of the wheel
W LB/IN.	 2.00
-T
3.937
Assume solid material determine "effective" modulus of elasticity and thickness
E =	 H	 (100)
e 2 f X f D/H
to = 2 3Af D/H	 (101)
E 	 3	 3
D = 12X^	 - tc )
i
Fr = E f (t tc)
E f = 15.4 x 106 lb/in . 2
X  - 0.1`8
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t = 0.81 in.
t = 0.75 in.c
r	 6
D	 12 (0 98) (0.81 3 - 0.753 ) = 143, 479 lb-in.
H = 15.4 x 10 6 (0.81 - 0.75) = 924, 000 lb/in.
to = 2 V3 (0.98) 143479/924, 000
	 1.35 in.
Ee	 tj	 924, 0 00  = 683, 770 lb/i.n.2c
S - W 248E Ie e
W = 2 82.) = 1.43 lb/in.
3
I = 1.3 `r'12 .25) + 2 C2.0 (0.704) (3.937)2]
= 59.9 in.4
S = -	 1.43 (25)48 (683, 770) (59.9)
-0.0017 in.
An investigation into gyroscopic effects on the feed wheel was conducted from,
Tr = J 
W  W 
	 (reacted torque)
where
J = wheel inertia =	 63 slug-ft2
w r = speed of wheel = 34 rad/sec
= pitch or yaw ratewp
= 1°/sec = 0.01745 rad/sec
Tr = 38 lb-ft
(104)
Ii
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The pitch rate due to orbit is
Wp	 1.55 hr 
360
 
3600 sec hr = 0.0640/sec = 0.00113 rad/sec
which results in a constant yaw torque,
Tr = 2.4 lb-ft
Both of the above values are very low with the high value being approximately equal to
the bending moment induced into the wheel due to a 1 g gravity load normal to the plane
of the wheel.
Deflection due to a temperature difference on opposite sides of the wheel can be
determined from,
6 = AT u L2	 (105)
8t
where:
AT is the difference in temperature of faces separated by distance, t.
a = coefficient of thermal expansion
and
L is the undisturbed diameter of the wheel
6	 AT (0.1 x 10 -6 ) (111)28 (6)
d = 0.000026 AT
A temperature difference of over 100°F would be required to deflect the wheel edge
0.003 in.
Fabrication Techniques and Potential Problem Areas
Fabrication with graphite-epoxy incorporates methods similar to those used in
laminating with glass reinforced plastics. The primary difference is that in graphite-
epoxy, the fabrication proc,.=dures are not standard or "shop practice" as in some other
plastics, but instead, the procedures are specified in design. For example, contoured
surfaces such as the subreflector are laminated from computer generated tiles of
graphite reinforcement and the number of plies and their orientation would be speci-
fied on drawings. With other materials, choice of such parameters may be left to the
shop.
Fabrication techniques are now well established for graphite-epoxy and the
analytical tools used to define the parameters which result in a design meeting
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specified structural requirements are fully developed. Therefore, the choice of
materials and the physical arrangement of details forming the wheel results in a
design which is structurally sound and physically attainable.
In preparing a final design consideration should be given to the following:
1. Provide adequate thickness in sandwich facings to prevent bearing failure
at attachments.
2. Sub-reflector conductive surface (same as main reflector)
3. Early coordination with honeycomb core supplier to assure availability.
4. Shear pin requirements for all attached items to insure no movement from
tested positions.
5. Methods for measuring deflections.
6. Techniques for preliminary alignment of sub-reflectors and feeds prior to
RR tests.
7. Electrical cable feed-through from shaft to feed wheel.
8. Venting of honeycomb core or other closed structures.
3.2.4 Drive Mechanism
Several configurations of drive mechanization for SIMS-A were considered and a
tradeoff of features is given in Table 3-17. The 2-pass helical gear train driven by a
hysteresis synchronous motor was selected because the advantages stated are compat-
ible with SIMS-A requirements.
The 8-in. diameter of the shaft was chosen arbitrarily in the early phases of the
study because it would easily handle the largest loads that could be anticipated at that
time and also because a large final drive gear could be installed on a large shaft with-
out extending a great distance beyond the shaft diameter. The large diameter has been
retained, which gives the shaft ahigh stiffness with 0.250 in. minimum thickness walls.
The shaft is made from graphite-epoxy with fiber windings oriented to produce a
coefficient of thermal expansion. (CTE) equal to the CTE of the steel bearing races in
the radial direction while having as low a CTE as possible in the axial direction in
order to prevent defocusing due to temperature change. For the minimum properties
section bf the shaft,
__ zr
	
4	 4I	 64 (do - di ) (106)
rr
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Table 3-17. SIMS-A Drive Mechanism Tradeoff Study
Type of Drive Advantages Disadvantages
Motor/Belt/Pulley Simplicity Temperatures too low for belt
materials
Tension varies with temperature
Motor/Chain/Sprocket Simplicity Chain Links wear rapidly
Inherent Backlash
Direct Drive Torque Motor Simplicity (if available without Should be D.C. Torque motor.
development) Would require development to reach
324 rpm.
Low Speed Motor/Worm Gear Box Low Cost Speed control not precise
(Standard Components) Worm gearing requires clutch for
spin-down
Low Speed Motor/Helical Gear Box Low Cost Speed control not precise
(Standard Components Helical gears produce thrust loads on
shafts
High-Speed Hysteresis Precise Speed Control Pitch line velocity too high
Synchronous Motor * >2400 ft/min)
(motor pinion drives 28-inch dia Lange gear has high inertia
spur gear)
High-Speed Hysteresis Precise Speed Control Pitch line velocity still too high
Synchronous Motor Less inertia (with minimum dia pinion)
(motor pinion drives 2-pass spur *'
gear train)
► High-Speed Hysteresis Precise Speed Control Helical gears produce thrust loads
Synchronous Motor Smoother Operation on shafts
(motor pinion drives 2-pass Lower Pitch Line Velocity due to
helical gear train) smaller pinion allowable, but helical
gears can tolerate higher velocities.
*
► Selected Configuration
*	 Hysteresis Synchronous Motor Advantages
Low noise and vibration
Constant speed regardless of load and voltage variation
Capable of synch on high inertia loads & uniform starting torque
Will lock in at any position with respect to line voltage
Available in 1/4 H.P. 30 2080 400 Hz with 80 in-oz start torque
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The deflection of the free end of the shaft is determined from,
2
Y
	 3 a (k + a)	 (107)
where:
P = applied load
a = free end overhang = 12 in.
i = distance between bearings = 8 in.
and spring rate,
K = P =	 (P) 3 EI	 (108)
y	 (P) a (B + a)
K _ (3) (15) (10 6) (30.24)
(12) 2 (8+ 12)
K = 472, 500 lb/in.
from which the deflection due to 1 g acting on the 290 lb (9 slug mass) wheel normal
to the shaft axis is,
S =	 290 lb	 = 0.0006 in.472, 500 lb/in.
and the critical speed
W (109)CR 	 M
W CR =V
±72 ; 500 = 299 rad/sec
fCR = CR = 2 9 = 36.4 rev/Se	(110)
fCR = 2188 RPM
The critical frequency is much higher than the 324 RPM speed of the feed -wheel,
and the 1 g deflection would permit testing the antenna with the wheel axis horizon-Lil if
it were expedient to do so. Therefore, the shaft design is structurally and functionally
sound.
The drive shaft bearings are Kaydon (or equivalent) 8.00 1. D., 0.75-in. cross-
section, angular contact type. The large cross section was selected because bearing
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life is extended when the larger sizes are used. The maximum operating period of
30 days can be used to determine total revolutions for a single sortie, 14 x 10 6 , but
the number of sorties expected from one antenna is not known and the 0.75-in. bearing
should provide a wide margin for expected service life. Angular contact was chosen
because this type bearing is very tolerant of preload (which is anticipated) and is also
capable of reacting against thrust loads caused by the helical gears. The reduction
from motor shaft speed of 12, 000 RPM to drive shaft speed of 324 RPM is accomplished
in two passes through helical gears. See Fable 3-18 for ealculated data.
Helix angle on the gears will be selected in the final design to satisfy pitch line
velocity requirements and produce minimal thrust. Helix angles will be oriented to
prevent additive thrusts from the two meshes.
Gearing, bearings, shaft, and drive motor will be housed in a steel housing hav-
ing the same CTE as bearings and gears.
Lubrication is to be a space qualified treatment developed by Ball Brothers
Research Corp., Boulder, Colorado under the trade name Vac-Kote.
Some items to be considered in final design are:
1. Effect of different CTE between housing and main frame.
2. Thrust effects on motor torque requirements.
3. Optimum preload on bearings.
4. Helix angle and orientation.
3.2.5 Scan Drive Control
The three-phase, 400 Hz, synchronous motor was selected following considera-
tion given to the several alternatives available, Other servo systems that may be
considered include two-phase, 400 Hz, closed-loop servo, closed-loop do servo, and
a closed-loop about a do torquer motor. Factors considered are available power,
Table 3-18. Gear Train Data
Gear Type
Pitch Dia
(inch)
No.
TEeth
Size
(Pitch)
Speed
(RPM)
Pitch .line
Velocity
(ft/min)
1 Motor Shaft 0.6250 15 24 12,000 1963.50
Pinion
2 Driven 3.0000 72 24 2,500 1963.50
3 Drive 1.5000 24 16 2,500 981.75
4 Driven 11.5625 185 16 324,324 961.75
(Output Shaft)
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system volume and weight requirements, and achievable accuracy. The advantages of
a closed loop servo system are minimized when the drive requirement is a constant
speed in one direction for a long period of time as is the case here. The do torquer
which can be mounted on the output shaft thus eliminating the gear train is worthy of
consideration. Advantages being in control of the acceleration and deceleration phase
and in the ability to position the output shaft, once stopped, at a specific location where
a holding pin can be engaged to lock the shaft. A brush-type do torquer would not be
preferred. A brushless type do torquer of sufficient torque rating and capable of
operating at the required speed would have to be developed. An accuracy of better
than 0.5 percent could be attalned using the rate of change of the encoder output as a
closed loop control. However, the system complexity required for the do torquer
system indicates that the synchronous motor is preferred.
The selection of the natural binary, optical encoder was primarily based on the
beam position accuracy requirement and equipment availability. The beam position
accuracy is specified to be 0.3 beamwidth. At 118.7 GHz the beamwidth is 0.115 deg
so the encoder accuracy should be 0.0345 deg or about 1 part in 10, 000. This is
slightly greater than 2 13 . A search for an encoder showed that none are available with
greater than 2 13 resolution at the speed of operation (324 rpm) . Therefore the resolu-
tion at 118.7 GHz will be 0.04 deg. A suitable sensor alternative would be a magnetic
rather than an optical device. Also considered was the synchro i_. nd synchro-to-digital
converter, however resolution achievable at this speed seems to be limited to 2 12 and
so were eliminated.
LASER BEAM
OPTICAL FLAT ATTACHED
TO REFLECTOR
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4. TEST PLAN CONSIDERATIONS
4.1 ELECTRICAL TESTS
There are several unique characteristics of this antenna which make its RF
evaluation somewhat extraordinary. These aspects are discussed below.
4. 1. 1 Static vs Dynamic Test
Dynamic deflections at the design rotation speed are calculated to be relatively
small. Consequently, a static test is sufficient to prove the performance of the
antenna, and a system level dynamic test against radiometric point sources would
prove the performance does not change with the wheel rotating at its design speed.
One way to prove the dynamic antenna performance would be to compare the static
antenna patterns to oscilloscope traces which represent the radiometer response as
the beam sweeps through a point source. Only static tests will be discussed in this
section.
4.1. 2 Antenna Range Setup
The range length at 118. 7 GHz (2D2/X) should be at least 2027m (6651 feet).
Because very accurate boresighting accuracy is required over this range, a laser
autocollimation boresighting technique is suggested, as shown in Figure 4-1. An
AniTCnInIA 11ArkI IPIT IIIDDCD A71KAI ITIJ TI IQ%ITADI G1
Figure 4-1. Precision Boresighting Method
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optical flat would be permanently mounted to the back of the reflector and parallel
to the X - Z plane. When the reflected laser beam is centered on the laser itself,
the reflector is positioned properly relative to the range. The precision rotary
table (machinist's type) can then be rotated 180 deg, and the pattern can be
measured. The precision rotary table can then be re-positioned over the f60 deg
scan range and additional pattern cuts made. The feed wheel shaft encoder gives
a precision readout of the angle of the feed wheel relative to the reflector.
This range setup allows precision measurements without any reference to the
positioner synchros, except to reset the 0 deg position after each pattern. The
rotary table is much snore accurate than the synchros. The rotary table can be
eliminated, however, if the antenna positioner has an encoder mounted. It appears
that useable patterns at 118. 7 GHz can be recorded on the 0. 5 deg per inch scale
provided that the antenna positioner runs smoothly. Patterns with this approximate
beamwidth have been measured at Rockwell/Autonetics on a six foot millimeter
reflector.
Measurement of main beam efficiency is very difficult, requiring a number
of pattern cuts and integration of the measured patterns. It is suggested that these
be made only at a few critical frequency channels, with measurements of gain and
beamwidths (az and el) for the other channels to verify that performance levels are
sufficiently near calculated values. With so many frequency channels, it would be
easy to unnecessarily increase the cost and delay the schedule with too much testing.
4-2
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4.2 MECHANICAL/STRUCTURAL 'TESTS
4. 2. 1 Acoustic vs Random Vibrations Test
Several considerations lead to the conclusion that conducting both acoustic and
random vibration tests will be redundant, and that the acoustic test is the most
appropriate. These are discussed below.
The random vibration levels encountered in the shuttle payload compartment
represent the response of the mid fuselage to the acoustic environment. Consequently,
testing to the acoustic environment is more related to the cause than a random
vibration test.
Because of the large surface area of the SIMS-A antenna, large acoustic
pressuTes will be present to transmit stresses into the structure from the exposed
surfaces. The shuttle mid fuselage attach points, on the other hand, are connected
to a massive structure with considerable damping, so their response to the acoustic
environment will tend to be much lower. One would expect, r'herefore, that the
stresses from the direct acoustic environment will be much larger than the stress
from the induced response of the shuttle structure. A cursory investigation of the
expected acoustic and random vibration levels in the shuttle payload bay support
this conclusion.
Finally, the acoustic test will be less expensive. The reason for this is the
cost of a vibration test fixture, which will be very high for an antenna of this size
and weight, while only minor fixturing is required for acoustic tests.
4.2.2 Photogrammetric Measurements
Essential to the success of the SIMS-A performance is the surface conformity
of the reflector surfaces. Conventional means are convenient to measure the sub-
reflectors, however due to its large size it is desirable to measure the surface
contour photogrammetric ally. This technique was developed primarily for the
purpose of accurate measurement of large reflector contours, It is capable of
accuracies in excess of 1 part in 100, 000 of the antenna aperture (=. 0016 in).
Analytical photogrammetric triangulation is a least squares triangulation
process. Two or more accurate two dimensional photographic records of an
object on which an unlimited number of discrete targets are located provide
sufficient data from which to calculate a unique set of three dimensional
coordinates for each target (and thus the surface contour).
The reflector surface will be prepared by lightly affixing an array of targets
at arbitrary locations. The surface is then photographed by two or more cameras,
also at arbitrary locations, and the image is recorded on micro-flat photographic
plates. The sets of X, Y coordinates of the target images on the plates is then
measured in a coordinatograph. Once these points are known and the focal length
of the lens is accurately known, sets of simultaneous equations are developed.
More than a sufficient number of k nowns exist to permit solutions by the method of
least squares. The X, Y, Z coordinates of all of the targets are obtained from
these solutions.
4-3
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The technique is thus an instantaneous record of all data necessary to determine
the surface contour. For SIMS-A the following photogrammetric measurements of
the surface contour are recommended: the engineering model upon fabrication;
the prototype model subsequent to qualification tests; and the flight model upon
fabrication. ji
1
1
j
1
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4. 3 RECOMMENDED TEST PLAN
For qualification, the following test program is recommended for the antenna.
1. Limited Functional Test (including photogrammetric measurements of the
reflector contour)
2. Acoustic Test (non operating)
3. Limited Functional Test
4. Thermal Vacuum Test (non operating)
5. Complete functional (including photogrammetric measurements of the
reflector contour)
For acceptance the same test sequence is used, at reduced levels, except that
the reflector contour measurements will only be made prior to testing. The
complete functional tests will give confidence that the reflector contour remains
accurate after the environmental tests.
if
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5. CONCLUSIONS
This study started with the basic concept of a parabolic torus and a rotating
feed assembly with Gregorian subreflector feeds and prime focus type feeds. The
performance of both types of feeds was analyzed in a fairly rigorous manner using
physical optics methods, leading to the conclusion that these concepts were useable
for all channels except 2. 695 GHz. A unique seven-beam slot array feed for
2.695 GHz was conceived and optimized. Performance with this aberration cor-
recting feed was more than adequate. A design concept covering all eleven channels
with adequate performance levels (>90% beam efficiency and resolution equal to
that of a 1.6 m aperture) was therefore worked out.
A preliminary design of the complete antenna system was then defined. It
consists of a truss supported graphite/epoxy main reflector with a graphite/epoxy
feed wheel assembly having six Gregorian subreflectors, a dual channel concentric
feed for each subreflector, and two three-channel prime focus feed assemblies.
Preliminary mechanical and structural designs of the parabolic forms, the wheel
assembly, and the wheel drive system were executed. Finally, a preliminary design
and analysis of a suitable calibration system was performed.
The preliminary design is conservative in the sense that the materials and
fabrication concepts have all been used in space. Considering that the shuttle
acoustic and vibration environments are generally a decade less severe than those
of present launch vehicles, no problern.s in meeting the environment is foreseen.
Thermal environments were identified for the conceptual design, whereas an analyt-
ical thermal model will be required for the detailed design. The only item requiring
an advancement in the state-of-art is the reflector, which is larger and more precise
than those that have been developed in the past. Companies with experience in this
area are responsive, however, and very interested in undertaking a development
program to meet SIMS-A requirements. This and other risk areas are outlined in
Table 5-1. These areas should be monitored carefully during hardware development.
In summary, the conservative preliminary design and thorough performance
analysis indicate that the hardware development program will have only normal
risks in spite of the large aperture, rapid scan speed, and wide frequency range
of the antenna.
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Table 5. 1 Assessment of Risk Areas
Risk Area Risk Assessment Impact Resolution
Main reflector See text Less than 90 percent efficiency in Development and advancement
94 and 118.7 GHz channels due of state-of-art
to degraded accuracy
Availability of graphite/ Low A new design concept for the feed Maintain close observation of
epoxy honeycomb wheel and Gregorian subreflector product development at Hexcel
will have to be developed
Structural failure of feed Very low (wheel is Program delay for re-design or Thorough structural analysis of
wheel assembly lightly stressed) potential safety problems design
Plating of Graphite/epoxy Moderate Program delay (qual test) Choose vendor with experience
Degraded mission (in flight) or perform extensive process
development and testing
Thermal design of calibra- Moderate Loss of calibration accuracy due Careful thermal design and
tion cavity to thermal gradients in cavity analysis, or development of
broadband absorber with better
thermal conductivity
Dual concentric feed for Moderate to high Higher losses than expected due Change to desi j e with 8 sub-
Gregorian to spillover, resulting in degraded reflectors (low r 3k)
temperature resolution
Op ppOQU  GE b9SLIT$
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS
A program plan for the development, fabrication and test of a flight m odel of
the SIMS-•A antenna was developed in the course of this study. This plan, presented
in Volume II, constitutes the recommended actions which should follow this con-
ceptual study.
In summary the detailed design and development of the SIMS-A antenna is
conceived as consisting of four phases: Phase 1 - Design and Development; Phase 2
Engineering Model; Phase 3 - Prototype Model; and Phase 4 - Flight Model. Phase 1
will accomplish all of the detailed design, design verification, and interface specifi-
cation i,,reparation. In Phase 2 the engineering model will be fabricated and tested.
Phase 3 will accomplish the fabrication and qualification testing of the prototype
model. Phase 4 will consist of fabrication and flight assurance tests of the flight
model.
Two areas of required development should be identified specifically. These
are:
Feeds
Calibration loads
Performance requirements and design concepts for the feeds and calibration loads
were defined in the report, however detailed design parameters are required for
proof of design. These parameters require hardware development. This develop-
ment must be conducted as a distinct development program or as part of the
overall antenna development.
t
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7. NEW TECHNOLOGY
The SIMS-A antenna conceptual design study yielded no reportable new
technology items.
L­­1
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APPENDIX A
GREGORIAN REFLECTOR SYSTEM
1. Main Program to Calculate Subreflector Currents and Two Cuts of Main
Reflector Current
2. GEODES Subroutine — Calculates Subreflector point given X, Z
3. PRIPAT Subroutine — Calculates primary pattern of feed aperture
4. AMPPHS Subroutine — Plots the output of the main program
5. VCROSS Subroutine — Computes the cross product of two vectors
6. VNORM Subroutine — Normalizes a vector
7. Main Program to Calculate Main Reflector Currents and Far Field Patterns
8. Main Program to Calculate the Directivity of the Feed
REFLECTOR WITH PRIME FOCUS FEED
1. Main Program to calculate the main reflector currents and far field
patterns
2.. PRIPAT SILw.C-s: . . la — Calculates the feed pattern
3. Main Program to calculate the feed directivity and prepare a radiation
distribution printout of the feed pattern. In addition, will calculate the
element amplitudes and phases given the amplitudes and phases of the
seven beams of the 19 element slot array.
ISM 0002
ISN 0003
ISN 0004
15 N, 0005
ISN 0006
ISN 0007
to ISN 0008
ISM 0009
ISN 0010
ISN 0011
ISN 0012
ISN 0013
t,
LEVEL 2.1 t JAN 75 )	 OS/3h0 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.265/13.51.07	 - -^
REQUESTED OPTIONS: OPT=2
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAME(MAIN) OPTIMIZE(2) LINECOUNT(42) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBL(NONE)
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST 40DECK OBJECT MAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF ALC NOANSF NOTERMINAL FLAG(I)
E ► ^- P	 LIC TORUS MAIN — GREGOPIAN SUBREFLECTOR
Caa** COMPUTA.TION OF SUSREFLECTOR CURRENTS AND SCATTER PATTERN
REAL 04 RHS(39700)9JS(39700)9PATH(700)9VM(350)9VPHS(350)9HM(350)
1 9HPHS(350)•JSUS(3)9VRSM(3)9AH(3)tHI(3)oNNS(3)oVTEMP(3)•STP(4)
REAL*8 X,-Y9Z9RR(3)9NN(3)9TF9PF9FtHgS9CT9ST9K9XF(99)9DTH9
1 TH•Pr19XM9ZB9ZM9 DRAD9THP9RAD9IH19TH29PH19X19Z19XDFL9PI9TWOPI9YYS9
2 ZZS9 . - X9 ELZ'•UELrDE:LX7_tXZLIN► 9DPH•XAM ( 5)gZAR(S ).THAR( 5)♦ PHAR(5)•
3 DTEMP95THiPH29FY9FZ9C9SC9SS9RRNX9HRNY9RRNZ
COMPLEX*8 CTF_MP9JiP(3)9CNX9CNN'9CNZoVPOL9HPOL9CPHS
COMMON/REFPRM/F9HtK
COMMON/ PLTPRM/ PXL9PXR9UXDX9NIir9IDX9NXDX9NL9NPL9PX2(350)9IX2(350)
DATA ETA•URADS9PI9pIS9TWOPI9CL9DELXZ9XZLTM9DRAD/376.7319
I S7.295799391-'41592653589793DO93.141593.6.283185307179586DO9
2 2.99792SE-191.OD-491.OD-495.72957795130823 ?D1/
C*** * READ DATA (MKS UNITS)
10	 NEAI)(59209END=200) NTH9NT(JL9MAC9F9H•S9THPD9YYS97ZS9XM9ZR9ZM9PXM9
1 PZ9PZB9PCT9DTH}RO•FRF(19A9B9PKGN9FY9FZ9(XF(T)9I=19NTH)
20	 F0kMAT(3I495Fl2.0/(6Fl290))
WHITE(69:30) NTH9NTRL9NAC9F9H.59THPD9YYS9ZZS9XM9ZE39ZM9PXM9PZ9
1 PZ89PZT90TH9ROeFHEOtA9H9PKGN9FY9FZ9(XF(i)9I=19NTH)
30	 F0RMAT(#l'9bX•'N0. THETA ON SU8REFLECTOR= + 91394X9'M.AX NO. OF It
1 'ITERATIONS= 0 9139BX9 1 CWT RASTER INCREMENTA'9T3/6X ► 'FFED RADIUS (I
2 9 0F ) = 1 9F10.696X9 I FEED DEPRF^SION (H) = e 9F10.692X9'SUB. VERTEX It
3 'RADIUS (S) ='9F1G.6/6X9'FEE_0 POINTING ANGLE=19F10.493X9
4 S ANPHOX. CENTER OF SU6REFLECTOR	 YYS=l.F9.692X9'ZZSm'9F9.6/
S 6X9 9 XM= '9F10.6920X9'ZB='9F1U.692OX9 1 ZM= 9 9FIO.6/6X9'X MAX IN PLOT#
6 9' 1 = 1 9'i° 10.696X9'Z VALUE IN PLOT I - 1 9F10.694X9 1 Z '41N IN PLOT 19
7 l z = 1 9F10.6/6X9'Z MAX IN PLOT 2 = 1 9F109696X9 9 THETA INC. IN SUB.'S
pi I =' 9F 10.593X9 'MAIN PEFL RAC)=' 9F10.6/6X9'FRE(1UENCY=' 9F 10. 4913X9
9 I FF;E:D A DIMENSION= + 9F10.696X+'FEED 8 DIMENSION='9F10.6/6X9'PEAKl9
1 ' PUWEK GAIN='9F10.597X9 l FEF. lJ Y OFFSET='9F10.699X9'FEED Z OFFSE'9
2 I T='9F10 9 6/6X, I II4ITIAL VALUES OF X FUH EDGF CONTOUR=@/(6X910F10.6
3 ) 1
Wu1TE(6935)
35	 Fo)RMAT('O'-t8X9'TFi'98X-sPH'93X9+ITRL'93X9'X1'96X9'71'95X9'ISP'95X9
n
cn
i
a^
0
w
9
^ b
f
rLEVEt 7e1 JAN	 ih )	 MATN	 OS/366	 FORTRAN H EXTENDF0 DATE	 75.2E+5/13.51.07
1	 lg Af) l , TX q l UTEMP l q /X•'HTOT' )
Cork+:* CALCULATE CONSTANTS
ISr 0014 FS=SNGL(F)
ISN 0015 HS=Sf jGl_ (H)
ISN' 001+ THP=DHLE(THPD)/DRAO
ISN 0017 ST=')SIN(THP)
ISN 0018 CT'=DCUS (THP)
ISN 0019 K=USURT (H**2+ (F — S) **2) +2.OD0 - 5
ISN 0020 SP=SNGL(ST)
ISN _0021 CP=SNGL(CT)
ISN 0022 E.K=2.*PIS*FREQ/CL
--.
C**#* COMPUTE JS FOR EACH SUBREFLECTOR POINT
	 (THtPH)
C**** ANGLES DEFINED RLLATIVE TO APPROXIMATE CENTER OF CURVATURE.
ISK 0023 ISP=o
ISN 0024 PWH=(1.
ISN 0025 DO	 120	 1=19NTH
ISN 0026 TH=PI/2.ODO-DTH*(DFLOAT(I)-O.^)DO) n
ISN 0027 STH=DSIN(TH)
9 C**** CALCULATE VALUE OF PHI AT 801TOM EDGE OF SURREFLFCTDR (ITERATIVE) c^
w ISN 0028 X1= XF(I)
ISN 0029 DO 40	 ITRL=19NTRL o
ISN 0030 X=X1-UELXZ
ISN 0031 Z=Zti+ (ZM-ZB) *DSQRT ( 1.01)0- (X/XM) **2) a
1" •0$-32- CALL GEO0ES(X•Z9Y9RRgNN)
ISN 0033 RAU=DSQRT(RR(1)**2+(RR(2)+YYS)**2+(RR(3)-ZZS)**2)
ISN 0034 TH1=DARCOS(-RH(1)/RAD)
^' ISN 0035 X=X1+()ELXZ r
ISN 0036 Z=ZH+(ZM-ZB)*DSQRT(1.000-(X/Xtl)#°2)
ISN 0037 CALL GEODES(X•Z+YrRRrNN) ® 1
_ — s-N $03. FrAU-DSBRT (Rk (1) **2+ (RR (2) +YYS) **2+ (RR (3) -ZZS) **2) C^'
ISN 0039 TH2=UARCOS( -RR(1)/RAO)
ISN 0040 DELX=D-ELX.Z*(TH1+TH2-2.000*TH)/(TH2-TH1)
ISN 0041 X1=X1-DELX
ISN 0042 IF(DAHS(DELX).LT.XZLIM) 	 GO TO 50
ISN 0044 40 CONTINUE
--	 - •' — - C**** CALCULATE PARAMETERS FOR LAST ESTIMATE OF SOLUTION
ISN 0045 50 Z1=ZB* (ZM-ZB)*DSQHT(1.ODO-(X1/XM)**2)
ISN 0046 CALL GEODES(X1.Z1gYvRR.NN)
ISN 0047 RAD=DSORT (RR (1) * # 2+ (RR (2) +YYS) **2+ (RR (3) -ZZ_S) * 0 2 )
ISN 0048 THI=DARCOS(-RR(1)/RAU)
kLEVEL 291	 ( JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 05/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.265/13951.07
ISN 0049
	 _-_ ^_-- PHI=UATAN2(RR(3)-ZZS+-RR(2)-YYS)
ISN 0050 WRITE(6955)	 TH1+PHIgITRLtAlgZ1
ISN- 045- 1 55 FOkAAT ( I 	1,3X92F10 . b q I3.2F8.4)
ISN 0052 UPH=DTH/STH -- ^-'
ISN 0053 JM=TWOPI/OPH
16% N 4864_._ ._.... 00-416 j=1 +JM
ISN 0055 PH= PH1+0'PH* (OFLOAT (J) -0.5n0)
C**** F NU(X1•Z1)	 NHICH CORRESPONDS TO DESIRED	 (TH,PH)	 ON SURREFLECTOR
ISN 0056 DO	 70	 IfRL=1pNTRL
ISN 0057 XAR(1)=X1
ISN 0058 XAR(2)=X1+DELXZ
194-
	
- - X Apt ( 3 ) =X 1
ISN 0060 X4R(4)=X1-DELXZ
ISN 0061 XAH(5) =X1
ISN 0062 ZAR(1)=Z1
ISN 0063 ZAR(2)=Z1 n
I5N 0064 ZAR(3)=71+DELXZ
IS* 0065 Z AH(4) =Z1 cna,
a ISN 0066 ZAH(b)=Z1-DELXZ
,A ISN 006T 00 b0	 IPT=195
ISN 0068 CALL GEODES(XAR(IPT)gZAH(IPT)+Y•RkoNN) c
ISN 0069 R.AD=DSWRT(Rk(1)**2+(RR(2)+YYS)**2+(RR(3)-ZZS)** 2) 9	 {
ISN 0070 T14AR(IPT)=DARCOS(-RR(1)/RAU)-TH
ISN 0871 60 Pb4AR(IPT)=DATAN2(HR(3)-ZZ5+-RK(2)-YYS) -PH
I5N 0072 DTEMP=(THAR(2)-THAR(4)1#( PHAR(3)-PHAR(5))-(THAR(3)-THAR(5))* I
1	 (PHAR (2)-PHAR (4) )
iISN 0073 DELX=2.ODU#GELXL*(oHAH(1)*(T ►-iAR(3)-THAR(5))-THAR(1)*(PHAR(3)-
1	 "MAH(5)))/DTEMN i
ISN 0074 hELL=2.ODO*DELXL*(THAR(I)*(PHo4R(2)-PHAR(4))-PHAR(1)*(THAR(2)-
1	 T ►iAR (4))) /DTEMP
ISN 0075 0EL=D5UHT(UELX*#2+0ELZ*#2)
ISN 0016 X1=XI+DELX
ISN 0077 Z1=Z1+uELZ
ISN 0078 IF (I)EL.I_E.XZLIM)	 GO	 TO	 80
ISN 0080 70 CONTINUE
ISN 0081 040 IF(11.GE.LB )	 GO TO 90
ISN 0OA3 IF(DSORT((X1/XM)**2+((ZB-Z1)/Z8)*+?).GT.1.ODO) 	 GO	 TO	 120
ISN 0085 GO TO	 1OU
ISN 0086 140 IF(i)SQRT((X1/XM)#*2+((Z1-ZH)/(ZM-ZH))**2).GT.1.ODO) 	 GO	 TO	 120
C**** CALCULATE PAHAMETFRS FOR LAST 	 ESTIMATE OF SOLUTION AND INCLUDE
LEVEL ?.1 f JAN P) )	 1AAIN	 nS/36U FOR NAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.265/13951.07
C**** FFFECTS OF OFFSETS
ISN 0088 100	 CALL GEO0ES(X19ZlgYgRR9NN)
ISN 0089 NAi1=USQRT(NRO)**2+(RR(2)+YYS)'**2+(Rk(3)-ZZS)#*2)
ISN 0090 TH2=!)ARC0S(-RR(1)/RAD)
ISN 0091 PH2=UATAN2(RR(3)-ZZS9-RR(2) -YYS)
1514 0092 L)TEMP=(NM(3)*(ZZS-RR(3))-NN(?)#(YYS+RR(2))-NN(1)*RR(1))/RAD
ISN 0093 DS=514GL(STH*DTH*DP*4*RAD#*2/UTLMP)#R0**2
ISN 0094 RR(2)=RR(2)+FY
ISN 0095 RR(3)=RR(3)-FZ
ISN 0096 OTEMP=DSQHT (RR (1) *{ t 2 +r'R (2) **O + RP. (3) **2)
ISN 009T TEMP=SNGL(UTEMP)
I-SN 0098 Ro=TF MP*R0
ISN 0099 TFMN=SNGL(-NN(1)*RR(1)-NN(2)*KR(2)-NN(3)*RR(3))/TEMP
ISN 0100 D(1MEG=DS#TEMP/RO**2
ISN 0101 PRNA=RR(1)/DTEMP
ISN 0102 RRNY=RR (2)/DTEMP
ISN 0103 RRfgZ=RR(3)/UTEMP
ISN 0104 C=HRNYOCT+RRNZ*ST
ISN 0105 SC=- RRIUX
ISN 0106- SS=RRNZ*CT-RRNY*ST
to ISN 0107 TF=nATAN2 (USQRT (SC**2_+SS**2) +C)
ISN 0109 PF=UATAN2(SS•SC)
ISN 0109 STP(1)=SIN(SNGL(TF'))
-,Isk4110 STP(2)zCOS(SNGL(TF))
ISN 0111 STP(3)=SIN(SNGL(PF))
ISN 0112 STP(4)=CUS(SNGL(PF))
ISN 0113 CALL PRIPAT(STP,Ar3gEK*PKGNvHTP9HPP)
ISN 0114 HTDT=SQRT(HTP#*2+HPP**2)
ISN 0115 HI( 1)=2,*(HPP*STP(3)-HTP*STP(2)*STP( 4))
-	 -IS^r 8ilb HT(2)=-2**(HPP*SP*STP(4)•HTP*(CP*STP(1)+SP*STP(2)*STP(3)))
ISN 0117 HT(3)=2.*(HPP*CP*STP(4)-HTP*(CPOSTP(2)*STP(3)-SP*STP(l)))
ISN 0118 NNS(1)=SNGL(NN(1))*DS/Rn
ISN 0119 NNS(2)=SNGL(NN(2))*DS/k0
ISN 0120 NNS(3)=SNGL(NN(3))*DS/RO
ISN 0121 CALL VCROSS(NNSrH1+JSDS)
--I5N 0122-- ISP=ISP+1
ISN 0123 IF(ISP.GT9700)	 GO	 TO	 130
ISN 0125 PATH(ISP)=RO
ISN 0126 WRITE(69105)	 TH2+PH29ITRLrXl•L19ISPrRA09DTEMPoHTOT
ISN 0127 105	 FORMAT('	 193X 92F1O.69I392F8.4+I692F11.7r1PE1466)
7
cni
00
0
a
LEVEL 2 . 1	 t JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 05/ 36U	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.265/13951907
---ISN 0128 110	 IC=1 9 3
ISN 0129 JS(ICtISP) =JSDS(IC)
ISU 0130 110 RRS(ICtISP)=SNGL(RR(IC))
ISN 0131 PWH =PWK+ETA*DOMED*HTOT**2
C**** IMAGE SIUE OF SUdREFLECTOR9 NHI=PI -PHI
-- I S -oi3p-- .. _._ S T-P44 .1;-S-T P-{ 14 1
ISN 0133 CALL PRIPAT(STP9AtdtEK9PKGN9H(P9HPP)
ISN 0134 HI(1)=2,*(HPP*STP(3)-HTP*STP(2)*STP(4))
ISN 0135 HI(2)=-2,*(HPP*SP*STP(4)+HTP*(CP*STP(1)+SP*STP(2)*STP(3)))
ISN 0136 HI(3)=2',*(HPP*CP*STP(4)-HTP*(CP*STP(2)*STP(3)-SN*STP(1)))
ISN 0137 NN5(1)=-NNS(1)
--• 16N -4139 - CA"- VCNUSS ( NNSrHlvJSUS)
ISN 0139 ISP=ISP+1
ISN 0140 IF(ISP.GT.700)	 GO TO 130
ISN 0142 PATH(ISP)=k0
ISN 0143 Db	 113	 IC=193 C]
ISN 01 4 113 JS(IC9ISP )=.)SDS(IC)
IS4-4146• RRS (1 9 I SP) =-SNGL (HR (1) )
Y ISN 0146 RRS(291SP)=SN.GL (RN(2)) a^s,
ISN 0147 RRS(3+ISP)=SNGL(RR(3)) 0
ISN 0148 llh PWR=PWR+ETA*OOMEG *( HPP**2 + HTP**2)
ISN 0149 120 CONTINUE 9
ISN 0150 130 N4-Jd=ISP
ISN 0151- D4SO=10.*ALOG10(1./PWR)
ISN 0152 WR16TE ( 6t135)	 DHS094TH 9NTRL• NSUBtF . H9 'S9THPD9YYS9ZZS9X49ZNtZMtDTH9
1 R09FREQvAv89PKGN
ISN 0153 135 FORMAT ( W i5X 9 1 SPILLOVER LOSS IN D9= 1 9F9 . 6/ 1 0 0 95 W SUHREFLECTOR 19
1	 OCURRENTS	 DATA	 SET	 LISTINGO/'0191X93I493F12.79F12,59F12,7/2X9
2	 6x12.7/2X9F12.492F12,79F12,6/ 00096X9tRR(1)t99X9tRR(2)999X9lRR(3)I
3	 9dX,IJSU5(1) 19 7X9'JSOS(2)197X9lJS11S(3)199X9lPATH999X9lISPI/)
ISN 0154 WRITE(99140)	 NTH911THL9,45UH9F. h oSrTHPD9YYStZZS9XMtZK9ZMtDTHtRO9 i
I FKEU9A9HrPKoN
ISN 0155 140 F'OKMAT( 314.3F12.79F12.59F12,7/6F12,7/Fl2,492F12.7tF12.6)
ISN 0156 00	 150	 I=19NSUH
ISN 0157 WRITE ( 69155)	 ( RRS(IC9I) 9 IC=193 ) 9(JS(IC91 ) 9IC= 193)9PATH(I)tI
ISN 0158 150 WNITE(99160)	 (RkS61Col) ► IC=193)9(JS(IC9I)91C=193).PATH(I)9I
ISN 0159 155 FORMAT('	 l91X91P7E-14,6.I8)
ISN 0160 160 F0kMAT (1P7E 14.6• Its)
C**** CALCULATL SCATTEk PATTERN
ISM 0161 im	 1 145	 ICUTD=192
r-	
_	 ^''rwFWf•
DATE 75.265/13.51.07LEVEL 2.1	 ( JAN 75
ISN 0161
ISN 0164
ISN 0166
ISN 0167
ISN 0168
ISN 0169
ISN 0170
ISN 0171
ISN 0172
ISN 0173 162
ISN 0175
ISN 0176
ISN 0177
ISN 0178
ISN 0179
ISN 0180 1 64
ISN 0181
4- -1 SN 0182
ISN 0183
ISN 0184
ISN 0185
ISN 0187
ISN 0188
_ _.. 4-5N-- 81.99
ISN 0190
ISN 0191 166
ISN 0192
ISN 0193
ISN 0194
- - - --^aN --A-14S 1 FAA
ISN 0196 170
ISN 0197
ISN 0198
ISN 0199
ISN 0200
-SA1-a^-01
ISN 0202
ISN 0203
ISM 0204
_ISN 0205
MAIN	 OS/36U FORTRAN H EXTENDED
IF(IC(ITD.k:0.2) GO TO 162
IF(NXM.LE.O.) GO TO 195
CALL DXOYV(1. 0.,PXL+,DXUX,t4OX,IDX,NXDX920.09IERR)
PXL=Q.
PXR=PXM
CALL GRI()1V(19 PXL<PXR,-4U.t+099DXD)(92.+NOX95,IDX ► 5,NXDK93)
CALL PRINTV(209 1 AZIMUTH CUT ALONG Z=1940891003)
CALL LAHLV(PZ+56891003969191)
GO To 164
IF (PZT.LE.PZ.9) GO TO 10
CALL DXDYV(1•PZ8,N7T,DXUX,NDX91DX,NXDX920.09IERP)
PXL=PZH
PXR =PZT
CALL (iRID1V(19 pr-L•PXR9-40.90.•DXDX92.,Nf)X,S.IDX9 5,NXDX•3)
CALL PRINTV(289 1 EA.EVATION CUT ALONG X=0.000011p40091003)
NL=NXV(PXL)
hIPL = (iIXV (PXk)- NL) /NAC+1
HMAX=O.
DO 19U I=19NPL
IX2(I)=NL+NAC*(I-1)
I'F (ICUTD.EQ.2) GO TO 166
XS=OXV(IX2(I))
PX2 (I) =XS
YS=S(;IRT ((1.-PZ#*2/2.) **2-XS**4)
GO TO 160
PZ=UXV(IX.2(1))
PX2(1)=PZ
XS=O
YS=1. -PZ**2/2.
DO 170 IC=1+3
HP(IC)=(0.,0.)
00 180 J=19NSUH
VRSM(1)=XS-RRS(1,J)
VRSM(2)=YS-F5-RRS(29J)
VRSM(3)=PZ+HS-RRS(39J)
CALL VNORM(VRSM9AR+RSM)
RSM=RO*RSM
T1 =EK*(R SM+PATH(J))
CTEMP=CMPLX(1./RSM**29EK/RSM)*CMPLX(COS(T1)•-SIN(T1))
CALL VCROSS(JS(19.1),AR,VTEMP)
0
i0
a^
0
w
9
LEVEL 2.1	 ( JAN 75 ) MAIN	 OS/36U	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED
ISN 0206 DO	 180	 IC=193
ISN 0207 180 HP(IC)=HP(IC) + CTEMPOCMPLX ( VTEMP ( IC)+0.)
ISN 0208- T1=SQRT(1.+PZ**2)
ISN 0209 T2=Tl*SQRT(XS**2+YS**2)
ISN 0210 CNX=CMPLX(-XS/T29U.)
154..8,2"— - Cf4f=CMPLX ( —YS/ f2+U. )
ISN 0212 CNL=CMPLX(—PZ/Tl+U.)
C+►*** DETERMINE PHASE AT APERTURE PLANE Y=O p RELATIVE TO GEOMETRIC
C**** OPTICS PHASE + AND WITH P I PHASE SHIFT REMOVED
ISN 0213 T1=FK*RO*(SNGL(K)—YS)-PIS
ISN 0214 CPHS=CMPLX ( CUS(T1) • SIN(T1)) /CMPLX(49*PIS.O.)
ISN --Gei s— VPOLi (CNX*HP (2) —CNY*t4P (1)) *CPHS
ISN 0216 HPUL=(CNY*HP(	 )—CNZ*HP(2))#CPHS
ISN 0217 VM(I)=CABS(VPOL)
ISN 0218 IF(VM(I).Eg.0.)	 GO TO	 192
ISN 0220 VPHS(I)=DRADS*ATANZ(AIMAG(VPOL)•KEAL(VPOL))
ISN 0221 GO TO 184
9 ISN
-A 222 182 Vp"5(1) 00
i	 ISN 0223 1 84 HM(I)=CABS(HPOL)
co
0224 IF(HM(I).E0.0.)	 GU TO	 186
ISN 0226 HPHS(I)=URADS*ATAN2(AIMAG(HPOL)sREAL(HPOL))
ISN 0227 GO TU 188
ISN 0228 186 HPHS(I)=0.
IS?4 0229 188 VTA=SQRT ( VM(I)**2 + 0-4M(I)#*2)
ISN 0230 IF(VTM.GT.HMAX)	 HMAX =VTM
ISN 0232 190 CONTINUE
ISN 0233 CALL AMPPHS(VMsHMAXgVPHS90)
ISN 0234 CALL AMPPHS(HMsHMAX,HPhSgl)
ISN 0235 195 CoNT INUE
ISN 023 GO To 10
ISN 0237 200 STOP
ISN 0238 ENO
DATE 75.265/13.51.07
n
i0
o^
0
w
9
i
LEVEL 2.1 (	 JAN 7`)	 )	 OS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDFD	 DATF 75.265/10.10.55
REQUESTED OPTIONS: OPT=Z.DE.CK
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAME(MAIN)	 OPTIMIZE(?)	 LINECOUNT(42)	 SIZE(MAX)	 AUTODHL(NONE)
SOURCE ERCDIC NOLIST DECK OBJECT MAP NOFORMAT COSTMT NnXREF ALC NOANSF NOTERMINAL FLAG(I)
ISN 0002 SloiROUTINE GE0DES(X,I.YrRR9NN)
ISN 0003 REAL1*8	 RR(3)•NN(3)•N(3)•M(3)*kF(3)•XgZ•F+HrYtTEMP19TEMP2+CrK9
1	 RRN(3)
ISN 0004 Cr)r4MON /REFPRM/FrHgK
ISN OOOS Y-1)SURT ((1.ODO— Z+*+*2/2.000) i*s*2-X;*<*2 )
ISN 0006 RF(1)=X
ISN 0007 RF(?)=Y-F
ISN 0008 RF(3)=Z+H
ISN 0009 TEMPI=DSQRT (1.000+Z+**2)
ISN 0010 TFMP2=TEMPI*DSQRT(X+*+*2+Y**2)
ISN 0011 N(1)=-X/TEMP2
ISN 0012 N(2)=-Y/TEMP2 n
ISN 0013 N(3)=-Z/TEMPI
ISN 0014 M(1)=-2.0D0 *N(1)*N(2)
9 ISN 0015 M(2)=1.0D0 - 2.0D0 *N( 2){**2
ISN 0016 M(A)= -2.0D0t*N(3)+*N(2)
ISN 0017 C=((K-Y)+**2-RF(1)i*+*2-RF(2)+*t*2-RF(3)*i*2)/(2.ODOs*(K-Y+M(1)+*RF(1)+ °wA
1	 M(2)a*RF(2)+M(3)t*RF(3))) a
ISN 0018 00	 10	 I=1.3_
ISN 0019 10 RR(I)=RF(I)+C*M(1)
ISN 0020 TEMPI=DSQRT (RR (1) i* +*2+RR (2) * *2+ RR (3)-It *2)
ISN 0021 On 20	 I=193
ISN 002.2 20 RRN(I)=RR(I)/TEMPI
ISN 0023 TEMPI= DSQRT ( 2.ODOi* ( 1.ODO + RRN ( 1) +*M (1)+RRN ( 2)+*M(2)+RRN ( 3)+*M(3)))
ISN 0024 Do 30	 I=1.3___
ISN 0025 30 NN(I)=-(RRN(I)+M(I))/TEMP1
ISN 0026 RETURN
ISN 0027 END
^O
9i
0
0
w
a
LEVEL 2,1 ( JAN 75 )	 OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.220/13.42.36
REQUESTED OPT IONS I OPT•29 DECK
OPTIONS IN EFFECTI NAME(MAIN) OPTIMIZE(2) LINECOUNT(42)	 SIZE(MAX)	 AUTODBL(NONE)
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST DECK OBJECT MAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF ALC NOANSF NQTERMINAL FL O M
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE PRIPAT(STPtAoB+EKoPKGN.HToHP)
C±±►++!_ PATTERN OF RECTANGULAR APERTURES COSINE TAPER_IN BOTH PLANES9___ __
C****	 EQUAL ELECTRIC ANO 	 MAGNETIC DIPOLES FOR LOW* CROSS-POLARIZATION
ISN 0003 REAL*4 STP(4)
ISN 0004 DATA PI+ETA/3.1415939376.731/
ISN 0005 U1=EK*A*STP(1) *STP(4) /2.
ISN 0006 U2*EK*B*STP(2)/29
I5N 0007_ _ AFsCOS(U1)*COS(U2)*SQRT(STP(1)*STP(3)*PKGN/(4,*PI*ETA))/((It-(
• 1	 2.*Ul /PI)*+►2)*tl.- t2. *U2/PI)**2))
ISN 0008 TEMPsSQRT (19-(STP(1)*STP(4))**2)
ISN 0009 . HPsAF*095*(1,#STP(3) /TEMP)
ISN 0010 HTs-AF*0,5*STP(2)*STP14)/TEMP
ISN 0011 RETURN
ISN. _0012._ END
r	 .
LEVEL 291
	
JAN 75 )
	
OS/360 FORTRAN , M EXTENDED
	
DATE 75.220/13.42.25
REQUESTED OPTIONS: OPT=29DECK
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAME(MAIN) OPTIMIZE(2)	 LINECOUNT(42)	 SIZE(MAX)	 AUTODBL(NONE)
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST DECK OBJECT MAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF ALC NOANSF NOTERMINAL FLAGtI1_
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE AMPPHS(AMPPAMPMPPHSPICONT)
ISN 0003 REAL*4 AMP 0) PPHS (1).
ISN 0004 COMMON/PLTPRM/PXLPPXRPDXDXPNDX91DXPNXDXtNLoNPLPPX2(3S0)PIX2(350)
C****	 ICONT=O FOR THE FIRST SET OF GRAPHS AND 1 FOR THE SECOND
ISN 0005 IF(ICONT,E090) GO TO 10
ISN 0007 CALL GRIDIV(19PXLPPXRP•40•90•PDXDX92.PNDXPSPIDXPSoNXOX93)
ISN 0008 CALL PRINTV(289 1 CROSS POLARIZATION AMPLITUDE9940091023)
ISN 000_9 GO TO 1 5_
^ ISN 0-010 
_--i0
CALL PRINTV(32P i PRINCIPLE POLARIZATION AMPLITUDE9938491023)
ISN 0011 15 IX1=NL
ISN 0012 IY1 nNYV(20•*ALO_G10(AMAXl(0.01+AMP(1)/AMPM)1)
ISN 0013 DO 20	 Is2PNPL
ISN 0014 IY2nNYV(20••ALOG10(AMAX1(0.0I0AMP(I)/AMPM))1 c1
__jLSN 0015 CALL LINEV(IX1#IYIjI X2(1) * 1_Y2) cn
ISN 0016 CALL LINEV(IXI9IYIPIX2(1)PIY2)
ISN 0017 IX1=IX2(I)
ISN 0018 20 IYISIY2
ISN 0019 CALL GRIDIV(I+PXLPPXRo-18099*180.PDXDX920.PNDX959IDX959NXDX94)
ISN 0020 CALL PRINTV(299 9 PHASE RELATIVE TO G, 0• PMASE9939691023)
ISN 0021 IXIUNXV(PX2(l))
ISN 0022 IY1sNYV(PHS(l))
ISN 00.23 DO 30	 I n29NPL
ISN 0024-.--- IXP2=NXV (PX2 (I) )
ISN 0025 IY2nNYV(PHS(I))
ISN 0026 CALL LINEV(IXI9IYI9IXP29IY2)
ISN 0027 CALL LINEV(IXI9IYI9IXP2PIY2) 	 _ --
ISN 0026 IXl*IXP2
ISN 0029 30 MUM
ISN 0030 RETURN
ISN 0031 END
09
n^
cni00
0
w
9
FORTRAN IV 61 RELEASE 2.0	 VCHO SS	 DATE = I531b	 09/34/41	 P&GE 0001
0001 _	 SUBROUTINE VCHUSS( A989C)
0002	 REAL*4 A(3),N(3)rC(3)
0003	 C(1)=A(2)*8(3)—A(3)*H(2)
0004	 C(2) =A(3)*8(1)-A(1)*b(3)
0005	 C(3)=A(1)*8(2)-A(2)*8 (1)
0006	 RETURN
__-
000 7
0
a
w O^
cn
t
PPL
0
w
9
FORTRAN IV G1 RELEASE 2.0	 VN()Hr4
0001	 SUbHOUTJn^E VN0R4(a„3,V)l)
0002	 PEAL** A(3)9h(3)
0003	 VM=S(4HT(A(1)** 2•A(2)"* ?+A(3)**;J)
0004	 k(1)= A(1) /VM
0005	 H(2)=A(2)/V M
0006	 H(3)_A(3)/VM
0007	 RETURN
0008	 Elqu
UAr
	 = 15316	 09 /34/41	 i'At;F 6Ul
LEVEL 291 ( JAN 75 )
	
OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED
	
DATE 75.269/17950.48
REQUESTED OPTIONS: OPT=2
DPTIONS IN EFFECTi NAME(MAIN) OPTIMIZE(2) LINECOUNT(42) SIZE(MAX) AUTODBL(NONE)
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST NODECK OBJECT MAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF ALC NOANSF NOTERM'NAL FLAG(I,
Cw*ww COMPUTE MAIN REFLECTOR CURRENTS AND FAR FIELD PATTERNS OF A
C**** TORUS/GREGORIAN REFLECTOR SYSTEM
C**** PROGRAM MAKES USE OF JX : -J x ACROSS SYMMETRY LINE
ISN 0002 INTEGER*4 NX(46)
ISN 0003 REAL*4 RRX(600)•RRY(600)•RRZ(600)*JSX(600)•JSY(600)rJSZ(600)
1	 9PATM(600)+JMAG(20920)rPWP(75)gPWT(75)•Y(46+46)+HP(17+75)9
2 MC(17975)oJMGXtWT(17)
ISN 0004 COMPLEX*8 HPXtHPYtHPZ•HVXtHVY+HVZtHHXrHHYtHHZtCNXgCNYtCNZtCARX9
I CARY+CARZrTWDS#HFXtHFYrHFZ*CTEMPtJMX(46946)+JMY(46+46)+
2 JMZ(46946)•CSTB(3142)
ISN 0005 DATA PI+CL*DRAD+ETA/3.141593.2.997925E-1957.2957893769731/
ISN 0006 DTHs2o*PI/31429
ISN 00-aT DO 5 I*193142
ISN 0008 TP=DTH*(FLOAT(I)-0.5)
Y ISNi OOn9 5 CSTB(I)=CMPLX(COS(TP)•SIN(TP))
F'	 ISN 0010 10 READ(59209END=210)	 NXMgNZrNPRrNPTSgNCUTSgDX,DZgDTHDoDPHDoPHIOD9
1 T809WT
ISN 0011 20 FORMAT(5I494Xo4F12*0/2F12.0/17F3.0)
ISN 0012 READ(9*30)	 NTMrNTRLoNSUB9F9H95tTHPDoYYSoZZS+XMoZB*ZMeDELTHeROO
1 FREQ+A•BrPKGN
ISN 0013 30 FORMAT(314+5F1290/(6F1290))
ISN 0014 ISO
ISN 0015 40 IsI+1
ISN 0016 READ(99509END=60)	 RRX(I)•RRY(I)•RRZ(I)•JSX(I)sJSY(I)•JSZ(I)•PATH(
1	 I)•ICRD
ISN 0017 50 FORMAT(7F14.O9I8)
ISN 0018 GO TO 40
ISN 0019 60 I=I-1
ISN 0020 WRITE(6970)	 NXMrNZrNPRoNPTS•NCUTS•DXgDZrDTHDrDPHDrPHIODgTBD•WT•
1 NTH,NTRL+NSUBrFtHtSrTHPDrYYS+ZZSgXMgZBrZM•DELTHsRO•FREQ*ArBtPKGN9
2 I
ISN 0021 70 FORMAT(9199SX90CARD INPUT PARAMETERSI/6X9tNXM=v9I4912X+9NZ=t9I4+
1	 13X•:NPR=@+I3913X9tNPTS=+•I4+11XoINCUTSz99l4/6X9tDX=otFB95.9X9
2	 $DZ=lrF8.519X9tDTHD:toF8959TX91DPHDm9tF9.496X99PHIOD=t•F9.4/6Xr
3	 lTBD= f 9F9.4/6X9 l CUT WEIGHTS=l917F5.1/l0'9
0
w
09
iLEVEL 2.1 t JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.269/17.50.48
ISN 0022
ISN 0023
ISN 0024
ISN 0025
ISN 0026
ISN 0027
ISN 0028
ISN 0029
ISN 0030
ISN 0031
ISN 0032
y ISN 0033
ISN 0034
c" ISN 0035
ISN 0036
ISN 0037
ISN 0038
ISN 0039
ISN 0040
ISN 0041
ISN 0042
ISN 0043
ISN 0044
ISN 0045
ISN 0046
ISN 0047
ISN 0048
ISN 0049
ISN 0050
ISN 0051
ISN 0052
ISN 0053
ISN 0054
4 5X9 9 STORAGE INPUT PARAMETERS'/6X9tNTH=t9I3913X9tNTRL=19I2913X9
5 INSUB=t9I5910X9$F=t9F99699X9•H=l9F9.6/6X9fS=f9F9.699XttTHPD=tt
6 F8.497X9'YYS=9tF9.6t7XtfZZS=ttF9.697X9tXM=$9F9.6/6X9vZB=99F9.69
7 8X9tZM=ttF9.698X9tDELTH=ttF9.695X9tRO=t9F9.69BXttFREQ=ttF9.4/6X9
8 t A= t 9F9.699X9 t B= t 9F9.699X9 9 PKGN= t 9F9.5/6X9 t NUMBER OF SUBREFLECTtt
9 t OR POINTS READ=t9I4)
C**** COMPUTE MAIN REFLECTOR CURRENTS + ► +► +► JMXtJMYtJMZ ARE JS*DS
RECWL=FREQ/CL
EK=29*PI*RECWL
R04PI=RO/(4.*PI)
THMD=DTHD*FLOAT(NPTS)
DTH=DTHD/DRAD
DPH=DPHD/DRAD
PHIO=PMIOD/DRAD
TB=TBD/DRAD
STB=SIN(TS)
CTB=COS(TS)
JMGX=0.
CALL COUNTV
DO 90 I=19NZ
Z=DZ*(FLOAT(I)-095)
XM=1.-Z**2/2.
NX(I)=2*MINO('NXM9INT(XM/DX))
JM=NX(I)
JH=JM/2
JHP1=JH*l
DO 85 J=1tJH
JMH=J-JH
X=DX*(FLOAT(JMH)-0.5)
Y(I9J)=SQRT((1.-Z**2/2.)**2-X**2)
T1=SQRT(1.•Z**2)
T2=T1*SQRT(X**2•Y(ItJ)**2)
T3=Y(ItJ)/T2
CNX=CMPLX(-X/T290.)
CNY=CMPLX(-T3t0.)
CNZ=CMPLX(-Z/T1t0.)
TWDS=CMPLX(2.*DX*DZ*RO**2/T390.)
PX=X
PYnY(ItJ)-F
PZsZ+H
0
cn
0
co
LEVEL 2.1 ( JAN T5 )	 MAIN	 OS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.269 / 17.50 .48-
`	 ISN 0055 HPXs(O.rO.)
ISN 0056 HPYn (0.909)
ISN 0057 HPZs(0•90.)
ISN 0058 DO 80 KsltNSU8
ISN 0059 SMXnPX-RRX(K) -----z
ISN -0460 SMY=PY•RRY(K)
ISN 0061 SMZaPZ-RRZ(K)
ISN 0062 RSMsRO+SORT(SMX**2+SMY**2+SMZ**2)
ISN 0063 T1sRECWL*(RSM+PATH(K))
ISN 0064 IT1=3143- INT(31429 *( T1-A.INT ( Tl))+190)
ISN 0065 T2sRO4PI/RSM**2
ISN 0066 CTEMP*CMPLX(T2/RSMtT2*EK)*CST8(IT1)
ISN 0067 VTXnJSY(K)*SMZ-JSZ(K)*SMY
ISN 0068 VTYsJSZ(K)*SMX-JSX(K)*SMZ
ISN 0069 VTZ nJSX(K)*SMY-JSY(K)*SMX
ISN 0070 HPXxHPX+CTEMP*VTX
ISN 0071 HPY=HPY+CTEMP*VTY
ISN 0072 80 HPZ=HPZ+CTEMP*VTZ
a ISN 0073 JMX(IrJ)zTWDS*(CNY*HPZ-CNZ*HPY)
ISN 0074 JMY(19J)nTWDS*(CNZ*HPX-CNX*HPL)
ISN 0075 85 JMZ(I+J)sTWDS*(CNX*HPY-CNY*HPX) °to
C IF(J.LE.JH)	 GO TO 90	 (REPLACE IF NO SYMMETRY) y
ISN OOT6 DO 90 J=JHP19JM
ISN 0077 JMH=J-JH
ISN 0078 JCsJM-J+1
ISN 0079 Y(IOJ)=Y(IOJC)
ISN 0080 JMX(I+J)x-JMX(IOJC)
ISN 0081 JMY(I+J)sJMY(I+JC)
an viro^ JMZ(IOJ)=JMZ(I +JC)
ISN 0083 IPRsI/NPR
ISN 0084 JPR=JMH/NPR
ISN 0085 IF((NPR * IPR,NE . I).OR.(NPR*JPR.NE.JMH)) 	 GO TO 90
ISN 0087 JMAG(IPRtJPRf=SORT(REAL(JMX(I•J)*CONJG(JMX(I+J))+JMY(I•J)*
1	 CONJG(JMY(IPJ))+JMZ(IrJ)*CONJG(JMZ(ItJ))))
ISN 0088 IF(JMAG(IPRrJPR)•GT.JMGX)	 JMGX_JMAG(IPRoJPR)
ISN 0090 90 CONTINUE
ISN 0091 CALL TIMEV(ELTIME)
ISN 0092 WRITE(6995)	 ELTIME
ISN 0093 95 FORMAT(90995X99COMPUTATION OF MAIN REFLECTOR CURRENTS IS NOW It
1	 • COMPLETE *	ELAPSED TIME z9 vF8.3• I	SECONDS I / # 0 1 95X, 9 AMPLITUDE MAP	 I
LEVEL 291 ( JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 75.269/17.50.48
2 9 0 OF MAIN REFLECTDR CURRENTI)
ISN 0094 IM=NZ/NPR
ISN 0095 DO	 110	 Is19IM
ISN 0096 JMIINX(I)/(2*NPR)
ISN 0097 00 100 J=l9JM
ISN 0098 100 JMAG(IrJ)s20**ALOG10(AMAX1(0.0019JMAG(I*J)/JMGX))
ISN 0099 110 WRITE(6*120)	 I*(JMAG(I*J)*Jsl9JM)
ISN 0100 120 FORMAT(I5*1X920F5.1/(6X92OF5.1))
C**** COMPUTE FAR FIELD PATTERN
ISN 0101 HTM=0*
ISN 0;00? DO 130 J=19NPTS
ISN 0103 PWP(J)=0*
ISN 0104 130 PWT(J)=0.
ISN 0105 DO 150 I=1*NCUTS
ISN 0106 PP=PHIO*DPH*FLOAT(I-1)
ISN 0107 SPP=SIN(PP)
ISN 0108 CPP=COS(PP) O
ISN 0109 DO 150 J=l9NPTS rJ,
ISN 0110 TP=DTH*(FLOAT(J)-095) Q,
y . ISN 0111 STP:SIN(TP)
,!. ISN 0112 CTP=COS(TP) 0
ISN 0113 ARX=STP*CPP °'
ISN 0114 CARX=CMPLX(ARX909) 9
ISN 011S ARY=CTB*STP*SPP-STB*CTP
ISN 0116 CARYsCMPLX(ARY90.)
ISN 0117 ARZ=STB*STP*SPP*CTB*CTP
ISN 0118 CARZ=CMPLX(ARZ*Oo)
ISN 0119 ST=SGRT(ARX**2*ARZ**2)
ISN 0120 CT=-ARY
ISN 0121 SP=ARZ/ST
ISN 0122 CP=ARX/ST
ISN 0123 HVX=CMPLX(-CT*CP**2-SP**2*0.)
ISN 0124 HVY=CMPLX(-ST*CP90.)
ISN 0125 HVZ=CMPLX(SP*CP*(1.-CT)90,)
ISN 0126 HHX=-HVZ
ISN 0127 HHYsCMPLX(ST*SP90.)
ISN 0128 HHZ=CMPLX(CP**2*CT*SPMO2909)
ISN 0129 HFX=(O.*0.)
ISN 0130 HFY=(0.90.)
ISN 0131 HFZ=(O*90*)
iLEVEL 2.1 ( JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED 	 DATE 75,269/17950*48
ISN 0132
ISN 0133
ISN 0134
ISN 0135
ISN 0136
ISN 013T.
ISN 0138
ISN 0139
ISN 0140
ISN 0141 133
ISN 0142 136
ISN 0143
ISN 0144
ISN 0145
ISN 0146 140
ISN 0147
ISN 0148
ISN 0149
ISN 0150
y ISN 0152
ISN 0153 150
co ISN 0154
ISN 0155
ISN 0156
ISN 0157 160
ISN 0158
ISN 0159
ISN 0160
ISN 0161
ISN 0162
ISN 0163
ISN 0164
ISN 0165
ISN 0166
ISN 0167
ISN 0169
ISN 0170
ISN 0171
ISN 0172
DO 140 II=19NZ
Z=DZ*(FLOAT(II)-0.5)
JMsNX(II)
JH=JM/2
DO 140 JJ=19JM
XwDX*(FLOAT(JJ-JH)-0.5)
T1=RECWL*RO*(X*ARX+Y(II9JJ)*AKY+Z*ARZ)
T2*T1-AINT(T1)
IF(T2) 13391369136
T2=T2*1.
IT1=INT(3142.*T2+190)
CTEMP=CSTB(ITI)
HFXSHFX+CTEMP*(JMY(II9JJ)*CAR1-JMZ(II9JJ)*CARY)
HFY=HFY+CTEMP*(JMZ(1I9JJ)*CARX-JMX(II9JJ)*CARZ)
HFZ=HFZ+CTEMP*(JMX(II9JJ)*CARY-JMY(II:JJ)*CARX)
HP(I.J)=EK*CABS(HVX*MFX+HVY*HFY+HVZ*HFZ)/(4.*PI)
HC(19J)=EK*CABS(HHX*HFX+HHY*HFY+HHZ*HFZ)/(4.*PI)
HTOT=SQRT(HP(19J)**2+HC(19J)**2)
IF(HTOT.GT.HTM) HTM=HTOT
PWP(J)=PWP(J)+STP*ETA*WT(I)*HN(19J)**2
PWT(J)=PMT(J)+STP*ETA*WT(I)*HTOT**2
600=10.*ALOG10(49*PI*ETA*HTM**2)
CALL TIMEV(ELTIME)
WRITE(69160) GDB9ELTIME
FORMAT( 9 0 1 95X9 9 COMPUTATION OF PATTERNS IS NOW COMPLETE'/6X9
1 *PEAK GAIN= f 9F9.59 l D0 1 910X9 I ELAPSED TIME= l 9F8.39' SECONDSO)
CALL DXDYV(190.9THMD9DXDX9NDX9IDX9NXDX920.09IERR)
DO 190 I=19NCUTS
PPU=PHIOD+DPHD*FLOAT(I-1)
CALL GRIDIV(190.+THMD9-40.90.9DXDX92.9NDX959IDX959NXDX93)
DO 180 J=19NPTS
TPD=DTHD*(FLOAT(J)-095)
IX2=NXV(TPD)
IYP2=NYV(20•*ALOG10(AMAX1(O.O19HP(19J)/HTM)))
IYC2=NYV(20•*ALOG10(AMAX1(09019HC(19J)/HTM)))
IF(J.EQ.1) GO TO 170
CALL LINEV(IXI9LYP19IX29IYP2)
CALL LINEV(IXI9IYP19IX29IYP2)
CALL LINEV(IX19IY.CI9IX29IYC2)
CALL LINEV(IXI9IYC19IX29IYC2)
0
0w
9
LEVEL 2.1 ( JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS/36U	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 75.269/l7.50.49
ISN 0173 170 IXI=IX2 ^y
ISN 0174 IYP1=IYP2
ISN 0175 180 IYCl=IYC2
ISN 0176 CALL PRINTV(491PHI=1.1090)
ISN 0177 CALL LABLV(PPD942909691+3)
ISN 0178 190 CALL PRINTV(7s•DEGREES199890)
ISN 0179 PWP	 ; -; 'WP (1) •DPH*DTH
ISN 0180 PWT(1)=PWT(1)pDPHDTH
ISN 0181 DO 193 I=2vNPTS
ISN 0182 PWP(I)sPWP(I)*DPH*DTH+PWP(I-1)
ISN 0183 193 PWT(I)=PWT(I)*DPH*DTH+PWT(I-1)
ISN 0184 WRITE ( 69196)	 ( PWP(I) + I=1+NPTS)
ISN 0185 196 FORMAT( 1 0 1 95X9 9 PRINCIPLE POLARIZED POWERI/(3X915F7.4))
ISN 0186 WRITE ( 69198)	 (PWT(I)+I=19NPTS)
ISN 0187 198 FORMAT( 9 0 1 95X9 1 TOTAL POWERI/(3X915F7.4))
ISN 0.188 CALL GRIDIV(1+09+THMD90#919+DXDX90.059NDX92+IDX•4.NXDX+3)
ISN 0189 IX1=NXV(DTHD)
ISN 0190 IYP1=NYV(PWP(1))
a ISN 0191 IYCI=NYV(PWT(1))
^► .	 ISN 0192 DO 200 ,J=2+NPTS
i°	 ISN 0193 IX2=NXV(DTHD*FLOAT(J)) w
ISN 0194 IYP2=NYV(PWP(J)) 9
ISN 0195 IYC2=NYV(PWT(J))
ISN 0196 CALL LINEV(IXIPIYPIPIX29IYP2)
ISN 0197 CALL LINEV(IXI+IYPI,IX2+IYP2)
ISN 0198 CALL. LINEV(IXI+IYC19IX29IYC2)
ISN 0199 CALL LINEV(IX19IYCloIX29IYC2)
ISN 0200 IXIMIX2
ISN 0201 IYPI=IYP2
ISN 0202- 200 IYCl=IYC2
ISN 0203 GO TO 10
I;SN 0204 210 STOP
.ISN 0205 END
FORTRAN IV 61 RELEASE 2.0
	
MAIN	 DATE s 75296	 18/09/37
	
PAGE 0001
0001 REAL*4 STP14)+STM(4)_ -
0002 DATA PIeCLoETArSTM/39 14159392.997925E-1+376.73191.Or0.0+1.Or0.O/
0003 10 READ(59209ENDs6O) NIPtA999FREO
0044L. -	 .- ZO FORMAT (I1293F1ZA)
0005 WRITE(6930) NTPtA+B,FREQ
0006 30 FORMAT(I1tg5XtINTPNI%1595X9tAs991PE14.695X918stoE14.695X,+FREQstr
-1 E1^.6f
0007 EK82•*PI*FREQ/CL
0008 DTPnPI /FLOAT(NTP)
OQ09_ Pao*
0010 DO 40 IslvNTP
0011 THsDTP*(FLOAT(I)-0.5)
_. 0012 _ . iPUI851	 THL_
0013 STP(2)sCOS(TH)
0014 DO 40 J619NTP
0015 PHv0TP*(FLOAT(J)-0.5)
0016 STP(3)=SIN(PH)
0017 STP(4)sCOS(PH)
0019
—
- CAL L RR I P A T tS_TP .2 A ft.EK! 1 " .HI.ibP )
9 0019 —40 PsP+STP(lf•(HTN*2+HP**2)
0 0020 PsP*ETA*DTP**2E	 0021 CALL. PRIPAT (STMtA9B#EKo 1. rHToMP)
0022 PMAXsETAN(HTM62*HPs02)
0023 DIRs49*PI*PMAX/P
.0024 .. __ 08DlRm.l"* LOG1_o	 R)
0025 WRITE(6950) DIRPDBDiR
0026 50 FORMAT(6XttDIRECTIV;TY909F10.595X91D8s99F7.3)
0027 60 TO 10
0028 60 STOP
0029 END
n
01T
Q^
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w
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VLEVEL 2.1 ( JAN 75 )
	 OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED
	
DATE 75.295/13.23.01
REQUESTED OPTIONSS OPT*2
OPTIONS IN EFFECTS NAME(MAIN) OPTIMIZE(2) LINECOUNT(42) SIZE(MAX) AUTOOBL(NONE)
SOURCE EBCDIC NOLIST 40DECK OBJECT MAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF ALC NOANSF NOTERMINAL FLAG(I)
C****	 FAR FIELD PATTERN OF A PARABOLIC TORUS REFLECTOR WITH A PRIME
C FOCUS FEED
ISN 0002 INTEGER*4 NX(46)
ISN 0003 REAL•4 JMGX9JMAG(20920)9JPHS(20920)9PWP(75)9XF(19)9YF(19)9PWT(75)9
1	 Y(46946)+HP(179'15)tHC(17975)rWT(17)#SCA(4)•DB(75)
ISN 0004 COMPLEX*8 HVX9HVY9HVZ9HHX9HHY9HHZ9CNX9CNY9CNZ9CARX9CARY9CARZ9TWDS9
1 HFX#HFY9HFZ9HXF•HYF9HlF9HPX9HPYrHPZ9CTEMP9CSTP9CCTP9CFRA•
2 JMX(46946)9JMY(46946)9JMZ(46946)9CSTB(3142)9AC(19)
ISN 0005 DATA PI9CL90RAD9ETA/3.14159392.99792SE-1957.295789376.731/
ISN 0006 DTH=PI/1571.
ISN 0007 DO 10	 I=193142
ISN 0008 TPnDTH*(FLOAT(I)-095)
ISN 0009 10 CSTS(I)=CMPLX(COS(TP)9SIN(TP))
ISN 0010 20 READ(59309END=250)	 IE•NE9NXM9NZ9NPR9NPTS9NCUTS9FD9HD9TPD9R09
1	 FRE09PD9DX9DZ9DTHD%DPMD•PHI00•TBD•WT9(XF(I)9YF(I)9AC(I)9I=19NE)
a ISN 0011 30 FORMAT(7I393X94F12.0/6F1290/2F1290/17F390/(4F1590))
ISN 0012 WRITE(6940)	 IE9NE9NXM9NZ¢NPR9NPTS9NCUTS9FD9HD9TPD9R09FRE09PD9DX9
1	 DZ90TH09DPHD9PH1009TBDPWT9(XF(I)9YF(I)9AC(I)9I=19NE)
ISN 0013 40 FORMAT0 1 1 95X9 0 ELEMENT TYPE x9 9I2*10X* 9 NUMBER OF ELEMENTS=99I393X9
1	 IMAX REEL X SEAMENTS x9 9I392X9 9 REFL Z SEGMENTS= t 9I3/6X9 t N INCR F+9
2 #OR PRINT* I tl?96X9 t NO PTS PER CUT= t 9I397X9 I NUMBER OF CUTSs99I397X
3 9 9 FEED RADIUS: o 9F694/6X9 O FEED DEPRESSIONu '9F69493X9 t FEE0 ANGLE=99
4 F6 * 298X99REFLECTOR RADIUS= 9 9F69392X9 $ FREQUENCY n # 9F893/6X9 f FEED t9
S 9 DIRECT9 zf 9F9.593X9 9 X INCREMENT= t 9F89595X9 v Z INCREMENT n I9FS959
6 549 9 TH INCREMENTs 9 9F8 * 5/6X9 t PH INCREMENTs t 9F89594X9 1 INITIAL PH•t:
7 F8.396X9 9 8EAM CL ANGLE* 9 9F894/6X9 t CUT WEIGHTS•f917F491/12X91XFt9
8 16X9 # YF $ 914X9 # A-REAL # il2X9 9 A-IMAG I /( I 	991WI896))
C;*** CALCULATE CONSTANTS
ISN 0014 RECWL=FRED/CL
-ISN 0018 EKn29*PIORECWL
ISN 0016 TP=TPD/DRAD
ISN 0017 STP•SIN(TP)
_—ISN 0	 'S - CTPnClYS (TP )
ISN 0019 CSTPsCMPLX(STP909)
ISN 0020 CCTPnCMPLX(CTP909)
0
cn
i0
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L
LEVEL 2.1
	
t JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 75.295/13.23.01
ISN TMMDnDTMD*FLOAT(NPTS)
ISN
0021_
0022 D-TH DTMD/DRAD
ISN 0023 DPMsDrMD /DRAD
ISN 0024 PHIOuPHIOD/DRAD
ISN 0025 TBnT8D/DRAD
ISN 0026 STBnSIN(TB)
ISN 0027 CTBnCOS(T8)
C***4 	 CALCULATE MAIN REFLECTOR CURRENTS • • * JMXtJMYtJMZ ARE JS*DS
ISN 0028 JMGX•0-
ISN 0029 CALL COUNTV
ISN 0030 DO 75 IsI+NZ
ISN 0031 Z nDZ*(FLOAT(I)•0.5)
ISN 0032 XMsI•-Z**2/20
IS4­0033 NX(I)s29*MINO(NXM91NT(AM/DX))
ISN 0034 JMwNX(I)
ISN 0035 JHnJM/2
ISN 0036 JHP1sJM*1
ISN 0037 DO 50 Jn 1+JH n
ISN 0038 JMHnJ-JM cncn
ISN 0039 XnDX*(FLOAT(JMH)-0.5)9 ISN 0040 Y(ItJ) nSORT((1.-Z**2/2.)**2-X**2)
ISN 0041 TI=SORT(1-*Z**2) 0
ISN 0042 T20T1*SORT(X**2*Y(I*J)**2) `p'.
ISN 0043 T3*Y(19J)/T2 a
ISN 0044 CNXsCMPLX(-X/T2909)
ISN 0045 CNYsCMPLX(-T3+0.1
ISN 0046 CNZ•CMPLX(-Z/T1909)
ISN 0047 TMDSsCMPLX(2.+DX*DZ*RO**2/T390.)
ISN 0048 FRX•X
ISN 0049 FRY=Y(I+J)-FD
ISN 0050 FRZ•Z*HD
ISN 0051 FRM=SORT(FRX**2*FRY**2*FRZ**2)
ISN 0052 TI*FRM*RO
ISN 0053 T2*-EK*T1
ISN 0054 CFRAsCMPLX(COS(T2)/T1tSIN(T2)/T1)
ISN 0055 CTFs(FRZ*CTP+FRY*STP)/FRM
ISN 0056 IF(CTF.LE.O,)	 60 TO 45
ISN 0058 SC•-FRX/FRM
ISN 0059 SSn(FRZ*STP-FRY*CTP)/FRM
ISN 0060 PFsATAN2(SSoSC)
._	
a	
._;	
.: .	 v ...._...	 t	 .:	 ,.	 a	
..	
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( JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.295/13923.01
45
50
60
70
TS
80
LEVEL 2.1
ISN 0061
ISN 0062
ISN 0063
ISN 0064
ISN 0065
ISN 0066
ISN 0067
ISN 0069
ISh 0069
ISN 0070
ISN 0071
ISN 0072
ISN 0073
ISN 0074
ISN 0075
ISN 0076
ISN 0077
ISN 0078
ISN 0079
9 ' ISN 0080
ISN 0061
C ° ISN 0082
ISN 0083
ISN 0084
ISN 0085
ISN' 0086
ISN 0'087
ISN 0089
ISN 0090
ISN 0092
ISN 0095
ISN 0096
ISN 0097
ISN 0098
ISN 0099
-- i3N of as
ISN 0101
ISN 0102
STF=SGRT (SS**2+SC**2 )
SCA(1)=STF
SCA(2)=CTF
SCA(3)=SIN (PF)
SCA(4)=COS(PF)
CALL PRIPAT(SCA•IEeNE*XFrYFoACtEK+PDoMXF*HYFtHZF)
HPXu-HXF*CFRA
HPY=(HZFMCSTP-HYF*CCTP)OCFRA
MPZ=(MZF OCCTP+HYF *CSTP)OCFRA
JMX(I+J)=TWDS+(CNYMMPZ-CNZ*MPY)
JMY(I•J)=TWOS*(CNZ*MPX-CNX*MPZ)
JMZ(I•J)=TWDS*(CNX*MPV-CNY+MPX)
GO TO 50
JMX(I•J)=(0.•0.)
JMY(I+J)=(0.,0.)
JMZ(I+J)=(O0000)
CONTINUE
DO 75 J=JHP1rJM
JMH=J-JH
JC=JM-J+1
Y(I+J)=Y(IOJC)
JMX(I+J)=-JMX(I+JC)
JMY(I + J)=JMY(I+JC)
JMZ(I+J) =JMZ(ItJC)
IPRsI /NPR
JPR=JMH/NPR
IF(( NPRO IPR.NE •I).OR.(NPR=JPR.NE .JMM)) GO TO 75
JMAG(IPRtJPR)=S(3RT(REAL(JMX(I+J)OCONJ6(JMX(19J))•JMY(IOJ)•
1 CONJG(JMY( I9J))+JMZ(IPJ)*CONJG(JMZ(I+J))))
IF(JMAG ( IPR+JPR) • GT.JMGX) JMGX =JMAG ( IPRrJPR)
T1=EK*RO=(Z*CTS-Y(I+J)*STS)
IF(IE.E0.1 .OR, IE.EQ * 3) GO TO 60
CTEMP=JMX(IPJ)NCMPLX(COS(T1) ♦ SIN(T1))
GO TO TO
CTEMP=JMY(19J)*CMPLX(COS(TI)•SIN(T1))
JPMS ( IPRtJPR)=ATANZ(AIMAG ( CTEMP) • REAL ( CTEMP))
CONTINUE
CALL TIMEV(ELTIME)
MRITE(6980) ELTIME
FORMAT( 9 0 9 95X9 9 COMPUTATION OF MAIN REFLECTOR CURRENTS IS NOW Cle
n
cn
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LEVEL 291 JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.295/13.23.01
1 • OMPLETE. ELAPSED TIME= 1 9F8.39 9 SECONDS•/1099SX99AMPLITUDE/PMASEI
-- -^ - -'-"- -- Z-	 MAP OF MAIN REFLECTOR CURRENT I )
ISN 0103 IMwNZ/NPR
ISN 0104 DO 100 I I:I M
ISN 0105 JM•NX(I)/(2*NPR)
ISN 0106 DO 90 J•1+JM
ISN 0107_ 90 JMAG ( I9J)*20.*ALOGIO( AMAX1 (0.0019JMAG ( I#J)/JMGX))
I q ^166 - MRTTE(6.,95)	 1r (JM(AG(19J) •J=19JM)
ISN 0109 95 FORMAT(f0l9I4+1X920F5.l)
ISN 0110 100 MRITE(69110)	 (JPMS(IOJ)#Js1OJM)
I'SN 0111 110 FORMAT(6X*20F592) V ..
ISN 0112 MTM=0•
ISN 0113 00 .120 J=19NPTS
Tbi^!" OT14
__.
__ _PwP Mao,
=0.
ISN 0115 120 PMT(J)=0..
ISN 0116 DO 160 IsloNCUTS
ISN 0117 PP=PHIO*OPH*FLOAT(I-1)
ISN 0118 SPP*SIN(PP)
ISN 0119 CPPnCOS(PP)
a ISN 0120 00 160 J=1vNPTS c
ISN 0121 TPwDTH*(FL0AT(J)-0.5)
ISN 0122 STP=SIN(TP) c
ISN 0123 CTP=COS(TP)
ISN 0124 ARX=STP*CPP 9
ISN 0125 CARX=CMPLX(ARXoO.)
ISN 0126 ARY=CT8*STP*SPP-ST8*CTP
ISN 0127 CARY=CMPLX(ARY*O.)
ISN 0128 ARZ=STB*STP*SPP*CTB*CTP
ISN 0129 CARZ*CMPLX(ARZ.O.)
ISN 0130 ST=SORT(ARX*•2#ARZ**2)
ISN 0131 CT•-ARY
ISN 0132 SP=ARZ/ST
ISN 0133 CPsARX/ST
ISN 0134 HVX=CMPLX(-CTOCP**2-SP**200.)
ISN 0135 NVYECMPLX(-ST*CP90.)
ISN 0136	 - HVZ=CMPLX(SP*CP*(19-CT)90•)
ISN 0137 HMX=-MVZ
ISN 0136 HHY•CMPLX(5T*SP•0.)
ISN 0139 HHZ=CMPLX(CP*•2*CT*SP*+290.)
ISN 0140 HFX=(09909)
8
'1
LEVEL 2.1 ( JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED
	
DATE 1S.29S/13.23.01
ISN 0141 MFYa(0.o0•)
_-- 7SA
UT42 _ Hnii CO. 0. )
ISN 0143 DO 150 IIa19NZ
ISN 0144 ZQOZ*(FLOAT(II)-0.5)
ISN 0145 JMsNXIII)
ISN 0146 JHmJM/2
ISN 0147 DO 150 JJa1.JM
^TSN d14a T xwDx4!FLOAf (JJ•JH) •0.5)
ISN 0149 T1aRECWL*RO*(X*ARX+Y(IIPJJ)*ARY+Z*ARZ)
ISN 0150 T2aTl -AINT(Tl)
ISN 0 1 51 IF ( T2)	 13091409140
ISN 0152 130 T2nT2+19
ISN 0153 140 IT1sINT(3142,*T2+1.0)
—TSN 01-6 - (:TEMiPaC5T8 (I T 1)
ISN 0155 MFx•HFX•CTEMP*(JMY (119JJ)*CARZ-JMZ(11*JJ)*CARY)
ISN 0156 MFY•MFY+CTEMP*(JMZ(II9JJ)*CARX-JMX(II9JJ)*CARZ)
ISN 0157 150 HFZsHFZ+CTEMPF(JMX(II9JJ)*CARY•JMY(II9JJ)*CARX)
ISN 0155 HP(I*J)=EK*CABS(HVXOMFX+HVY*MFY+NVZ«HFZ)/(49*PI)
ISN 0159 MC(19J)QEK*CASS(MNX*HFX+HHY*MFY+HHZ*HFZ)/(4.*PI)
ISN 0160 MTOTuSGRT(HP(I*J)**2#HC(19J)0*2)
ISN 0161 IF(MTOT•GT.MTM)	 HTMsHTOT
ISN 0163 PWP(J)sPWP(J)+STP*ETA*WT(I)*MP(19J)**2
ISN 0164 160 PWT(J)*PWT(J)+STP*ETA*WT(I)*MTOT**2
ISN 0165 008a109*ALOGIO(4.PPI%ETA*HTM**2)
ISN 0166 CALL ; TINEV ( ELTIME)
ISN 0167 WRITE(69170)	 GD89ELTIME
ISN 0168 170 FORMAT00 9 95X9 9 COMPUTATION OF PATTERNS IS NOW COMPLETEf/6X9
1	 (PEAK GAINa@ 9F9.59 l	08 0 91OX9 9 ELAPSED TIMEn t iF8939 9	SECONDS9/0099
2 5X9 9 PATTERN CUTS FOR PRINCIPLE POLARIZATIONO)
ISN 0169 CALL DXDY.V(190.•TM4D9DXDX9NDX9IDX9NXDX920.O9IERR)
ISN 0170 DO 200 Ia19NCUTS
ISN 0171 PPDnPHIOD+DPHD*FLOAT(I-1)
ISN 0172 CALL GRIDIV(1.90.9T4MD9.40990.90XDX92.9NDX959IDX959NXDX93)
ISN 0173 DO 190 Ja19NPTS
ISN 0174 TPD*DTHD*(FLOAT(J)-O.S)
ISN 0175 IX2nNXV(TPD)
ISN 0176 DR(J) 020**ALOG10(A4AX1(09019HP(19J)/HTM))
ISN 0177 IYP2aNYV(DB(J))
ISN 0178 IYC2aNYV(20•*ALOG10(AMAX1(0.01•MC(19J)/HTM)))
ISN 0179 IF(J.E0.1)	 60 TO 180
0
0w
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LEVEL 2.1	 ( JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED
ISN 0181 CALL LINEV(IXI#IYPI9IX29IYP2)
ISN 0182 CALL LINEV(IXI9IYPI9IX29IYP2)
ISN 0183 CALL LINEV(IXI9IYCl9IXl9IYC2)
.ISN 0184 CALL LINEVIIXl9IYC19IX29IYC2)
ISN 0185 180 IXIWIX2
ISN 0186 IYP1sIYP2
ISN 0187 190 IYC1sIYC2
ISN 0188 CALL PRLNTV(491PHI8991090)
ISN 0189 CALL-LABLV(PPD.4290969193)
ISN 0190 CALL PRINTV(7sIDEGREES#99890)
ISN 0191 200 WRITE(69205)	 I9(08(J)9,isl9NPTS)
ISN 0192 205 FORMAT(OOOoIX9I2915F7•9/149915F7,2))
ISN 0193 PMP(1)sPMP(l)#DPM*OTM
ISN 0194 PMT(1)•PMT(1)#DPH*0TH
ISN 0195 DO 210 Iu29NPM
ISN 0196 PMP(I)OPMP(I)*DPM#DTH+PMP(I-1)
ISN 0197 210 PMT(I) nPMT(I)•DPSti*DTHiPWT(I-1)
ISN 0198 WRITE(69220)	 (PMN(I)9Is19NPTS)
ISN 0199 220 FORMAT( I 099SX90PRINCIPUE POLARIZED POWER$/(4X915F7.4))
ISN - 0206 WRITE(69230)	 (PMT(I)9I01*NPTS)
N ISN 0201 230 FORMAT0 099SX9 9 TOTAL POWER#/t4X915F7.4))
°' ISN 0202 C%LL GRIOIV(1+O.9TMMD99••1.9DXDX90.059NOX929IDX949NXDX93)
ISN 0203 YXlwNXV,(OTMU).
ISN 0204 IYPIaNYV(PMP(1))
ISN 0205 IYCluNYV(PMT(1))
-ISN
_
0206 DO 240 Js29NPTS
ISN 0207 IX2nNXV(OTMD#FLOAT(J))
ISN 0208 IYP2nNYV(PMP(J))
ISN 0209 IYC28NYV(Pwl(J))
ISN 0210 CALL LINEV(IX19IYP19IXl9IYP2)
ISN 0211 CALL LINEV(IXI9IYP19IXZ9IYP2)
'ISN 62TV CALL LINEV(Ix19IYC19IXl9IYC2)
ISN 0213 CALL LINEV(IXI9IYC19IX29IYC2)
ISN 0214 IX1•IX2
ISN 0213 IYPIwIYP2
ISN 0216 240 IYCIsIYC2
ISN 0217 00 TO 20
Tw-uni- - z5 o - --"3TW
ISN 0219	 END
DATE 75.295/13.23.01
0
0
C.0
REQUESTED QPTIONS1 OPT02+DECK
OPTIONS IN EFFECT: NAME(MAIN)	 OPTIMIZE(2)	 LINECOUNT(42)	 SIZEtMAX)	 AUTODSL(NONE)
SOURCE ERCDIC NOLIST DECK OBJECT MAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF ALC NOANSF NOTERMINAL FLAG(I)
ISN 0002 SUBROUTINE PRIPAT(STPolEtNEoXtYeArEKrPDoHXFoHYFtHZF)
--ISN -010.3. REAL*4 X (19) •Y (19) +STP.M . .
ISN 0004 COMPLEX*8 A(19)+AFoHXF.HYF•MZF
ISN 0005 DATA PloETA/3.1415939376.731/
ISN 0006 AF=(O*90*)
ISN 0007 DO 10 I=1+NE
ISN 0008 PHS=EK*STP(1)*(Xll)*STP(4)*Y(.1*STP(3))
ISN 00 .9 _ 10 AF=AF*A(.I)*CMPLX(COS(PMS) PSIN(PHS) )
ISN 0010 AF=AF*CMPLX(STP(2)**O*7S*SQRT(PD/(4.*PI*ETA))909)
ISN 0011 GO TO	 (209309409SO)+IE
Co*** IE=1	 VERTICALLY POLARIZED SLOT ELEMENT
ISN 0012 20 STS=STP(1)**2
ISN 0013 CPS=STP(4)**2 n
..IS.N-0014 DENOM=SGRT(1.-STS*CPS) cn
ISN 0015 HNX=(STS*CPS-1.)/DENOM
> ISN 0016 HNY=STS*STP(3)*gTP(4)/DENOM
ISN 0017 HNZsSTP(1)*STP(2) *STP(4)/DENOM
ISN 0018 GO TO 60 W
C**** IE=2	 HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED SLOT ELEMENT a
ISN 0019 30 STS=STP(I)**2
ISN 0020 SPS=STP(3)**2
ISN 0021 DENOM=SORT(1.-STS*SPS)
ISN 0022 MNX=-STS*STP(3)*STP(4)/DENOM
ISN 0023 MNY=(Io-STS*SPS)/DENOM
ISN 0024 HNZ=-STP(1)*STP(2)*STP(3)/DENOM
ISN 0025 GO TO 60
C**** IE=3	 VERTICALLY POLARIZED DIPOLE ELEMENT
ISN 0026 40 DENOM=SGRT((STP(I)*STP(4))**2*STP(2)**2)
ISN 0027 HNXs-STP(2)/DENOM
ISN 0028 HNY=0.
ISN 0029 HNZ=STP(1)*STP(4)/DENOM
ISN 0030 GO TO 60
Co*** IE=4	 HORIZONTALLY POLARIZED DIPOLE ELEMENT
ISN 0031 50 DENOM=SGRT((STP(1)*STP(3))**2*STP(2)**2)
ISN 0032 HNX=O.
LEVEL 2 . 1 t JAN 75 )	 PRIPAT
	 05/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED
ISN 0033	 HNYsSTP(2)/VENOM
ISN 0034	 HNZ=-STP(1)*STP(3)/DEN0M
ISN 0035
	
60	 HXF=AF+CMPLX(HNX+O.)
ISN 0036
	
HYF AF+CMPLX(HNY+O.)
ISN 0037	 HZF=AF+CMPLX(HNZ+O.)
ISN 0038	 RETURN
ISN 0039	 END
N
DATE 75.295/17.14.45
0
cn
a^
0
w
a
-i
LEVEL 2.1	 t JAN 75 )	 OS/360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED	 DATE 75.295/17.14.33
R^OU_STED _QPT I ONS I OPT=2 9 DECK
OPTIONS IN EFFECTI NAME(MAIN)	 OPTIMIZE ( 2)	 LINECOUNT ( 42)	 SIZE ( MAX)	 AUTODBL(NONE)
SOURCE EBCDIC N041S T DECK OBJECT MAP NOFORMAT GOSTMT NOXREF ALC NOANSF NOTERMINAL FLAG M
C****	 EVALUATE PRIMARY PATTERNS AND CALCULATE DIRECTIVITY
ISN_0a02._. REAL*4 STPt41908(36)•PP(2.6).PAt19Jt-P(19)*X(19)tY(19)90119)
ISN 0003 COMPLEX*8 AC(19)9SUM9HXFoHYF9HZF9CTEMP*EJP
ISN 0004 DATA PI9CL9ORAD9ETA9SO329U89DTM9DWH9DPB9D/3.14159392.997925E-19
1 57.2957893769731+89660254E-1+3940098.726646E-291.208305E-19
2 1.04719893.2686E-29590762E-293.2686E-295.0762E-296.7215E-29
3 6. 7215E-295.0762E-29392686E-296.7215E-299.6022E-296.7215E*-29
4 3.2686E-295.0'162E-296.7215E-296.7215E-295.0762E-293.2686E-29
5 5.0762E-293.2686E-2/
ISN 0005 10 READ(5.209ENDs270)	 IE9NE•NTP ► NC9FRFOoDE9(A(I)9P(I)9X(I)9Y(I)9I=19
1	 NC)
ISN 0006 20 FORMAT(41392F1290/ W 1290))
ISN 0007 WRITE(6930)	 IE9NE9NTP9NC9FRE09DE9(A(I)9P(I)9X(I)9Y(I)9I=19NC)
_.._..ISM_o ."B 30 FORMAT ( t1995X9 llE s 991295X9tNE = 09I394X9fNTP s'9I294X9tNCEI9I394X9 n
1	 OFREQ= t9 F9.496X9tDE=I91PE14.e/13X9fAt919X9lPt919X9@Xt919X9OYI/
2	 ( 1	 1 91P4E20.6)) o,
ISN 0009 EK=2.*PI*FRED/CL
ISN 0010 R=2932*DE c
ISN 0011 60 TO	 (409709100)9NTP CAD
.ESN 0012 40 WRITE(6950) a
ISN 0013 50 FORMAT(6X99AMPLITUDE ANU PHASE OF ELEMENTS SPECIFIED' / 909912X9
1	 IX0919X9 9Y -^ 917X90A-REAL0914X9fA-IMAGO)
ISN 0014 DO 60 I*19NE
ISN 0015 60 AC ( I)sCtMPLX(A(I)*CDS(P(I))9A ( I)*SIN ( P(I)))
ISN 0016 GO TO 180
1SN 0017 70 WRITE(6980)
ISN 001A 80 F0RMAT(6X99COMPLEX AMPLITUDE OF ELEMENTS SPECIFIEDt / v0l912X9eXo9
1	 19X39YI917X9$A-REAL#914X99A-IMAGI)
ISN 0019 DO 90 1=19NE
ISN 0020 9!1 AC(I)'=C.MPLX(A(1) 9P(I) )
ISN 0021 60 TO 100
ISN 0022 100 WRITE(69110)
ISN 0023 110 FORMAT(6X9 1 AMPLITUDE AND PHASE OF REAMS SPECIFIED)/90t912X9lXl9
1	 19X9 t Yt 917X9'A-REAL I 914X9 I A-IMiAG' )
ISN 0024 EJP=CMPLX(CO5(P(1))9SIN(P(1)))
L
LEVEL 2.1 JAN 75 )	 MAIN	 OS /360	 FORTRAN H EXTENDED DATE 75.295 / 17.14.33
ISN 0025 DO	 120. 1n1+3
ISN 0026 X(1) =0E *FLOAT(I-2)
ISN 0027 Y'(i) =-2.. *DE*SQ32
ISN 0028 120 AC(I)=EJPOCMPLX( U(I)*A(1)v0.)
ISN 0029 On 130 I=497
ISN 0030 X(I)=DE*(FL0AT(I)-5.5)
ISN 0031 Y(I')=-OE*SQ32
ISN 0032 130 AC(I)'=EJP*CMPLX (D(.1)*A(1) 90.)
ISN 0033 D0 140 I=8.12
ISN 0034 X(I)=DE*FL0AT(I-10)
ISN 0035 Y(I)=0:
ISN 0036 140 AC(I)uEJP*CMPLX(D(I)*A(1)90.)
ISN 0037 DO 150	 I=13+16
ISN 0038 X(I)=DE*(FL0AT(I)- 14.5)
ISN 0039 Y(I)=OE*5032
ISN 0040 150 AC(I)sEJP*CMPLX(D(I)*A(1)•0.)
ISN 0041 `DO	 160	 1=17+19
ISN 0042 X(I)=DE*FLOAT(T-18) n
1SKCiD43 Y(I)=2,*DE*SQ32
ISN 0044 160 AC(I)=EJP*CMPLX(D(I)*A(1)909) a^
ISN 0045 DO 170 I=1+6 m
a ISN 0046 IB=1+l `A
c ISN 0047 PB=DPB*'(FLOAT(I)-095) co°
ISN 0048 SPnSIN(PS)
ISM. 0-0 4.2 CP n COS (PS)
ISN 0050 DO 170 J=1919
ISN 0051 PS=P(18)-U6*(X(J)*CP*Y(J)*SAP)/R
ISN 0052 CTEMP=CMPLX(D(J)*A(IB)t0.)
ISN 0053 170 AC(J)=AC(J)+aCTEMP*CMPLX(COS(PS)+SIN(PS))
ISN 0054 180 SUM=(06909)
I-R&- n A55 00 19Q I =1.NE
ISN 0056 190 SUM=SUM+AC(I)
15`N 0057 DO 200	 I=1oNE
ISN 0058 AC ( I) =AC (I '9 /SUM
ISN 0059 WRITE(69'195)	 X(I).Y(I) + AC(I)
ISN 0060 195 FORMAT 0	 991P4E20.6-)
I SN 0061 __.211Il WRITFU s2141 X(I):Y(I19AC(I)
ISN 0062 210 FORMAT(IP4E15.6)
- ISN 0053 PWR=0•
ISN_ 00" DO 240 I n 1+18
MAIN	 OS/360 FORTRAN H EXTENDED
TFsDTH*(FLOAT(I)-095)
STP(1)sSIN(TF)
STP(2)=COS(TF)
DO 230 J=1*26
PF=DPH*(FLOAT(J)-0.5)-PI/2*
STP(3)=SIN(PF)
STP(4)=COS(PF)
CALL PRIPAT(STPoIErNEtAsYrAC\iEKo1•oHXFrHYFoHZF)
PINC=ETAS►REAL(HXF*CONJO( HXF) *NYF*CONJG(HYF)+HZF*r—ONJG(HZF))
PWR=PWR+STP(1)*PINC
IF(IE.E61.1 •OR. IE.EG * 3) GO TO 220
PP(J)=ATAN2(AIMAG(HYF)rREAL(HYF))
GO TO 230
PP(J)=ATAN2•(AIMAG(HXF)•REAL(HXF))
DB(J)=10•*ALUG10(4.*PI*PINC)
WRITE(6+250) DB+PP
FORMAT('0'91X *26F5.1/2X+26F5.21
PD=0*5/(PWR*0TH*DPH)
PDUB=10**ALOG10(PU)
WRITE(69260) PDoPDOB
FORMAT(6X*(DIRECTIVITYu9tF9.595X9tDB=t9F7.3)
GO TO 10
STOP
END
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	INTRODUCTION
	
i
U
General Dynamics Convair Division is pleased to submit this brief teclmical report to
Rockwell International for the Shuttle Imaging Microwave System (SIMS). In this
proposed approach, a reflector configuration is discussed that incorporates only those
design concepts and manufacturing methods with proven, successful performance at
Convair.
The Convair design concept consist of a surface-adjustable parabolic-torus reflector
of thin-gage, pseudoisotropic graphite/epoxy, reinforced by radial truss members and
outside closure skins of similar material. Contour adjustment points along each
radial truss allow the reflector to be "tuned" during final assembly. This low-risk
assembly approach has been used extensively at Convair for large, precision reflectors
and has resulted in acceptance of 10010
 of the composite antennas produced. The
reflector will mount to a "L" shaped torque box which also serves as the drive mechan-
ism housing. Arms extending from this torque box provide for additional support for
the rotating feed disc. The torque box and arms will consist of laminated graphite/epoxy
cLumel side members spanned by graphite/epoxy honeycomb skin panels;. The lower
portion of this torque box will be reinforced with rib members where Y-load shuttle
attach fittings are located. Similar attach fittings are located at the reflector ends to
react X and Z loads for the entire system.
	 a
Convair experience with lightweight graphite/epoxy antennas is typified by the eight-
foot-diameter technology antenna sho«n in Figure 1. This 45-pound structure had a
natural frequency of more than 50 liz. Contour accuracy at fabrication was 2. 5 mils
rms. During solar-thermal-vacuum testing, using a 300-point photogrammetic measure-
ment, with the worst-case side-on-sun condition, only a 0.5-mil rms increase was
experienced on the reflector surface with a +200 to -200° F thermal differential.
The SIMS reflector study was organized within and managed by the Convair Composite
Structures Programs group. This project-oriented organization consists of key techni-
cal specialists from Structures, RF Design, Materials Research, Manufacturing
Development, Tooling, and Design-to-Cost functional departments. All group members
are located within the project area.
Composite Structures Programs, managed by Mr. D. R. Dunbar, has been an
established group with Convair since 1967. Over the years, Convair has become a
recognized leader in composite structures technology and has been in the forefront of
development of composite antennas and other thermally stable composite systems.
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MEASURE[
• RF PERFORMANCE
GAIN (CAPABILITY), (IB 70 —
1st SIDELOBE, dB <13 <19
AXIAL RATIO, dB < 1.5 < 0.5
VSW R < 1.1:1.0 < 1.1:1.1
BORESIGHT SHIFT, DEG. <0.05 <0.02
TRACKING NULL, dB > 25 > 35
• AUTOTRACK CAPABILITY
MAX. ERROR, DEG. <0.0138 0.0071
n	 • MECHANICAL PERFORMANCE
C.,	 NATURAL FREQ. , Hz >50 55
INERTIA LOADING, g 30 30
SURFACECONTOUR:
MFG., IN. 0.0035 0.0025
ORBITAL, IN. 0.007 0.0031
WEIGHT, LB. 52 45
ACOUSTICS, dB 147 147
• THERMAL COATINGS
ABSORPTANCE/EMITTANCE 0.6-0.9 0.7
SOFT X-RAY, CAL/CM 2 > 0.1 0.5
HARD X-RAY, CAL/CM2 >1 2.5
LIFE, YR. 57 7
n
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a^
o^
0
w
a
now	 jmmjm-'
LARGE PRECISION GRAPHITE/
EPDXY SYSTEMS HAVE BEEN BUILT
C-BAND TO 300 GHz FREQUENCY COMMUNICATION
ANTENNAS ARE FEASIBLE WITH GAIN CAPABILITY
TO 70 dB
GENERAL DYNAMICS
&wv&ir Dvwsion
14104CVE5193RFigure 1.
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TECHNICAL APPROACH
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GENERAL
DESIGN PHILOSOPHY — Convair proposes to use a unique but proven design for the
main reflector. This design is lightweight, easily inspected, and immune from problems
associated with thermal shock or pressure decay. Of greatest importance, however, is
the built in capability of surface contour adjustment as part of antenna assembly.
Convair's approach to minimizing the reflector s distortion from optimum shape has
six unique aspects.
1. The reflector is laid up with computer-configured prepreg tiles. This ensures
that the properties at any point on the surface are the same as any other within
the tolerances equivalent to a flat plate layup.
2. The use of the GY- 70/X- 30 graphite/epoxy system is an isotrop!t laminate for
all thermal expansion and minimal deformations due to dissimilar properties
of the graphite parts.
3. Thermal cycling will increase the dimensional stability of the graphite parts.
4. The adjustment capability of the shell concept ensures optimum shaping and
minimizes or eliminates differences in the reflector coming off the tool due to
small inherent variations in composite properties and cure cycles eliminating
risk of losing a shell due to not meeting specified surface tolerances.
5. A profilometer system and accompaning software will be used that measures
thousands of points on the reflector and draws a contour map of the best fit
parabola and focal position.
6. Thermally controlled factory assembly area with 70 t3F and 20% humidity
(control f rr graphite).
Convair will use the technology developed in more than $5.5 million worth of similar 	 L
composite experience as typified by our eight-foot technology antenna shown in Figure 1.
The extensive qualification testing (Figure 2) done on that antenna gives Convair
confidence that the design philosophy proposed for the SIMS reflector is one that will	 L
ensure success.	 L
DESIGN DESCRIPTION — The SIMS reflector assembly is shown in Figure 3. It is a
section of a parabolic torus and must fulfill the primary requirements listed in Table L
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SOLAR THERMAL/VACUUM TEST (72 HOURS,
t	 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC CONTOUR CONDITIONS
'	 vvvv
CONTOUR ONE •,g CONTOUR 131
CHECK	 PHOTOGRAMMETRIC
RF GAIN / NO SUN	 AMBIENT TEMP. SUN
	
AMBIENT TEMP.
PATTERN AMBIENT	 108 TORR	 10'8 TORR	 10-8 TORRTEMPERATURE 24-HR, HOLD
	 SIXTH CYCLE& PRESSURE
30g 12 MINI
CENTRIFUGE « ^^	 `'	 ^^^"" r`_ - Z	 n
CA
'y \	 ^ ^ 	 CA
RF GAIN/	 MODAL VIBRATIONPATTERN	 CONTOUR	 55 CPS, FIRST MODE	 CONTOUR
30g (2 MIN.)	 CHECK CHECK
CENTRIFUGE
ACOUSTIC	 ACOUSTIC 147 db136 db	 147 db (3 MIN.) 	 CONTOUR	 (6 MIIN.)141 db	 CONTOUR	 CHECK
CHECK
Figure 2. Test Program Successfully Completed on Convair's 8-foot Graphite Antenna
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Table L Primary Design Requirements
Reflector surface accuracy
(full range of frequencies)	 t. 001 rms	 .0035 peak
Reflector surface accuracy	 t. 0013 rms	 .0035 peak
(reduced range of frequencies) 	 f. 002 rms	 .0045 peak
Reflectoreometr	 section of parabolic-torusg	 Y	 P
2 meters x 4 meters
RF frequency (99% reflectivity)
	 0. 610 GHz to 118.7 GHz
CTE reflector material	 5:z^ . 01 x 10-6 in/ in° F
Weight	 < 1000 Kg
Intj_^rLice	 Mount to Space Slnittle
payload retention devices
The general structural arrangement shown in Figure 4 depicts the basic parabolic-
torus section and the "L-shaped" drive mechanism housing and support arms. The
basic parabolic-torus section (reflector) consist of a . 065-inch thick shell of pseudo-
isotropic 10-ply graphite/1poxy (GY-70/Y-30). A coating of vapor deposited aluminum
0. 04 mils thick with a protective overcoat of SiO 2 will provide the high gain desired.
Convair chose a open isogrid radial rib system to support the reflector shell because
of its extremely low weight and cost and its adaptability to "tuning" the reflector surface.
. Convair has demonstrated the low cost of isogrid structural panels (cocured out of
graphite/epoxy) during its 1973-1975 IRAD programs.
	
Figure 5 depicts the isogrid
(truss) rib design. 	 The clips at the top of the rib interface with the backside of the
reflector shell. 	 These clips will be prefitted to the various ribs (13) and reflector
backside.	 The first bond operation will be at the clip/reflector interface. The clip/rib
interface will be clamped until "tuning" has been rampleted. 	 Proper position of each
clip is finally secured by bonding the clip to the rib.
	
All backup structure for the
reflector skin was to be previously bonded together prior to the "tuning" of the reflector
surface.	 The removable back panel provides access for this "tuning" operation. 	 The
back panel will then be bonded in place to close out the struct .-e. 	 It is expected that
all panels (i. e., back, forward and aft panels) N%ill be similar in construction and
thickness to the reflector shell.
Convair chose (graphite/epoxy) honeycomb for the basic panel construction of the Drive
Mechanism Housing and support arms structure because of its low weight and cost,
especially when large, flat clean panels are required. Convair has built and tested
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'RIBS - ISOGRID (TRUSS)
LOCATE ON 150
/ RADIALS
SUPPORT ARMS -^
FORWARD PANEL
REFLECTOR SKIN
BACK PANEL
(TYP)'
DRIVE MECHANISM
	 f0 kG
HOUSING
	 AFT PANEL
Figure 4. Sketch SINIS Parabolia-Torus Reflector
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many small sandwich panels and test beams having ultra-thin graphite/epoxy facings
and has built a large flat demonstration panel having 0. 010-inch-thick facings for a
Global Positioning Satellite study. This housing will be an assembly ( Figure 6) of such
honeycomb panels and simple laminated graphite/epoxy channels and plates. At the
trunnion support for the Drive Mechanism a simple internal, external collar arrangement
on each honeycomb panel face is illustrated. Details in the areas of the shuttle interface
fittings, although not shown, are not expected to add appreciable to the cost or complexity
of this proposed design.
Convair proposes to use a well qualified graphite/epoxy material system in this program.
GY-70/X-30, a Fiberite Corporation prepreg using Celanese fibers, is an extremely
high modulus system. It has the unique characteristics of a near zero coefficient of
thermal expansion and a modulus of over 15 msi in all directions in a balanced isotropic
layup. Typical recent expansion data of isotropic GY-70/X-30 (see Figure 7) has
ave raged - 0. 03 g in/in' F.
For the 0. 01 µin/in° F specified for the SIMS reflector it will require a slight increase
in the basic resin content to raise its CTE and to exercise precise controls on fabrica-
tion techniques to control the present scatter in the materials CTE. Convar has been
successful in tuning graphite/epoxy to the required 0. 01 pin/in! F coefficient of thermal
expansion with bonded on aluminum foil strips which has been demonstrated in thermal
vacuum testing of thermally stable optical components. Figure 8 is an example of the
tuning method employed. Moisture absorption and desorption is a well understood
phenomenon at Convair, and effective mews have been developed to deal with it.
Figure 9 depicts the effect of moisture on the particular laminate recommended for the
SINIS reflector.
Table 2 compares various cen.iidate material systems and shows their thermophysical
properties. Convair chose the X-30 resin by Fiberite for two reasons. First, it is a
system that has been well characterized and qualified for space optical systems at
Convair. Second, it cures at a relatively low temperature, minimizing the thermal
expansion problems .%ssociated with layup and cure cooling, and it eliminates micro-
cracking.
GY- 70 graphite fibers are supplied by Celanese as a continuous collimated multifilament
yarn having a average modulus of 77 t4 msi and a minimum tensile strength of 220 ksi
when tested in accordance with Celanese specifications SUM-S-108G and SU11I-S-130.
Over twenty batches of GY-70/X039 have been received from Fiberite in the last year
an(i have been utili2rd in support of hardware systems. Table 3 summarims tests on
production batches and included prepreg properties.
REFLECTOR SURFACE PROPERTIES — Convair s coating of vapor depostied aluminum
will ensure a minimum of loss due to the reflector.
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'Fable 2. Candidate Material Systems
-	 -	 --
Material System
-	
F:
(NISI)
FTU
(ksi) din. /;n. /F x 10" 6 P(lb/in.3)
K
-(I:tu/ft-Isr/F)
Graphite/Epoxy 42.5 79.8 -0.6 0.063 0.8, 6
(GV - 70/X-30 Uni. )
Graphite/Epoxy 14.9 28.1 -0.03 0.063 0.8.6
(G ti'- 701X-30 Iso.)
Graphite/Cpoxy (IINI-S/934 Iso.) 12.1 36.9 0.2 0.063 0.8, 6
Beryllium 42.5 44.0 6.4 0.066 87.0
Insar 20.5 65.0 0.7 0.291 6.05
Titanium 16.0 160.0 5.8 0.16 4.2
Aluminuin 10.5 70.0 13.0 0.10 76.0
Table 3. Quality Control Tests on Production Batches of GY-70/X-30
Prepreg Properties Fiber Pr t,crties Composite Properties
Hori-
zontal
Resin Tensile Tensile Beam Flexure
Lot Solids Volatiles Flow o SL'ength Modulus Density Shear Strength
No (9s) ( o) at 100 Tack Drape (ksi)
2281227
(msi)
731;G
gm/cc
1.92
(ksi) (ksi)
1 ;8.34A-13 41.3 4.6 26.4 Pass PASS
4A-37 41.0 5.0 26.9 Pass Pass 228/227 73/76 1.92 9.9 137.5
4A-40 39.5 5.0 24.4 PASS Pass 2301244/239 76/74/73 1.94 9.0 121.4
4A-61 40.2 4.0 22.9 P ASS Pass 229/246 1228 74/79/77 1.94 8.9 132.4
4A-56 44.0 4.3 28.3 Pass Pass 2301244/236 74/73/76 1.94 8.7 143.5
4A-64 40.9 4.9 25.8 P ASS Pass 228 , 7 1.94 10.0 146.4
4A-65 42.1 4.7 25.5 Pass Pass 234/2.29 73/74 1.94 9.6 112.0
4A-68 41.6 4.9 25.2 Pass Pass 234/228 73/77 1.94 9.9 146.6
4A-71 40.7 5.0 22.4 Pass PASS 236/2361228 74/76/77 1.94 9.7 114.0
4A-75 41.9 4.7 24.2 Pass PASS 236/278/228 74/77/77 1.94 9.1 144.9
4A-82 40.7 4.8 24.1 Pass Pass 247/230/236/ 76/77178/ 1.94 8.6 112.9
234/278 77/77
4A-93 42.0 5.0 24.9 Pass Pass 247/2301228 76/77179 1.94 9.5 !22.4
4A-86 39.5 4.8 23.6 Pass Pass 247/230/26G/ 76/77/78.2/ 1.94 9.9 117.0
249/262 76.9/76.1
4A -87 418 4.9 22.4 PASS Pass 262/24612!8 79/76.:;72.7 LN 10.6 1145
4A-90 44.4 5.0 25.9 Pass PASS 257/279/254 75/76/79 1.93,' 10.7 151.7
- 1.96/
1.94
4A-99 39.1 4.7 25.2 Pass Pus 249/246/261! 81j78.7/79/ 1.931 9.5 130.2
254/256 79/76 1.94
46 . 98A 43.1 2.7 23.2 PASS PASS 278/27x;;264 76/76/76 1.95/
1.94
46--w 43.2 3 6 25.0 Pass P.ss 2541260/278/ 77/76/76/76 1.96/
264 1.95/
1.94
41-9ac 45.0 1.4 24.8 Pass Pus _^ ` 4/260/278/ 77/76/76176 1.96/
264 1.95/
1.94
48 -981) 42.3 1	 7 23.0 PaA S PASS 243/262/269/ 192/
254/260/264/ 1.94/
264 1.96
OF I, ALV PAGE IB	
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As revealed by photomicrograph techniques, graphite fibers inbedded in an epoxy
matrix form an essentially continuous semi-conductive plane. The resistivity of carbon
fibers varies from 775 x 10-6
 olun-cm to 1500 x 1076 ohm-cm, depending upon the type
of fiber.
:Measurements of reflectivity at 12 and 18 Gliz conducted at Convair on polished copper
and aluminum and bare HM-S/epoxy graphite/epoxy verify the theoretical plot of
reflectivity shown in Figure 10 within a few hundredths of a decibel. Measurements
conducted on HM-S/epoxy cured shell samples indicate a loss of approximately 0.02 to
0. 04 dB relative to a polished copper sample.
OUTGASSING CHARACTERISTICS — Outgassing of materials in vacuum are of concern
for two reasons:
1. Outgassed products cause a secondary system malfunction such as deposition cf
coating on mirrors which alters the mirror's optical properties or deposition
of an insulating coating on electrical conteacts which prevents electrical continuity
during system operation.
2. 'Materials being outgassed can suffer a change in mechanical or physical
properties that may be detrimental to the function of the material.
Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in its work for Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) defines
volatile condensable material (VCM) as the weight of condensate obtainable at 77F (25C)
in a given interval of time from a given weight of material (1/8 inch thick) maintained at
257F (125C) in a vacuum of at least 5 x 10-6 torr. JPL and SRI selected 125C in 1962
as the upper limit that might be encountered in spacecraft operations in space.
A number of test methods exists for determining the applicability of various nonmetallic
materials for use in space. Most methods determine total weight loss and VCM for a
given time period, and most are modifications of the SRI technique. SRI used thermal-
vacuum analytical procedures to determine loss in weight, maximum VCM content, and
the character of the VCM released by the polymeric products. SRI used infrared spectro-
photometry to identify VCM and mass spectrometry to identify the noncondensable
substances. From a historical standpoint, it was assumed that polymeric substances
that lose less than l ci'o of their weight in a thermal-vacuum environment are suitable for
spacecraft applications. It is very important that the nature of the materials lost is
known, and a value of ;0.1 17o VCM was set up as an additional standard. 'Many materials
that exceed the 1'7o total weight loss will still meet the more important 0.1% maximum
V C'1.
SRI developed a technique known as "micro- VCM" determination for rapid screening of
candidate polymeric materials. This method has been correlated with macro-VCAM
determinations. SRI's system can accommodate and test 24 samples simultaneously.
The ca.ndiclate polymeric materials are cut into small pieces of about 1/16 by 1/16 inch
0
J
J
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and postcured as required. Coatings are evaluated after application to stainless steel
screens, while oils or viscous liquids are taken up in ignited asbestos. Samples of 1001
to 200 milligrams are placed in preweighed microaluminum boats and stored for a
	 j
minimum of 24 hours at room temperature and 50% RH. The samples are weighed on a
microbalance and placed in compartments in heatable copper blocks. Preweighed
copper or salt flat collector plates are also attached to copper cooling blocks, The
	 : 3
whole system is assembled in a vacuum system, which is then evacuated to a pressure
less than 10-6
 torr. The heater blocks are maintained at 125C for 24 hours while the
collector plates are at 25C.
Mac ro-VCM determinations developed by SRI utilizes 4- to 10-gram samples, and this
test provides information concerning the rate at which VCM is re-evaporated. The
equipment used is very similar for both micro- and macro-VCM tests. A macro-VCM
determination consists of measuring the amount of VC1I collected (and weight loss
incurred) from polymeric products at intervals of 24, 48, 96, and 336 hours in an
environment of 125C and 1076 torr. Fresh samples are used for each time period.
The thickness of the macro specimens is no greater than 1/3 inch, and there is no
preconditioning of the specimens. Results obtained with the macro-VCM apparatus are
definitive. They are used for spacecraft material selection, whereas the micro-VCAI
is used for elimina ting grossly inadequate polymers.
NASA/M,SFC has done extensive evaluation of the outgassing properties of both non-
metallic and metallic materials per Specification 50Ri02442, "ATM Material Control
for Contamination Due to Outgassing", in support of the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM)
Program, and recently several facilities throughout the country have evaluated the
outgassing characteristics of graphite/epoxy composites. The data is summarized in
Table 4
The testing t NASA/MSFC of HM-S/X-904 and HT-S/E-350 was specifically conductedg	 P	 Y
to support the LST-type application. The graphite/epoxy was mounted on an electrical
heater and placed appraximately four inches from sample mirrors. These mirrors,
provided by Itek, were aluminum-coated, first-surface reflectors with a magnesium
fluoride overcoat. The purpose of the overcoat was to minimize the reflectance at
121, 6 nm. All outgassed products moved toward the mirrors due to the pumping action
of the system and the thermodynamic parameters of the tests. Tne vacuum maintained
during the tests was less than 10-6 torr, and no significant optical damage was observed
above wavelengths of 121.6 rim.
Convair has evaluated the outgassing characteristics of selected graphite/epoxy]
composites under AFFIL Contract F33615-72C-1388. The device consists basically of
an ultra-clean, oil-free vacuum system equipped with a quartz crystal microbalance
(QCNi) which measure the mass deposeted 8 inches from the line perpendicular to the
4-inch--diameter specimen, a residual gas analyzer (RGS), and optical surfaces for
collecting outgassing products. The RGS monitors residual gaBes in the 0 to 250 atomic
mass unit range to identify outgassing products within this range. The optical collection
C-18
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Table 4.	 Outgassing Data on Graphite/Epoxy and Boron/Epoxy Composites
Total
Niaterial
Psnel
I abrieator
Testing
Agency
Test
Method
Wright
Loss (%)
VC.%t
(`/o)
—
Type 1/5208 Lockheed NASA/Goddard SRI type 0.093 0.014
HM-S/BP-907 Hercules, Inc. Ball Bros ATM type 0.079 None
[j A-S/3501 Hercules, Inc. Ball Bros ATM type 0.159 None
HM-S/X-904 Convair NASA/MSFC ATM None
HT-S/E-350 Convair NASA/MSFC ATM – None
A .S13501 Rockwel! Int Sandia Corp SRI type 0 .77 None
Modmor 11/1004 Rockwell Int Sandia Corp SRI type 0.49 0.009
Epoxy/Carbon Goodyear NASA/GSFC SRI type 0.55 0.04
Rigidite 5505 Whittaker IPt. SRI type 0.46 0.01
Boron/ 1328, 1031 Shell Chemical JPL SRI type 0.25 0.02
11','.E- 1002 Fibcrite Co JPL SRI type 0.32 0.04
HY-E-1001 Fibcrite Co JPL SRI type 0.53 0.04
HM-S/4617 – NR-NASA SkI type 0.63 0.03
HM-S/4617 – NR-NASA SRI type 0.55 0.02
with Al co?t
GY-70/X . 30 Convair NASA/MSP" ATM P,.;sed
surfaces can be moved into a section of the vacuum chamber, where it is irradiated by
UV radiation at either 1, 236 A or 1, 849 A while the specular reflectance or hemispheri-
cal scattered radiation is measured. 	 This information tells how the outgassing products
would affect the performance of optical surfaces upon which the products could deposit.
The QCM and the optical collection surfaces are cooled with circulating water to about
60F, while the outgassing sample can be heated to +150F. 	 The QCM is capable of
detecting 3. 5 x 19-9 gm/cm2.
A specimen of GY-70/X-904 %%-as tested for 30 days and no outgassing was detected
• during this period. 	 At the end of the 30-day period, the specimen was heated to 104F
for a 12-hour period with no outgassing detected. 	 Additional exposures with a GY-70/
X-904-faced sandwich panel heated to 150F shoed no outgassing products detected at
masses greater than 43 atomic mass units. 	 No changes in specular or diffuse reflect-
w 	 of test mirrors held at 70F in the vacuumance	 as noted at either 1, 848 A or 	 1, 236 A
system during the test. 	 Similar testing has recently been conducted at Convair on
HM-S/X-30 with identical results. 	 (See Table 5 ).
Sinec in outgassing the resin is the prime contributes, the latter data is a confirma-
tion of the ATM type data obtained at NASA/MSFC. 	 None of the boron or graphite
^j reinforced epoxies evaluated to Fate to either SRI or ATM tests have failed to pass the
respective requirements.
-I'YDIMENSIONAL STAB LI-- One of the prime material requisites for this program is
a predictable and repeatable coefficient of thermal expansion. 	 Convair has evaluated
numerous graphite/epoxy compobites in the past from -320 to 375F. This work mas
1	 C_.19
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Table 5 .	 Outgassing of Hb1-S/X-3C extensively conducted under Air Force
Composite Contracts F33615-70-C-1442 and F33615-
72-C-1388, and Convair ERAD programs.
Test Duration 10 days The data includes the effect of fiber modulus,
Specimen Irmperature ISOF	 __ resin content, voids and microcracks, lyupQ"NI Temprr.rture
Samplr Reflrrtor	 Femperaturr
75F
75F orientation, and batch-to-batch variation.
Average A,,Xc( e:
( 2CI11 Ch.nKe (U Ili)
2 a 10- 7 Tore
No Chang- It has been found in many of the thermal
RGA: No AM above 44 Detcaed expansion runs that several temperatureChange in Reneetanec Ratio:
evrIcs are required until stabilization
occurs and the test points can be repeated
time after time. This has also been found
to be true in large bonded graphite/epoxy
Note: 'reu performed under AFML Contract F33615-72-C -1388 	 structures. Generally, five thermal cycles
are more than adequate to thermally stabilize
the graphite/epoxy. The stabilization mechan-
ism has never been pin-pointed although many
theori°s exist. Convair believes that for antenna applications, it is good practice to
thermally cycle all graphite/epoxy parts before final use.
The repeatability of thermal expansion characteristics from part to part is of utmost
importance for the proposed antenna and associated hardware. In order to assure
stability of the thermal expansion characteristics of the hardware, Convair proposes to
expose it to ten thermal cycles from -10 to 50C before final usage.
RESISTANCE TO IIIICROCRACKING — Microcracking, sometimes known as translaminar
stress relief cracking, occurs with many graphite/epoxy composites. The primary cause
is the difference in Lhe elastic and thermal properties of the graphite reinforcement and
the epoxy. In many cases, the microcracking can be analytically predicted. Composites
containing higher modulus fibers are more likely to encountermicrocrackirg because of
more negative thermal expansion coefficients and because they are generally more
difficult to adhere to, resulting in lower shear strengths. Therefore, one would expect
GY-70 and Thornel 75 laminates to be more prone to cracking than HM-S and Modmor I
systems, which in turn would be more likely to crack than HT-S, A-S, or Thornel 300
systems. Layup orientations also affect the occurrence of microcracking. Generally,
in crossplied layups it is desirable to minimize the angle between successive plies and
to minimize large numbers of plies in one direction sandwiched between angled plies.
Selection of resin is of extreme importance, it being desirable to have a tough resin with
a high modulus and high strain capacity. A resin that cures at relatively low temperature
(250 to 275F) Mll also minimize microcracking since it results in lower built-in thermal
stresses.
Microcracking is not a concern from a structural standpoint, at least with respect to
low cycle fatigue criteria. T — t-ing of microcraeked laminates under Air 1''orce Contract
F33615-70-C1442 showed no auverse effects as a result of low cycle fatigue.
1848A 12136A_
specular Diffuse Sperular Dofuvc
No Change
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No Change
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Convair has recently shown that GY- 70/X-904 isotropic laminates almost alwa yv crack
'	 in cooldonm after curing at 375F. Cracks generally parallel the fibers in each lamina.
In some cases where the panels at RT have not microcracked, subsequent cooling to
-320F causes cracking. By going to the Fiberite X-30 resin that cures at 250 to 275F,
isotropic GY-70 laminates have been prepared which survive cycling to -320F without
cracking. Using the most sensitive thermal expansion measuring equipment available
(laser precision dilatometer), the temperature at which microcracking occurs can be
accurately pinpointed.
Figure 10 shows GY-70/X-30 that has been cycled from 300F to -320F. Thermal
cracking to a very minor extent was encountered at approximately -170F. The photo-
micrograph taken at 50X shows the normal void-free appearance of GY-70/X-30. In
	
^-;	 contrast, the best 350F curing GY-70/epoxy from a thermal stability standpoint will
have many more microcracks. Generally,
higher temperature curing systems azll
have more lamina affected and the crack
spacing will be about half that of the GY-70/
	
`' k , t.^.^	 MOISTURE EFFECTS — Graphite/epoxy
com ositas are affected b moisture abso• -^,,.±rtr,rr ...^....++.i...	 r...	 fir.-^w.+r-:.:
	 P	 Y m	 Y'P—
tion. The effects, which have been the
subject of considerable e xperimental efforts^	 expe
3
s	 by Convair, are manifested in two forms:
Figurel0. Montage of Photomicro- 	 (1) loss in high temperature, matrix-dominat-
i	 graphs of Thermally Cycled (0/45/90/	 ed strength properties and (2) changes in
135)s
 GY-70/X-30. No;e occasional 	 physical dimensions. The effects are rever-
microcracks.	 Bible in that either heat and/or vacuum will
drive off ::;C moisture and return the compo-
•	 sites to their dry control properties and dimensions. The cause of the problem is the
plasticization of the epoxy resin by moisture which subsequently lowers the glass
transition temperature of the resin. This is true for all epoxy resins, and the effects
on reinforced epoxies have been noted with boron, graphite, fiberglass, and Kevlar
Li reinforced systems.
Under Contract NAS8-27435, it was shown that water boil is a good accelerated aging
test technique and correlates well with three- and six-week exposures to 120F and 95
a	 to 100% RH. It also correlates well with exposures to 20 weeks at 65 to 75F and 52%
torr) dry the composites, and testing speci-RH. Ambient exposu es in vacuum (10-3 
wens after such exposure shows slight improvement in strength over initial control
tests. Testing to date with high modulus or ultra-high modulus (HM-S or GY-70) re-
f	 j	 inforced epoxies shows less effect due to moisture exposure than that obtained with
	
aj	the h gher strength, lower modulus graphite-reinforced epoxies. Convair has shown
that vacuum drying of graphite/epoxy is possible at FT and 10 -1
 torr. Recent testing
	
I	
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at Convair of a 26-inch-long by 2-inch-diameter graphite/epoxy tube after ambient
aging showed that length stabilization occurred after approximately six hours in
vacuum.
PRECISION STRAIN (MICROYIELD) CHARACTERISTICS — The microyield strength of
a material is defined as the tensile stress level at which one part per million of per-
manent plastic strain is detectable. Recently graphite/epoxy systems have been mea-
sured for the first time. Itek Corporation, using an Instron test machine in a con-
trolled temperature environment, measured the microstrain behavior of unidirectional 	 '-}
and crossplied panels of GY-70/X-904, HM-S/4617, and GY-70/X-30 panels prepared
by Convair. The technique consisted of loading to a stress level, unloading, and mea-
suring residual strain with large precision strain gages. This was repeated at higher
and higher stress levels until the residual strain exceeded 0. 5 microinch. Figure 11
3-19 shows plots of the precision strain characteristics of both GY-70/X-904 and
GY-70/X-30. Testing of the GY-70 unidirectional and pseudoisotropic laminates was
stopped at 20, 000 psi (which is far in excess of the precision yield strength of some
metals) because of equipment limitations. These results tend to confirin theoretical
considerations, which suggest the precision yield point is at least 90% of the breaking
strength. For this program, however, a microyield point of 20 ksi (the test data limit)
wall be conservatively assumed.
RESISTANCE TO RADIATION — Radiation is a concern from several standpoints:
(1) possible loss in strength or change in elastic moduli and (2) possible scission of
polymers into lower molecular weight species, which will increase outgassing rates
and thereby increase potential for changes in optical properties of mirror systems.
The effects of radiation on reinforced plastics as well as other polymeric materials
are dependent on the environments to which the material is exposed, such as elevated
temperatures and vacuum or air atmospheres. As a rule, the effects of penetrating
radiation and elevated temperature on a polymer in air are more severe than the effects
of the same dose of radiation and elevated temperature in vacuum or inert atmosphere.
Ultraviolet radiation can produce photochemical reation s in the polymeric resin binder
of reinforced plastics that are similar to the reactions taking place during exposure to
penetrating radiation (i, e. , cross-linking and chanin scission). Because of the high
absorptivity of the resins in the ultra-violet region of the spectrum, however, most of
the energy is deposited near the exposed surfaces, and damage effects are limited to
changes in spectral properties such as darkening or an increase in solar absorptivity.
The bulk of the material is not affected, and mechanical properties of typical cross-
sectional thicknesses used for structural applications on the external surfaces of a..
spacecraft are not significantly changed. The damage effects noted by various investi-
gators appear to have been due principally to the elevated temperature prochiced by
energy absorption during the accelerated ultraviolet irradiation rather than to the ultra-
violet photolysis itself.
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Under Air Force Contract F33615-70-C-
1422, Convair conducted extensive expo-
sures of graphite/epoxy composites to
space environments using the guidelines
established in SANISO-TR-70-218, "Space
Environmental Testing of Advanced
Composite Materials," dated April 1970.
It was recognized that planned spacecraft
will have active lifetimes in the space
emironment of from two years to as long
as fifteen years.
Specimens of epoxy matrix composites were
UNIDIRECTIONAL	 subjected to UV exposure in vacuum, electron,
16 PLY LAMINATES
0016SINlPL}	 and proton radiation. Dimensions, flexure
0DEL	 strength, and shear strength were checked.
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All the samples were exposed to 756 hours
of vacuum (10-6
 torr) and equivalent four-
sun UV exposure. None of the specimens
showed any change in width or length as a
result of this exposure, and none showed
any visible discoloration or surface change
of any kind. Therefore, the irradiated
specimens were subjected to 1 Rlev particle
radiation for 10 minutes. The results of
this testing also indicate no strength loss at
room temperature. The loss in strength
at 350F was attributed to moisture effects
since there was more than six months of
Figure 11. Precision Yield Character- 	 ambient storage between exposure and test-
istics for Graphite/Epoxy Composite 	 ing. A summary of the data is given in
Materials	 '.cable 6
EIIOXY ADHESIVE — Convair proposed to join the structural details by adhesive bond-
ing. The adhesive selected is Hysol Corporation's EA934. This system is a filled
modified epoxy that cures at room temperature. Originally developed by Shell Chem-
ical Corporation, it has been used extensively at Convair for Atlas and Centaur appli-
cations at temperatures from -320F to 450F. This system was used in the assembly
of a large OV1 graphite/epoxy adapter section, which was successfully built and tested
under Air Force Contract F33615-70-C-1442 and also on the GEMS (half-scale graphite/
epoxy shell version of the large space telescope), the HEAO-B, and the 8-foot compos-
ite antenna.
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Figure 12. Stress-Strain Data for Cast
Pysot EA-934 Adhesive
in all graphite/epoxy joint testing, failure
has occurred in the graphite/epoxy adherends
rather than the adhesive. Joint strength is,
therefore, dependent on the specific
graphite/epoxy, the joint geometry, and
test conditions. Table 8 shows some
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Table 6 • Radiation Exposure Data (unidirectional layups)
Systcm rest Temperature Vacuum/UV Vac/UV/Electrons Vac/UV/Protons Control
SP272 Flexure 286 265 - 280R F
11oron/ 350E 70 69.5 - 217 •
1 poxy RT 13.5 13.8 - 15.7
Shear 350E 8.3 7.3 -
227
11.4•
226Flexure RT 198
350E - 119 137 120
IIT•S/X-904 RT - 8.7 9.3 12.2
Shear 350E - 4.6 5.3 6.4
Flexure RT - 141 106 118
(;Y-70/X-904 3501: - 98 97 92Shc. RT - 65 6.2 6.3
350E - 4.7 4.6 3 6
*Strength at 350E after water boil was 23.7 ksi flex Sc 5.7 ksi shear
1. All values in ksi
2. Vacuum/UV is 75G hours 10'6 lo:r at 4 suns UV
3. Vac/UV/electrons same as note 2 plus 10 minutes 1 Mev electrons
4. Vac/UV/protons same as note 2 plus 10 minutes I Mev protons
Extensive test data exists on the basic adhesive as well as on graphite/epoxy bonded
joints. Table 7 summarizes some bulk adhesive data on the EA934 as well as on other
adhesive candidates for space optics systems. Figures 12 and 13 are plots of modulus
and thermal expansion as a function of temperature for the EA934 system,
u
Table 7 • Structural Properties of
Candidate Adhesives (cast bulk tensile
specimens - room temperature)
' - Adhesive 11 i t (psi) E(msi)
EA-9309 3,242 0.35
3,493 0.28
3,542 0.28
3,426 0.30Avg
EA-9320 3,582 0.39
5,965 0.40
6,016 0.40
Avg 5.8'21 0.40
EA-934 5,597 0.71
5,209 0.73
6.825 0.71
Avg 5,877 0.72
AUX-394.1 3.920 0.49
5,427 0.58
4,810 0.55
Avg 4,719 0.53
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Table 8 . Cure Time Versus Tensile
Shear (etched 2024-T3 Clad, MMM-A-
132),
Time Strength
(at cnd of pot. life)	 (psi)
3-4 hr at 75F 300
8 hr at 75F 700
12 hr at 75F 1,000
24 hr at 75F 2,200
5-7 days at 75F 5,000
3 hr at 160E 3,000
9U min At I8OF 3,000
^ -j 60 min at 20OF 3,000
{ j 2 hr At 20OF 3.500
Table 9 . Summary of Outgassing Data
on EA- 9 34
Cure Conditions
Data
Source
Test
Method
Total Wi. t
Loss (%)
%'CM
(.)
16 hr at 5 2C (I 26F) irl. 51:1 0.42 0.02
7 dais at RT GSFC SRI 0.28 0.01
1 hi at 62L ( 18017) SRI SRI 0.10 C.08
16 hr at 65C (149F) N AR SRI 0.42 0.02
16 hr at65C (I49F) LIAR SRI 0.17 0.01
4 hr at 66C (ISOF) %1S1C A 1 *,I Pasud
plus 2 hr at 1000 (212F)
in vacuum)
,u
f
u
n
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Hysol data on EA934 bonded aluminum
joints as a function of cure time and tem-
perature. It shows that the reaction is
completed at room temperature in less
than one week. This is important from
an outgassing standpoint.
Extensive outgassing tests have been con-
ducted on EA934 using both the ATM and
the more stringent SRI conditions. A
summary of the data is given in Table
9 . The data supports the selection of
the EA934 as the adhesive. In addition,
the GEMS structure has just completed
extensive thermal/vacuum testing. This
large bonded graphite/epoxy structure
was subjected to 36 days at approxi-
mately 10-6 torr, during which time ex-
tensive measurements were made on its
optics using a Hewlett Packard 5526A
laser measurement system. Visual ex-
amination of the mirrors after 36 days
of exposure showed no outgassed pro-
	
1
ducts. In fact, the very sensitive laser
system showed no power losses that could
be attributed to outgassed products. Since
the GEMS shell was bonded with EA934,
this fine performance supports Convair's
material selections.
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY PHILOSO-
PHY — The antenna manufacturing philosophy
Is based on minimizing all stress and toler-
ance buildup during the fabrication and
assembly sequence.
An aid in fabricating graphite/epoxy compon-
ents is Convair's proprietary dielectric
monitor which can be used duri ig each heat
cure cycle. The monitor visually indicates
the "static gel point," a phase during a heat
cure c;g.le where the resin system and any
type of tooling material is thermally compatible.
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The monitor is used initially to determine at what cure temperature a metal tool should
be designed to for curing a specific resin system without inducing stresses due to
thermal expansion differences between the resin system has been determined, the heat
cure temperature is held at that point until a predetermined time span has passed.
Pressure and vacuum are released during cure cycle cooldown to prevent part stress,pg
during that phase of the cure cycle.
All metal cure cycle tools will be designed and made so that the tool configuration is at
the required shape when the static gel point of the resin system occurs. All graphite/
epoxy pl::'ts remain thermally stable at this point and it is important that any fabrica-
tion tool, other than a graphite/epoxy tool, is not allowed to induce stresses in the
parts due to heatup or cooldown thermal differences.
Assembly distortions will be minimized by using tooling approaches that minimize
bondline pressures. The hydroscopic nature of epoxy resin and its accompanying geo-
metric growth will be reduced by maintaining a constant 20% humidity and 70 f5F dur-
ing assembly and profilometer tests.'
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY SEQUENCE
Reflector Shell
The reflector shell will be laid up on a male bulk graphite tool. Graphite is chosen
due to its stability and machinability. The tool will be machined to a f1-mil tolerance
by using a trace template and machining in a controlled temperature machine shop.
The surface RAIS will be initially determined by use of a +1-mil tolerance check tem-
plate. The reflector tool will be made with thermal differences determined to produce
a graphite/epoxy reflector dish having the desired shape acceptance criteria.	 E
E
A computer program is used to plot patterns for graphite prepreg tiles for the isotropic
paraboloid shell. The primary advantage of this approach is that the tiles are shaped
so that fibers are oriented along the major axis of the panels, reducing waste, while
the fibers are "clocked" tile-to-tile to achieve isotropic characteristics over the com-
pound surface. The full-size computer generated patterns are transferred photograph-
ically to template stock, reducing drafting time.
An "ideal" fiber in the surface of the paraboloid at a vertex centered point (r, 0, z)
makes an angle (0 + 0) to the tangent radial vector at the point where m is the ply angle,
This simple algorithm is used as a basic for pattern generation.
There are two steps in generating a panel: (1) constructing a fiber that runs longitud-
inally through the center of the panel, and (2) constructing a flat panel around the fiber
which has the proper shape and dimensions so that when worked down on the surface of 	 ^•
the paraboloid, the central fiber follows its correct path and the boundaries of the panel
C-26
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fit adjacent panels.	 The first step is solution by numerical methods of the equations
governing the ideal fiber.	 The second step is an empirical solution based upon observ-
ed characteristics of unidirectional graphite fibers in an uncured resin matrix when
worked into a three-dimensional shape.
Preliminary patterns for a single lamination are generated and taped together over
the master tool to verify the pattern fit. 	 Another set is generated to layout the cutting
procedure from graphite stock. 	 When the pattern set meets requirements of engineer-
ing and fabricat:oa, it drawn finally on dimensionally stable pattern material. 	 This
flexibility provided by the computer yields near optimuju patterns for the isotropic shell.
Each shell layup ply will be vacuum compacted to ensure intimate contact with the tool
and with each succeeding ply.	 The reflector dish wi ll then be vacuum bagged and heat
cured.	 Figure	 14 6hows typical tiles for one-quarter of a prepreg laminae.
Thermal Cycling
It is recommended that the main reflector be thermal cycled to increase the com4)osite
1	
material's dimensional stability. Tests at Convair indicate that for those structures,
where holding a shape is critical, thermal cycling materially reduces creep or
permanent set. A typical truss assembly was thermally cycled 15 times and its shape
measured before and after each five cycles. The results are shown in Figure 15 .
it is clear that most stability is achieved after only five cycles.
	
(	 Reflector Dish Surface Preparationj
The reflector assembly will be abraded with a fine 35µ grit. The surface will then be
cleaned by a water/oil-free solvent and a 0.04-mil-thick vapor deposited aluminum
	
fl	 coating and overcoat applied.
Reflector Shape Adjustment
The reflector assembly will be positioned under Convair's computerized dish measure-
ment device and adjusted to the specified tolerances by use of micrometer adjustors.
The reflector assembly will then be inverted and positioned from the same points as
experienced under the dish measurement device. The truss ribs %ill then be locked-
	
1 0	 out by bonded-on clips.
the reflector assembly will then be placed in a holding fixture which also picks up
the same positioning points as used on previous assembly operations. The remaining
wigle elips will be located and bonded in position.
v
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Figure 14. Typical Computer-Generated Tiles for Reflector Prepreg
Laminae
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Figure 15. Exaggerated Plot of Permanent Set Due to Thermal Cycling
	
i
(scale - 0. 15, set exaggerated 1000.X)
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SURFACE CONTOUR b1EASUREMENT DEVICE — Facilities for precision reflector
surface measurement (to 0.0001 inch) consist of an adjustable (two angular coordi-
nates) sweep arm and an electronic sensor head (shown in Figure 16 1.. Data is
recorded digitally and immediately pro-
cessed for contour evaluation, as shown
in Figure 17 . Output parameters are
surface rms, focal length, rotation
about x and y axes, vertex displace-
ment, and deviation of each sample ^^
point from the best fitting paraboloid.
A detailed contour plot of the overall
surface is also produced.'
The major advantage of this proposed 	 F1gurel6. Surface Contour Measurement
design is that it allows fine surface 	 Apparatus
contour adjustment after the reflector
dish is cured, thus minimizing the impact of manufacturing and material variations
inherent in the layup and cure conditions. This is accomplished as shown in Figure 18
for a typical antenna.
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
Acceptance testing will consist of a modal search on the test model (or engineering
model) plus a thermal environment test on each antenna.
MODAL SURVEY — To verify the math model analysis, Convair will conduct a low
level sinusoidal vibration and modal survey test. The antenna assembly will bee evaluated
using the same techniques developed in the Viking modal survey tests. It will be mounted
in our 15 by 15 by 25-ft dynamic test tower and hard mounted by its interface fittings to
the tower base reaction mass, This mass is a plate, 12 by 12 ft by 6 in. , weighing 35, 000
pounds.
Two 50-pound-force electrodynamic exciters will be attached to the antenna structure
using "sting" bars. The attack locations will be varied to assure excitations of fundamen-
tal torsional and bending modes. We will install ten Endevco 2200 series accelerometers
on the structure in locations designated by Convair personnel. A low force survey sweep
between 5 and 150 Hz will be made to determine the maximum response frequencies. The
input and response data Hill be recorded on real-time direct write recorders. This data
will be used to identify the modal frequencies by the relative responses of the accelero-
meter
On the basis of this plot, the sensor
arm is positioned over high and low
areas of the contour; micrometer ad-
justments force the surface toward the
best-fit parabola-torus.
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CONTOUR MEASUREMENT OI'
GRAPHITE REFLECTOR
NIAG TAPE TO CARDS
IBAI 1130
SURFACE CONTOUR RMS
FOCAL LENGTH
ROTATIONS ABOUT X & Y AXES
VERTEX DISPLACEMENT
DEVIATIONS OF EACH SAMPLE
POINT FROM BFP
We will also use a roving accelerometer
to refine the mode shape data. We will
	 f
derive this steady state response using
the co-quad analyzer. The accelerometer
outputs are fed to a co-quad analyzer to
produce the resulting mode shape. The 	 `.
co-quad output is in turn fed to the digital
computer system and stored on digital
magnetic tape. When sufficient data is
accumulated at each frequency the mode
shape will be printed in tabular form. A
Tektronics Model 4010 computer display
terminal will be used for real time
display of the mode shape data.
MASS PROPERTIES
Alass properties for the reflector, Drive
Mechanism Housing and Support Arms is
shown in Table 10, These are very rough
figures of the graphite/epoxy material
components that have been identified and
exclude the attach fittings, fasteners,
aluminum foil and adhesives that would be
utilized in the completed structure.
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CALCOMP PLOTTER
ANTENNA SURFACE CONTOUR PLOT
Figure 17. Contour Data Software
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1) The barrel
assembly is
bonded to
the cured
reflector
2) The trusses are then
attached to the barrel
and micrometer
adjustment d;*vices
i-Istalled between the
truss and the dish at
twelve points
(2 x 6 trusses)
C75-664/034A
(^Inccl^^ l MICROME
TRUSS CH
RADIAL
3) This rigid assembly is then put under the
profilometer (GDCA's contour measuring
device) and the micrometers are used to push
or pull the thin shell from the rigid truss until
the optimum shape is obtained. This is done
in a humidity (20 % Rli) and temperature con-
trolled environment.
4) T11e adjustment pins are then locked out and the
assembly is removed from the profilometer and
placed on the assembly fixture where straps are
bonded to the truss chord member and the shell's
radial angles, thus locking the trusses and the
shell in the optimum position. The adjusting pin
and set screw are then removed.
TRUSS
CHORD
LOCKOUT
STRAPS
RADIA L
z
Figure 18. Contour Adjustment Process for a 1))pic:tl Large Antenna
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rTable 10. Part Breakdo«n
AiC4N
Part Material	 Weight (lbs) Number ofParts
Reflector
Truss GY-70/X-30 74 (5.7 each) 13
Skin ( reflector) GY- 70/X- 30 65 1
Back Panel GY- 70/X-.30 81 1
F'%ti-d Panel GY-70/X-30 33 1
Aft Panel GY- 70/X- 30 5 1
Drive Mechanism
Housing & Support
1)	 Channel (arch) GY-70/X-30 7 1
2)	 Channel GY-70/X-30 13 (6.5 each) 2
3)	 H/C Panel GY-70/X-30 16 1
4)	 WC Panel GY-70/X-30 16 1
5)	 WC Panel GY-70/X-30 8 1
6)	 H/C Panel GY- 70/X- 30 8 1
7)	 Plate GY- 70/X- 30 16 (8.0 each) 2
8)	 Channel GY- 70/X- 30 16 (8.0 each) 2
9)	 H/C Panel GY-70/X-30 16 1
10)	 H/C Panel GY-70/X-30 16 1
11)	 Plate GY-70/X-30 26 (6.5 each) 4
12)	 Collar GY-70/X-30 1 (.5 each) 2
13)	 11isc. Angles & Clips GY-70/X-30 8 -
Support :'Arms
Channels (Lll) GY-70/X-30 13 (6,5 each) 2
Channels (RH) GY-70/X-30 13 (6.5 each) 2
H/C (LH) GY-70/X-30 8 1
I^	 H/C (RH) GY-70/X-30 8 1
n
c^
00
0w
9
Total 467 lbs.
_-I
I I	 ^n.
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APPENDIX D. TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION OF A SIMS-A ANTENNA —
TULSA DIVISION OF ROCKWELL INTERNATIONAL,
OCTOBER 1975
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SHUTTLE IMAGING MICROWAVE SYSTEM ANTENNA
(SIMS-A ANTENNA)
INTRODUCTION
The Missile Systems Division of Rockwell International has requested from
the Tulsa Division a Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) cost and a technical
description to design and fabricate the SIMS-A Antenna. Tulsa Division
has been making glass composite parts for twelve years and advanced
composite parts for six years. The Division is currently under contract
to design and fabricate the Payload Bay Doors for the Space Shuttle. These
are graphite/epoxy, 60-foot long doors made from 15 foot by 12-1/2 foot
individual panels. A photograph of a panel and other photographs of a
layup and bond tool, and a manufacturing demonstration panel are attached.
The proposed SIMS-A Antenna is similar in overall size to the pictured
-.	 15 foot by 12-1/2 foot graphite/epoxy panel.
SUMMARY
'The SIMS-A Antenna requires a graphite/epoxy material that is very rigid
and that has a coefficient of expansion of approximately . 01 x 10- 6 inch/inch
°F.	 This is a lower coefficient of expansion than materials used on current
programs.	 A development program will be conducted by Tulsa Laboratories
( using cross ply layups of graphite/epoxy tape to select a combination of a
{ specific modulus graphite with its epoxy matrix that will as near as possible
have a coefficient of expansion of . 01 x 10- 6 inch/inch °F.	 The coefficient
of expansion will be checked over the range of +220 F to -170 F. 	 The pre-
ferred material will then be subjected to water absorption to measure
dimensional stability.
The proposed antenna design uses a honeycomb structure for the shell with
an eggcrate backing to provide maximum rigidity. 	 Analysis techniques using
jj'	 ttt
the ASKA program will confirm the structural integrity of the antenna.
4_
Graphite/epoxy structure is cured in an autoclave at 350 F. 	 Gelation occurs
E
at about 280 F to 300 F.
	 To eliminate tool expansion a graphite/epoxy tool
t will be developed.	 In fabrication of the part, layers of . 005 inch tape in
3 inch strips will be layed up on the tool.
	 The cross ply technique will be
used in a repeating manner to reach the desired thickness for the skin.
Experience has shown that There is some spring back ofP	 P	 g	 arts so the antennaP
will be broi;ght into final tolerance by grinding.	 The reflector surface will
then be nickel plated followed by a final polishing operation.
D-7
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The antenna final dimensional accuracy will be verified at the grinding
vendor's facility.
	 0
The program schedule shows the time span for major activities. In order to
complete the effort in 24 months, an overlap of job tas!cs is required. For
example the design can be in work at the same time the.t the optimization of
the low coefficient of expansion material is being done.
DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION
The SIMS -A Antenna structure consists of the following.
Antenna Shell	 }
The shell is ara hite/e ox y composite approximately one inch thick. Theg P	 P Y	 P	 P	 Y
inner precured moldline skin is approximately . 15 inches thick, the outer
cocured skin is approximately . 06 inch thick. The core material is one inch
Nomex flex core.
The composite shell is closed out by the core being chamfered 30 degrees.
Antenna Support Truss
The truss work is comprised of approximately four bulkhead frames, six
longitudinal frames and four partial longitudinal frames. The frames are
graphite/epoxy composites of approximately . 50 inch thi4:k with .016 inch
skins using Nomex core. The framework has an "eggcr..te ' design being
attached to each other and the shell by graphite/epoxy angles. The truss
has exterior skins making the structure torsionally rigid.
Cruciform
The cruciform at the aft end ib a graphite/epoxy layup. There are two
sections, horizontal and vertical. Each layup has a hat section major layup
and a skin to close out the structure. There is allowance made in design for
adjustment to the antenna shell in the crucifor-n. The adjustments are in
both vertical and horizontal directions and are of the eccentric pin design.
Forward Beam
The forward beam is adjustable in the horizontal direction and is also a
graphite/epoxy layup similar to the cruciform. The adjustment is also an
eccentric pin. Pin material will be either stainless or titanium.
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Antenna Retention
There will be six retention locations on the structure to attach to the shuttle.
These fittings are expected to be titanium.
Conceptual Sketches
Conceptual sketches of the antenna configuration are shown in Figures 1
through 5. The weight of this structure is less than 1000 Kg.
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GRAPHITE/EPDXY MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT
Successful design and fabrication of a zero expansion shell of the
dimensions involved in the subject reflector requires (a) exacting
care in selection of material combinations,
	 (b) verification of
expansion characteristics of the basic shell construction,
	 (c) verifi-
cation of the thermal stability of a contoured shell section, and
(d) generation of critical processing procedures,
MATERIAL SELECTION
randamentally, designing a zero thermal expansion structure consists
of balancing expansion forces within the constituent fibers against
those in the constituent matrix so that the composite remains static
over wide temperature excursions. 	 Furthermore, this static balance x.
must be achieved in all directions.	 In order to achieve such a balance,
one material (the fiber) must	 have a very low, slightly negative,
thermal expansion coefficient and a high modulus of elasticity. 	 The
second material (resin matrix) should have a low modulus of elasticity.
Its expansion coefficient, on the other hand, is not highly critical.
Through the application of a computer, a zero-expansion laminate can
be designed theoretically.	 Table I presents moduli and thermal
expansion characteristics of epoxy resin, adhesive, typical graphite
fibers, and Kevlar fibers, extracted from various sources.	 The higher'
modulus fibers (e.g. GY-70, Modmor I, and Thornel 75) have greater
ability to resist deformation due to expansion and contraction of the
resin, hence are the leading candidates for this application. 	 The
resin candidates are Narmco 5208 9 Fi.berite 934, and Hercules 3501,
because all of these have been demonstrated, during Space Shuttle
Payload Bay Door testing, to be thermally stable without crazing down
to -270F.
	
Ability to modify the expansion coefficient of the resin
by adding small amounts of graphite powder will assist in the final
adjustment  of properties. 	 Still another tool that may be used to
control expansion is hybridizing with Kevlar 49 fibers. 	 This will be
used as a last resort due to the probable necessity for hybrid tapes.
Along with the correct material combination and fiber orientation, the °<
relative amount of each, i.e. the fiber and matrix volume fractions,
will also require careful control.	 One of the principal adhesive
candidates will be Reliabond R-398, because it has demonstrates
.^
stability over a wide temperature excursion.	 Core candidates will be
m
Nomex (HRH-10) and fiberglass (HRP) because of their adequate low tem-
perature stability.
	
Aluminum core is not considered satisfactory for
this application due to large thermal mismatch with the facings. u.
9
.".	 Verification of Expansion Characteristics
Based upon the final outputs of design program iterations, tentatively
three configurations will be tested to verify the theoretically optimi-
zed designs for (3) candidate material systems. 	 Each system will involve ;•	 ;
a different fiber/resin combination, and possibly a different core. t.
t,
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TABLE I
MODULI AND THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS OF TYPICAL COMPOSITE MATERIALS
Modulus of Test Temperature Measurement Expansion
Fiber Elasticity (Range) OF Direction Coefficient
Material Orientation (MSI) .^ P4 in/in/0F)_
Epoxy Resin (unfilled) -0.5._ +25 to +45
Epoxy Resin +15%
Graphite Particles +17
Celion GY-70/X-904 00 43 -300 to +350 00 -0.56
00 0.8 tr	 ,r 900 +18.0
+450 "	 Tr 450 -0.43
G	 GY 70 Fiber 77
Modmor I/Epoxy 00 40 -0.41
n
Modmor I Fiber 60 can
Thornel 75 Fiber 79 -459 to +932 -0.2	 (ave.)
i
0
Thornel T-300/5208 00 ti 20 0 to +200 +0.02 co
HTS/X904 00 ,23 -300 to +500 00 -0.25
00 rr	 tt 900 +15.5
Modmor I/X-30* [0 /+45.5/90] -75 to +75 -.005 to +.014
Kevlar 49 Fiber 3	 s 19 +32 to +212 -3.6
Reliabond R-398 -270 to +400 +24
Adhesive
*Reported by General Dynamics, Convair Division
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The physical measurement test matrix is presented as Table II. Flat
	
y
sandwich panels approximately 36" x 36" square will be provided for
testing:. Specimens will be :rested in sandwich form. Panels will be
fabricated according to optimized procedures established as described	 r
in a subsequent paragraph.
TABLE II
EXPANSION COEFFICIENT TEST MATRIX
No. of	 Total
Resin	 Measurement	 Temp.	 Ply	 Number of
System Fiber	 Angles	 Points	 Angle Measurements
12223	 A, B, C	 2	 3 	 18
1	 A	 3	 3	 Crossply	 9
2	 B	 3	 3	 Crossply	 9
1 9 2 9 3	 A, B, C	 5	 5	 Crossply	 25
Total	 61
Verification of Stability of Curved Shell Sub-Component
A typical section of curved shell will be produced prior to full scale
part manufacture, and thermally tested to demonstrate stability. The
part will be produced in the identical manner planned for the full
scale part, i.e. the reflective surface precured as a thin laminate,
followed by cocuring of the back surface skin over the assembled core.
The subscale shell will represent about one-quarter of the periphery
and full length of the full scale part. Stability will be demonstrated
by (a) accurately measuring the contour of the shell in two planes
normal to each other while the shell rests unrestrained on a supporting
base, (b) raising the temperature of the back surface to about 200E
by suitable means, as with an electric blanket, and_(c),remeasuring
the contour at temperature. The test can be performed inexpensively
as; (a) highly accurate contours are not required to confirm stability,
i.e. measurements are relative, and (b) temperature stabilization in
the test panel is not necessary to demonstrate shape stability of an
essentially "zero-expansion" material. Figure 6 illustrates the
simplicity of the test setup. Only relative change in position of
discrete measurement points is involved. The contour template is
made of low expanding material, and is notallowed to become heated
during measurement since only brief point contact is made with the
part, Through use of accurate height gages, changes in contour as
small as .001 inch will be detectable,
9
Subsequent to thermal stability demonstration, approximately one percent
moisture will be introduced into the structure and any change in contour
determined. In the event moisture absorption causes dimensional instability,'
the reflector will be sealed by bonding foil over all exposed areas.
It is assumed that the polished, metal plated reflective surface will in
itself provide an effective moisture barrier over the plated area. 	 -,
D-18
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Establishment of Processing Procedures
Processing of the parabolic reflector will be highly critical in order
to achieve required stability. Precise controls will start with the
pre-impregnated graphite tape materials which will be permitted little
variation in resin content, and which will have imposed on them rigid
uniformity and quality requirements. Layup techniques will emphasize
accurate alignment of fibers. Bleeding and bagging sequences will
stress precise and uniform control of the resin fraction throughout
the molded part. The required bleeder plies will be accurately cal-
.culated and resin bleed controlled through use of an essentially
sealed system employing a semi-permeable membrane (see Figure 7).
The semi-permeable membrane permits passage of air and volatile resin
components, while blocking the flow of liquid components. Curing and
posteuring schedules will be designed to: (a) minimize residual
stresses in the cured part, (b) produce void-free skins, and (c) elim
inate'possible residual curing/outgassing in service. Excessive
residual stress may cause distortion during machining of the front
face necessary to bring it into contour. Voids are likely to affect
thermal stability adversely, and will enhance moisture absorption.
Residual curing (with associated resin shrinkage) in service may
significant-ly distort the contour. Cocuring of the back skin over
honeycomb core poses a special problem in void elimination. Normal
cocuring procedures result in laminates containing voids. Thinner
laminates, and those molded over large sized cells, contain higher
void contents. Void content can be minimized in such cases by using 	 j
1/8 inch cell honeycomb and by precuring a ply of adhesive film over
the honeycomb surface prior to molding the skin.
To establish the optimized processing procedure, approximately ten flat
sandwich panels will be fabricated. These panels will be approximately
36 inches square. The criter.a for suitability will be visually ob-
served uniformity and quality, resin and ,fiber fractions in the molded
parts, and flatness after cure and posteure. Flatness will be deter-
mined on a surface table.
Mechanical testing described in the next section will be performed on
specimens from process development panels fabricated during the time
period approaching establishment of the final processing procedure.
Verification of Structural and 'Physical Properties
Loads to be experienced by the reflector and supporting structure will
be relatively light. Therefore an extensive structural testing program_
is not required. Accurate knowledge of stiffness is expected to be
more important than strength. Hence, strain gaging of specimens will
€ be required. The mechanical test matrix shown in Table III is con-
sidered adequate. All tests are to be performed as sandwich beams.
Moduli and Poisson's ratios will be required to confirm theoretical
design predictions. Test materials will be derived from flat sandwich
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panels generated during process optimization.
In addition to verifying structural properties for design purposes, it
will also be necessary to perform acceptance and process control tests
on materials used in hardware for engineering test and delivery.
Acceptance tests will consist of the following:
Thermal expansion)(3 temperatures and 3 directions in	 m
& molded flatness)test sandwich)
Sandwich flatwise tension (adhesive)
Resin, fiber, and void volume fractions of test
laminates (skins)
Prepreg physical properties (resin content, flow,
gelation time, volatile content)
Visual examination
Ultrasonic examination of cured panels.
Process control tests will be the same as acceptance tests, excepting
for prepreg physical properties.
i
TABLE III
MECHANICAL TESTING MATRIX
No. of	 No. of
	
No, of
	 Total No.	
y
Temp.
	
Loading	 Tests Per	 of
Test or Property	 (OF)	 Directions Condition 	 Specimens
Tensile Strength	 3	 3	 5	 45
Tensile Modulus 3 3 5 --
Compression 3 3 5 45
Strength
Compression 3 3 5
-_Modulus
Poisson's Ratio 3 3x2 3 --
Beam. (core) Shear 3 2 5 30
Flatwise Tension 3 1 5 15
-_Thermal Cycle 2 l 5 _ 10
Total 145
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Acceptance and process control tests will be designed to assure attain-
ment of required characteristics in full scale parts, i.e. to assure
there has been no significant change in materials after design properties
are established.
After establishment of tentative design characteristics and optimized'
processing procedures, preliminary material and process specifications
and detailed processing procedures will be prepared to assure com-
pliance with requirements.
Cycling Tests: Specimens of crossplied sandwich panel described in
Table II will be plated with metallic reflective coating, then cycled
(100) times between -170F and +210F. The coating will be optically
examined'for evidence of cracking, blistering, and delamination.
Short beam shear tests will then be performed at R.T. and elevated
temperature to verify adequacy of the sandwich adhesive bond.
GRINDING AND POLISHING
The SIMS reflector tolerance requirement (conformity to contour) is much
tighter than can ordinarily be obtained in graphite/epoxy structures. To
get the needed tolerance will require a grinding operation.
The grinding and polishing will be accomplished at Tin^.Aey Laboratory, Inc.,
Berkeley, California. The grinding and polishing will 1 rovide a reflector
surface which conforms to the contour defined by the data points to an accuracy
of f. 001 inch rms, f. 0025 inch peak.. The grinding machine and measure-
ment apparatus'are attached to a computer which comparesthe actual surface
contour to the theoretical contour and provides a print-out of contour error.
The depth to the surface of the SIMS-A Antenna requires a tooling modification
change. Some of this tooling expense could be saved if the 180 degree torus
could be reduced to 120 degrees.
T
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where Zo is the free space impedance 377 ohms,
Zs is the surface impedance and may be determined by:}
2
_ of LIZs) -	 Q
where f
	
frequency in Hz
µ = permeability in henry/meter
a = conductivity in mhos/meter
The conductive surface skin depth required is determined as follows:	
.r
a	 1
VTTf µ a	 Y
This skin depth is the depth at which current density has decreased to
1/e (about 36.8 percent) of its value at the surface. The values
obtained for the reflectivity calculations will be valid as long as
the material thickness is greater than 6.
Materials considered as possible reflector surfaces and the reflectivity,
thickness, and coefficient of expansion are given in the table below.
	
Min 6	 Thermal
Min %	 Skin Depth	 Expansion
Material	 Reflection	 (inch)	 Per of (x10-6)
Nickel 99.9%	 99.75	 .00012	 7.4
Rhodium	 99.88	 000182	 4.5
Gold	 99.92	 00012.6	 7.9
Silver	 99.93	 .000103	 10.5
Chromium	 99.92	 .00013	 3.4
Solid Graphite	 81.2	 .0030	 .01
After considering the above variables as well as cost and availability it
was decided to use nickel on the reflective surface.
;=	 s
Ir
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The required metal coating for the reflector surface will be applied after
the surface has been ground to contour. This metal will be applied by brush
electroplating nickel onto the graphite/epoxy to a thickness of 0. 00035 inch.
This surface would then be ground to remove 0. 0002 surface thickness to
provide the final contour with a surface finish of 64 microinches.
Thermocycling test will be conducted on graphite/epoxy specimens with
the metal plating to insure that the metal used and the plating process will
holdup to the required operating temperature range.
PROJECT ENGINEERING
The project engineer will coordinate all technical tasks with the customer and
Tulsa Division technical personnel. He will work with Engineering and
Laboratory personnel in development of a graphite/epoxy layup that meets
design requirements. The project engineer will coordinate with Design,
Tooling, and Manufacturing people to insure a part that will comply with
specifications. He will interface with subcontractors for measuring thermal_
coefficientof expansion and for grinding of the reflector surface.
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
aw
	
The Structural Design support for the SIMS-A Antenna will consist of
locating one engineer at Missile Systems Division for approximately two
days to establish interfacing at engineering go-ahead, preparing layouts
and concepts for design of the antenna from graphite/epoxy, preparing
drawings for test evaluation, engineering assistance to the Tulsa Laboratories,
technical assistance to the Tulsa Tooling and Manufacturing departments,
and Engineering Material Review support for the manufacturing effort.
Drawing Support
The drawing support at Tulsa will consist of preparing various concepts
and layouts of the cruciform, forward beam shell, payload retention system
and truss support - appi^oximately 100 production drawings and, approximately
3 joint test development drawings.
Interface Support
The interface support will require approximately two layouts and two,
two-day trips to MSD. One trip will be planned for interfacing and one
trip for coordination review.
D-25
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FTechnical Assistance
The design support for technical assistance will consist of coordinating
engineering information with Tulsa Laboratories, Planning, Manufacturing,
and Tooling Departments.
Manufacturing Support
The Manufacturing support will consist of Engineering working directly
with Manufacturing effort in material review action, drawing interpre-
tation and drawing change support.
ANALYSIS STRESS. THERMAL. AND WEIGHTS
Assumptions
1. The general criteria for the Space Shuttle will be used, such
as safety factors, etc.
2. The reflector will be designed to react the loads imposed by
its own mass and by the drive and control systems housing when
acted upon by the accelerations shown in the informal specifi-
cation for the SIMS main reflector, 	 a=
3. The antenna and its support structure will be analyzed for the
thermal loads which are to be provided to Rockwell-Tulsa at a
later date.
4. The material will have a thermal coefficient capable of main-
taining the expansion requirements,
5. A dynamic analysis will not be made. The accelerations (G's)
listed in the informal specification (Figures 6 and 7) will be
used with the idealized static model,
Computer Analysis Justification
o	 Finite element analyses will be used to 'determine SIMS antenna
surface distortions induced by thermal gradients. -
o	 Finite element techniques will also be utilized to ,obtain stress
and strain data from loads resulting from design accelerations.
o	 The Automatic Systems Kinematic Anr.?,ysis (ASKA) finite element
program is the program currently best suited for the accomplish-
ment of the analyses listed above because:-
:1 ASKA contains a large family of sophisticated anisotropic
finite- elements,
v
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b)	 ASKA has been used extensively for the static analyses of
structures composed of advanced composite materials.
c)	 ASKA has superior multilevel substructuring capabilities.
d)	 Both mechanical and thermal loading are easily accom:,odated
in ASKA.
e)	 Dynamic response analyses are provided for in the ASKA-DYNAN
` system.
f)	 A high confidence level in the validity of ASKA results has
been acquired as a consequence of extensive ASKA usage for
the internal loads analyses of the Air Force B-1 Bomber and
_
the NASA Space Shuttle.
a
g)	 ASKA was used by the Tulsa Division for the internal loads
' analyses of the Space Shz.zttle graphite/epoxy Payload Bay
Doors.
- The following tasks are necessary to meet the requirement and ensure
the structural integrity of the SIMS Antenna system. {
F
Preliminary Review
Become familiar with the system requirements.
Determine general operational requirements.
a
4
Computer Analysis
Review and define a method to impose the load criteria, and the
thermal requirements on the idealized structure.
Determine nodal point coordinates
Coding topology data.
Run CRT plots.
Geometric data determined,
Y Material layup determined.
^rt
andCheck of data, boundaries, 	 checkout runs,
Design Support
Assist the Design section on the structural configuration
VF
studies.
Assist in material selections,
D-2?
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	Review and approve drawings (approximately 100).
	
_r
Review and approve material specifications.
Load Analysis
Idealize the structure for a refined finite element analysis and
distribute the external loads in a manner which will simulate the
actual structure and its loads.
Determine the deflections and thermal stresses due to the
environment.
Post-process.
Spec imen Testing
Review the different proposed materials and determine if tests
are required to determine material properties and thermal-
physical properties.
Assist in defining tests.
Monitor tests.
Assist in evaluation of test results.
Stress Analysis
Conduct a stress analysis of the antenna system based on the
design criteria and the loads.
Documentation	 1
3
s
Prepare a formal stress report which contains the external loads,
internal loads,- deflections, thermal stresses and deflections,
and stress calculations necessary to analytically verify the
strength of the structured
Weight Control
A,c.omprehensive weight control program will be conducted during
the design and production phases of the contracted equipment with
emphasis placed on the following tasks:
Weight trade-off studies.
Establishing target weights.
Weight and C.G. calculations of the detail components as the
design progresses.	 -
Final weight calculations of all components prior co the
release of drawings.
Preparation of weight status reports.
Maintaining up-to-date records.
	
Obtaining actual weights during fabrication,	
5
y
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Reports and Coordination Meetings
r	 ^^,
1
Time required to attend coordination meetings and prepare weekly
and/or monthly reports to assist in project evaluation.
CHECKING AND STANDARDS
The Checking and Standards function will check each drawing to assure con-
formance with MIL-D - 1000 and MIL-STD-100 and will assure that drawings
are consistent with each other.
	 Material and standard callouts will be
compared with approved listings.
	 Assistance in obtaining standards for
use will be provided.
MASTER DIMENSIONS
The master dimensions group will receive and document master dimensions
data in the form of basic definition and contour generators.
	 The group will
develop and document contour points as definition to support production of
design aids and manufacturing tools.
	 They will coordinate with the
X• authorizing division and quality assurance to insure part accuracy.
NASA DOCUMENTATION
Based on recent experience on the Shuttle, Payload Bay Doors and inter-
face with the Space Division, the following is estimated to be the
r documentation required by NASA for the SIMS Antenna. 3
Material
All material selected for use in manufacture of the antenna will be
from an approved list such as Space Division Specification MC999-0096.
i Material required but not on the approved list will be documented in
an IL request to the buyer with rationale as to need and desirability
' of non-approved material.
All material, including fasteners, material reviews, material sub-
stitutions,` etc., will be documented on a material usage form for
transmittal to the buyer.
"" Drawings and Specifications
Engineering drawings and specifications shall be prepared to the
requirements in MIL-D-1000 and MIL-STD-100,	 Changes and/or updating
of drawings for the deliverable item shall be accomplished by the
seller's internal system. 	 Drawings shall be submitted to the buyer
beupon release.	 Specifications referenced on drawings will 	 available
upon request.
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Analyses
Design analyses associated with structural integrity and thermal
stability will be conducted. Results will be documented in the seller's
format and transmitted to the buyer.
Test Data
Test procedures for both coefficient of thermal expansion and structural
properties as well as test results will be documented in the seller's
format and transmitted to the buyer.
Quality Engineering
Inspec'cion and verification procedures will be developed and will be
available to the buyer upon request.
Test results which cover surface adequacy, thermal stability, and
reflective characteristics will be transmitted to the buyer. An
acceptance data package will be assembled for delivery with the hard-
ware which will consist of the following:
1. Drawings
2. Acceptance Test Data
3. DD250
4. Identification of Age Sensitive Items
S. Replacement Record
6. Weight Record
7. Waiver Record
S. Record of Material Review Actions
9. Notes and Comments
in As B ' It C	 "n+4 nui	 on f 'igu io
u.
Reports
A monthly status report will be prepared. In addition to general activities
the report will contain:
1. Documentation Status/Schedule
2, Masss Property Status.
FACILITIES PLAN
The Tulsa Division, Rockwell International Corporation is located on two	 _ 3
major sites adjacent to the Tulsa International Airport, Air Force Plant
No. 3, in which Rockwell-Tulsa occupies 706, 000 square feet, and the
Mingo Facility which consists of 242, 000 square feet. In addition, the
Tulsa Division has a facility at McAlester, Oklahoma, which consists of
92 000 square feet.
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Facility requirements required for fabrication of the SIMS-A Antenna are
within existing capabilities at Tulsa with minor modification and rearrange-
ment of bonding operations. Tooling fabrication, detail parts fabrication,
bonding and processing will be accomplished within existing area, utilizing
available production flows and equipment.
Area will be made available in Air Force Plant No. 3 where the NASA
€
	
	
20 ft. x 40 ft. autoclave is located, and will be activated for bonding the
reflector shell structure. Special layup areas and trim areas will be
installed to support the autoclave bonding. Non-destructive test, ultrasonic
systems and x-ray, are available in Air Force Plant No. 3, and will support
the program by adding special holding fixtures and attachments peculiar to
the end items.
The Mingo Facility, Building 605 bonding will support the layup, bond and
trim of other panels and structure elements by using the existing 9 ft. x 30 ft.
autoclave, layup area, and trim area.
Some modifications and rearrangements will be required without impact to
ongoing programs.
INSPECTION
a
k 
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The reflector will be inspected prior to grinding, using standard optical
equipment templates.
Source inspection will verify the contour and surface requirements at the
grinding and plating vendor's facility. The vendor, Tinsley Laboratories,
uses a laser measuring system that is a part of their grinding setup to
confirm that surface data points are to contour.
